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I Keynotes
Large scale experiments for vibration control and vulnerability assessment of bridges at the ELSA
laboratory
Ge´radin M., ELSA, Italy
Abstract is not available
Progress in automotive NVH field
Re´veille´ J.-M., Renault, France
It is quite obvious that from both interior and exterior noise perspective, nowadays vehicles are quieter than
vehicles from the 60’s and the 80’s, even if Diesel market share has risen sharply much in Europe. We propose
in this paper to describe the multiple causes that have driven this trend. The next, much more hazardous but
fun step will be to draw (or dream) some guidelines for the future. What will happen next and is there an end
to this continuous improvement? These are questions any acoustic engineer is wondering about when he has to
define targets and technical features on the next future vehicle.
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II Active noise control
Active noise control in agricultural machines
Gulyas K., Pinte G., Desmet W., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Augusztinovicz F., Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary
Agricultural machines generate a complex noise field with significant low-frequency components. The demands
for good sound comfort of the driver inside cabins of these machines are continuously growing. Since passive
control techniques are not able to efficiently reduce the low-frequency noise in the cabin, active noise control
techniques are being explored. A zone of quiet around the ears of the driver is quested through the use of
secondary loudspeakers. This paper studies three different control strategies: feedforward control, feedforward
control with feedback compensation and feedback control. The practical setup and the control algorithm of each
control technique is discussed. The practical results, the advantages and the restrictions of the three techniques
are compared.
Finite element based computation of low-order parametric design models for H∞-Control of sound
transmission through a plate into a cavity
Deuble F., Hofmann C., Kro¨plin B., University of Stuttgart, Germany
The reduction of the noise level inside an enclosure is an important issue in many technical applications and -
especially in aerospace systems - focusses more and more on active methods. For the development of controllers
for these active methods accurate low-order models are indispensable. FEM-based calculation of frequency
response functions followed by frequency domain identification is a feasible way to achieve these low-order
models already in the pre-design phase. The precison of these models is illustrated by comparing calculated and
measured response functions of a simplified generic experiment consisting of a rigid-walled cav-ity bounded
by a circular plate. Based on the calculated models an H∞ coupled structural acoustic controller is designed
and tested in the generic experiment. This illustrates the possibilities and limitations of active noise attenuation
concepts.
Design of an active exhaust attenuating valve for internal combustion engines
Boonen R., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
An active silencer to attenuate internal combustion engine exhaust noise is developed. The silencer consists of
an electrically controlled valve connected to a buffer volume. The pulsating flow from the engine is buffered
in the volume and the valve resistance is continuously controlled such that only the mean flow passes to the
atmosphere. This flow is free of fluctuations and consequently free of sound. The design of the active silencer
is carried out using electrical analog circuits. First, the interaction between the active silencer and the engine
will be studied using an analog circuit including the combustion engine and a linearized active silencer. Then, a
detailed valve model is built in a separate electrical analog circuit. It includes the electrical, the mechanical and
the flow-dynamic properties of the actuator valve. The actuator valve concept is then simulated, from which
a prototype can be constructed. The active silencer has been tested on a cold engine simulator. This device
generates realistic exhaust noise with the associated gas flow using compressed air. The silencer can attenuate
pulsations from engines at very low revolution speed, without passive elements preconnected between the
engine and the active silencer. This is not possible using loudspeaker based active silencers.
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Smart panels for active structural acoustic control
Gardonio P., Elliot S., University of Southampton, ISVR, UK
This paper presents a theoretical study comparing the sound transmission through different types of smart
panels. All of the smart panels considered consist of an aluminium plate of dimensions 247 278 1 mm
with embedded structural sensors and actuators. The analysis has focused on systems were simple single-
channel feedback controllers can be used so that self-contained, compact and light sensor-controller-actuator
devices can be built. The panels studied can be classified as being between two limiting cases: first, a panel
with a collocated volume velocity sensor and uniform force actuator pair connected via a single channel fixed
gain feedback control; second a panel with a 44 grid of collocated point velocity sensors and point force
actuators each controlled by a decentralised single channel fixed gain feedback control system. For each type
of panel the control effectiveness obtained with ideal distributed or local sensor and actuator systems have
been contrasted with those of more realistic devices in which the sensing system is made either of a large
piezoelectric distributed film or an array of accelerometer point transducers, and the actuation is given either
by a large piezoelectric film or an array of small piezoelectric patches. The control effectiveness, stability and
robustness of each control configuration have been discussed. Also, some practical problems related to the
construction of the smart panels have been briefly described.
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III Active suspensions
Linear control of car suspension using nonlinear actuator control
Lauwerys C., Swevers J., Sas P., Katholieke Universitieit Leuven, Belgium
In classic passive suspension design, comfort and road handling are conflicting design criteria. An active or
semi-active suspension offers the possibility to vary the damper characteristics along with the road profile. Such
systems have discrete settings or are limited in bandwidth up to 10Hz. This paper discusses the development of
a controller for a passenger car using a recently developed active shock absorber, were two current controlled
valves continuously vary the damper characteristics. The aim is to control the cars rigid body modes heave, roll
and pitch, as well as wheelhop and the first bending and torsion modes. The control design is based on damper
and car models that are valid up to these frequencies. The shock absorber, which is a highly nonlinear hydraulic
system, is modelled by a dynamic neural network. Using the active shock absorber as an actuator, the car itself
is identified using linear identification techniques based on random multisine excitations to find the best linear
approximation of its dynamic behavior. Based on the identified linear car model, linear controllers are derived.
These controllers calculate the actuator forces that have to be generated by the active shock absorber. Based
on the nonlinear damper models, these desired forces are converted into appropriate currents to be applied at
the damper valves. This requires a nonlinear model inversion. The paper presents experimental results of the
proposed controllers on a quarter car test setup. The performance of several linear car controllers in combination
with nonlinear damper model inversion strategies are compared.
Vehicle suspension characterisation by using road simulation on a 4 poster test rig
Vanhees G., Maes M., Tenneco-Automotive, Monroe European Technical Center, Belgium
As the trend for in lab car characterisation is still evolving rapidly, Tenneco Automotive developed a standard
test procedure to characterise vehicles on a four poster test rig. By using typical road patterns, several driving
conditions are simulated. The measured displacement, acceleration, force and noise signals enable a view on
the vehicle dynamics and driving comfort for the full frequency range between 0 and 1000 Hz. Several vehicles
have been measured until today, feeding a benchmark database. This database is then used as a reference to
develop new suspension systems and shock absorber applications to further optimise the vehicle suspension.
Semi-active control using MR fluids
Carlson D., Lord Corporation, USA
A variety of robust, high-strength, magneto-rheological (MR) fluids and devices that enable the benefit of con-
trollable fluid technology are now commercially available. MR fluid dampers that provide semi-active control
in an automotive primary suspension, seismic and wind damage mitigation in civil engineering structures or
real-time gait control in an artificial leg have been introduced. Rotary MR brakes that provide semi-active con-
trol in applications ranging from NASA spacecraft to vehicular steer-by-wire systems are now in use. The key
to success in all of these implementations is the ability of MR fluid to rapidly hange its rheological properties
upon exposure to an applied magnetic field. Details of these applications are discussed.
A soft-actuator active hexapod for the purpose of vibration isolation
Abu Hanieh A., Horodinca M., Preumont A., Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium
Active vibration isolation is becoming one of the most demanded processes to clean the environment containing
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sensitive equipment from vibrations; as future astronomic missions and equipment will require more and more
stringent resolution requirements. Several methods exist to reduce vibration levels: the first consists in isolating
the sensitive system from the perturbation and the second in damping the structure vibration modes. For the
purpose of vibration isolation, a Stewart platform has been designed, manufactured and tested at the Universite´
Libre de Bruxelles (ULB). This soft hexapod provides 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) active isolation. The actua-
tors, the flexible joints and the flexure guiding ( membrane) are considered the key words in the accurate design
of such a hexapod to assure high performance in vibration isolation.
Application of smart control suspension system based on soft computing to a passenger car
Hagiwara T., Yamaha Motor Co. Ltd, Japan
Panfilov S., Ulyanov S., Takahashi K., Yamaha Motor Europe N.V. R&D Office, Italy
Diamante O., STMicroelectronics Srl, Italy
An application of model based design methodology of robust intelligent semi-active suspension control system
to a passenger car based on stochastic simulation and soft computing is presented. Globally optimized teaching
signal for damper control is generated by genetic algorithm, the fitness function of which is settled to satisfy
conflicting requirements such as riding comfort and stability of the car body. Proper selection of input signals
for fuzzy controller realized accurate and robust control, making it possible to reduce the number of sensors.
The knowledge base is optimized for various kinds of stochastic road signals on a computer without carrying
out actual field tests.
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IV Active vibration control and smart structures
Tracking control of flexible rods
Halevi Y., Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Israel
The paper proposes a new method of noncollocated controller design for flexible structures, governed by the
wave equation. The design is based on the full, infinite-dimensional model and utilizes its properties, in par-
ticular the existence of time delays due to the wave motion. The controller consists of two feedback loops,
an inner collocated rate loop and an outer noncollocated position loop. The rate control law leads to a finite
dimensional plus delay inner closed loop, which is the equivalent plant for the outer loop. In typical cases that
controller consists only of a gain. The position loop has the structure of an observer - predictor control scheme
to compensate for the response delay. The resulting overall transfer function is second order, with arbitrarily
assigned dynamics, plus delay.
Robust controller synthesis vs. integral force feedback with collocation for active damping of flexible
structures
Ehmann C., Scho¨nhoff U., Nordmann R., Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany
A procedure for the design of a robust µ-synthesis controller for active damping of flexible structures is pre-
sented. Well developed software tools allow to keep the main effort for controller synthesis on modelling the
structure under consideration. However, controller synthesis still is more expensive than comparably simple
controller concepts which may be applied if actuator-sensor collocation is utilised. Since these concepts show
good and robust performance together with unconditional stability, the question arises which advantages robust
controller synthesis can offer. To find an answer, the benefits and drawbacks of both methods are compared,
and conclusions are drawn which help to decide which controller concept should be chosen for a given problem
in dependence on performance and robustness requirements.
Optimal controller design in smart structures
Abreu G., Ribeiro J., Federial University of Uberlaˆndia, Brazil
In the design of actively controlled flexible structures, the determination of the actuator location together with
the determination of the controller optimal gains are of primary importance. The purpose of this paper is to
suggest a measure of controllability and observability based on the modal cost function for flexible structures
containing piezoelectric elements (intelligent structures). The observability and controllability measures are
designed especially to guide the placement of sensors and actuators, respectively. A numerical model for
piezoelectric-beam coupling is presented, and the design of optimal feedback control law (LQR) for optimal
actuator configuration is made. For testing the optimal placement method, a experimental cantilever flexible
beam type structure containing piezoelectric actuators is constructed and the LQR controller is applied for the
active vibration control using the optimal pos tions of actuator and sensors.
The development of a vibration absorbing isolator
Du Plooy N., Heyns P., University of Pretoria, South Africa
The theory of passive vibration isolation is well understood and practiced; in most cases current techniques are
adequate. It is however possible to improve on passive isolators under certain conditions. The case investigated
here involves tonal, time varying excitation. It is proposed that combining isolators with vibration absorbers
can improve their performance over a narrow frequency band. Specifically the use of a tuneable liquid inertia
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type vibration absorbing isolator (VAI) is investigated. Experimental results show that the device could be
tuned over a 12 Hz frequency band by increasing the reservoir wall stiffness by a factor of 3.
Numerical and experimental evaluation of an active dynamic vibration absorber
Cunha Jr. S., Rade D., Federial University of Uberlaˆndia, Brazil
The present paper addresses the attenuation of mechanical vibrations using Active Dynamic Vibration Ab-
sorbers (DVAs). These devices possess an actuator placed between the primary system and the absorber mass,
which applies a control force computed according to an appropriate control law. By adjusting some parameters
(gains) of this control law, the DVA can be tuned to absorb vibrations at any given value of the excitation fre-
quency in a relatively large frequency band. Thus, tuning can be achieved without any change in the values of
the passive parameters. Here, a particular configuration of active DVA is investigated, based on a control law
according to which the control force is expressed as a linear combination of the relative displacement, velocity
and acceleration responses of the DVA mass with respect to the primary system. The basic formulation is first
presented, including stability analysis, tuning of the DVA by frequency response zero placement and optimiza-
tion of the control gains. Then, some of the theoretical findings are verified through numerical simulations
and laboratory tests, considering a beam as the primary system and using an active DVA constructed with a
piezoelectric actuator.
Failure effects on shunted piezo devices
Agneni A., Balis Crema L., Schirone L., Universita` di Roma ”La Sapienza”, Italy
It is often necessary to limit the response of a structure vibrating under the dynamic loads, thus devices must
be added in order to change the damping characteristics of the whole structure and so to face the problem
mentioned above. That result can be obtained either by active or by passive methods. For the aerospace
structures, which present limits in weight and safety problems, the passive shunted piezo devices seem to be
particularly interesting. Relevant damping can be added on the most important modes of the structure by using
a passive load formed by a resistor and an inductor, so as this last forms, with the inherent capacity of the piezo
element, a resonant circuit, tunable on the desired frequency, for instance the one of a mode. Obviously, the
electrical characteristics of the system might change due to some failures. This situation can be particularly
heavy for the space structures, which require nowadays long life times in presence of particular environment
conditions, and that without any possibility of maintanence. The paper presents some failures which can happen
to the inductance, obtained with electronic circuits, and it has been shown how a suitable choice of the resistors
present in the circuit permits to get - in case of failure - a resistive load that is almost similar to the one which
determines the maximum damping, for this electric load.
Vibration damping with piezoelectric actuator system
Palis F., Heller D., Sokolev S., Otto-von-Guericke-Universita¨t Magdeburg, Germany
The use of new types of actuators for vibration suppression in smart structures is an actual problem of research.
The paper presents a general approach for vibration isolation of a base from a flexible structure. The mode
shapes and natural frequencies of the system are found using a commercial finite element code. As source of
the control force piezoelectric (PZT) stack actuators are fixed to the structure to control the force transmitted
into the base. Non-linearity of the voltage-strain-characteristic, high frequency oscillations of the piezocrystal
and electrically capacitive behavior are the main futures of PZT stacks, which must be taken into consideration
when designing actuator systems. Taking benefit of the almost linear behavior between charge and strain,
current source with sliding mode operation for high dynamic applications are utilized. Here special emphasis is
put on a current source to feed a multi-actuator system and on controller design for optimal system integration
of the actuator.
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Analytical and FEM-investigations with experimental validation of a PZT-actuated vibrating beam and
its sound radiation
Nguyen C., Pietrzko S., Swiss Federal Laboratories for Material Testing and Research (EMPA), Switzerland
This work investigates the flexural actuation of an aluminum cantilever beam by two thin plates made of piezo-
electric PZT ceramic material, and the sound radiation of this vibrating beam into the surrounding air. At
first, an analytical study identifies the role and impact of the actuators as flexural wave-guide into the beam.
A simplified approach related to the finite element method is then developed for the actuated beam, whereby
effective FEM-calculations are done with ANSYS which has been chosen for its coupled-field capabilities. As
the PZT-plates are polarized in their thickness direction but operate in the plane dimension, their input material
properties are orthotropic and characterized by the three stiffness, dielectric and piezoelectric matrices. The
finite element analysis takes into account a physical adhesive bonding between actuators and beam, as well as
beam damping conditions. Applied is a voltage of 2×10 Vpeak at an excitation frequency increasing stepwise up
to 5000 Hz. Sound radiation of the vibrating beam is simulated within an air sphere surrounding the beam and
contacting it by a fluid-structure interaction zone. Results are given in form of spatial distributions and spectral
curves. A complete example is also given for the 6th flexural vibration eigenmode at 1550 Hz of the Al-beam,
which vibrates with maximum acceleration of 30 m/s2 at its free end and radiates into air at sound pressure
level up to 0.3 Pa at about 9 cm distance. The calculated radiation field is much greater at the interaction zone
with the beam and is more homogeneous when simulation is conducted with the adhesive bonding rather than
without it. Validation of the numerical results is made through measurements for both piezoelectric-mechanical
and mechanical-acoustic couplings.
Dynamics of rotating piezoelectric fiber composite beams
Brockmann T., Lammering R., University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg, Germany
The concept of an active beam can be applied to helicopter rotor blades in order to reduce vibrations and
noise due to different aeroelastic interactions. The most effective way to actively influence the blade dynamics
is to make use of the aerodynamic forces by changing the angle of attack. Thus the goal is to investigate
the potential of induced torsion and its different possible actuation schemes on the dynamic behavior of the
rotating system. Starting with the description of the rotor kinematics and having regard to the active beam
constitutive relations the principle of virtual work is established. In order to obtain a solution, the arising system
of equations is discretized using the finite element approach and thus the equations of motion are derived. The
eigenvalue problem is solved and results are compared to an analysis with finite shell elements conducted with
a commercial code. Finally the complete solution, providing the response of the rotating system to a harmonic
piezoelectrically induced excitation, is obtained.
Spatial filtering with piezo film sensors
Franc¸ois A., De Man P., Piefort V., Preumont A., Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles , Belgium
After a brief discussion of the problems arising from using discrete array sensors for spatial filtering, this
paper proposes a new porous electrode concept which allows to construct two dimensional distributed spatial
filters through the tailoring of the effective piezoelectric coefficients. Preliminary validation tests of the porous
electrode are presented on a cantilever beam.
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A CFRP plate with piezo-electric actuators and sensors as self-diagnosing intelligent structure
Fritzen C.-P., Mengelkamp G., University of Siegen, Germany
Guemes A., Politechnical University of Madrid, Spain
The idea is to design an intelligent structural system that is able to perform a self-diagnosis from changes of the
dynamic behavior. However, this requires that the structure is equipped with a sensor network and actuation
devices and an ”artificial brain” which processes all the measurement information and which is able to make
a decision on the structural health conditions. To perform this decision statistical methods are used. As an
indicator that an abnormal change has occurred, a residual vector is defined that is based on the actual data and
the baseline data of the undamaged system. The mathematical framework was developed by Basseville et al
known as the ”Subspace-Based Fault Detection” concept. In this work the method is combined with a smart
structure technique, where the system is excited by a random signal using an integrated piezo-ceramic actuator.
The system response is measured by piezo-ceramic sensors. To determine the eigenfrequencies, damping and
mode shapes and their changes the Stochastic Subspace Identification method is used.
Bounded output feedback systems for mechanical vibration control
Luyckx L., Loccufier M., Noldus E., Universiteit Gent, Belgium
The design is investigated of dynamic output feedback laws for the set point control and vibration suppression
in mechanical systems governed by the Euler-Lagrange formalism. We assume the systems are collocated
actuator-sensor controlled and underactuated. We concentrate on the case of constrained output feedback,
where the control input magnitudes satisfy a priori imposed upper bounds. The controller structure contains
a linear dynamic component and several nonlinear components. The closed loop stability conditions result in
a frequency criterion on the transfer matrix of the controller’s linear component and some constraints on the
controller’s nonlinearities. The stability analysis and the design method rely on principles from dissipativity
and Liapunov theory.
MIMO H2 optimal feedback controller estimation for a vibrating plate using subspace model
identification
Fraanje R., Verhaegen M., University of Twente , The Netherlands
Doelman N., Berkhoff A., TNO Institute of Applied Physics, The Netherlands
Adaptive Active Control algorithms, such as the well known Filtered-X LMS and Filtered-U LMS algorithms,
often do not yield optimal performance in practise, due to finite length impulse response of the controller
(Filtered-X) or convergence to a local minimum (Filtered-U). In addition, especially for the MIMO case, these
adaptive controllers suffer from slow convergence rate. We have proposed a method to estimate a state-space
realization of the H2 optimal controller by Subspace Model Identification (SMI) using the IMC approach and
the Causal Wiener filter. This paper presents the MIMO H2 optimal controller estimation by SMI for a vibrating
plate in feedback configuration. We show that this method estimates the H2 optimal controller by solving a
control-relevant identification problem. Experiments on a 4 input/output vibrating plate illustrate the method.
A design methodology of intelligent hybrid controllers applied to the active vibrations control of
cantilever beam
Teixeira R., Ribeiro J., Federial University of Uberlaˆndia, Brazil
This work proposes a methodology of fuzzy controllers design. They are obtained by an optimization process
that uses genetic algorithms. For this optimization procedure, the knowledge of the system dynamics is re-
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quired. Therefore an artificial neural network is trained to model the dynamic behavior of the plant from the
experimental inputs and outputs of the system. The rule base, the weights of the rules and the input mem-
bership functions are optimized. The proposed methodology is evaluated experimentally on a steel cantilever
beam controlled by piezoelectric actuators. Those controllers are evaluated on time and frequency domain. The
obtained results confirm the efficiency of the proposed methodology.
H2 and H∞ - norm control of intelligent structures using LMI techniques
Gonc¸alves P., Lopes Jr. V., Assunc¸a˜o E., State University of Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil
Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs) is a powerful tool that has been used in many areas ranging from control
engineering to system identification and structural design. There are many factors that make LMI appealing.
One is the fact that a lot of design specifications and constrains can be formulated as LMIs. Once formulated
in terms of LMIs a problem can be solved efficiently by convex optimization algorithms. The basic idea of
the LMI method is to formulate a given problem as an optimization problem with linear objective function and
linear matrix inequalities constrains. An intelligent structure involves distributed sensors and actuators and a
control law to apply localized actions, in order to minimize or reduce the response at selected conditions. The
objective of this work is to implement techniques of control based on LMIs applied to smart structures.
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V Aeroacoustics and flow noise vibrations
Lighthill approach applied to industrial problems
El Hachemi Z., Dequand S., Hallez R., Piccirillo M., Tournour M., LMS international, Belgium
Montavon C., Jones I., AEA Technology, CFX International, UK
Tremblay F., TUM, Germany
Computational Aero-acoustics (CAA) is a new and rapidly growing field of research being the multidisci-
plinary link between Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and (CA), with the aim of solving flow noise.
The direct approach solves acoustic and flow field at the same time using Navier-Stokes (NS) equations, but
becomes problematic in high Reynolds number turbulent flows, due to computer limitations and poor accu-
racy. A more pragmatic approach is predicting flow and acoustics separately, using the Aero-acoustic Analogy
(AAA; Lighthill, Ffowcs Williams- Hawkings), where NS equations are rearranged to yield the wave operator
with on the right hand side Aero-acoustic sources that are the converted outcome of CFD simulation. Based
on this methodology, LMS International is extending his world-leading vibro-acoustic software SYSNOISE
and developing interfaces with major CFD codes together with efficient tools to predict flow-induced noise in
different sectors (automotive, aeronautics, aerospace...). In this paper, the AAA is applied to the prediction of
sound emanating from a flow at Re=3900 passing a rigid cylinder and a thin strut present in a turbulent flow.
The study was curried out in the context of the Esprit project ALESSIA where CFX5.5 was coupled with SYS-
NOISE Rev5.6. The results of this coupling are presented and compared to the measurements to demonstrate
the accuracy of the methodology and validate the aero-acoustic software.
Aeroacoustic computation of an open cavity flow using a coupled LES/LEE approach
Wang Z.-K. , Tilford T., Djambazov G., Lai C.-H., Pericleous K., University of Greenwich, UK
A coupled Large-Eddy-Simulation (LES) and Linearized Euler Equations (LEE) approach is explored to in-
vestigate the generation and near field radiation of aeroacoustic sound from an unsteady turbulent flow over
a two-dimensional open cavity with a length-to-depth ratio of 2 at Mach number of 0.5. The unsteady flow
was simulated by solving the Navier-Stokes equations using LES numerical techniques. The radiated near-field
sound was calculated by using the LEE with acoustic source terms. A dispersion-relation-preserving (DRP),
optimized, fourth-order finite difference scheme with fully staggered-grid implementation is used in the present
work. The acoustic source terms for LEE were extracted from the time dependent solutions of unsteady flow
using a source-extraction technique. The formulation for the extraction of the acoustic sources is general, so it
allows widely available general-purpose Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes to be used as the first el-
ement for fluid-acoustic coupled methods. RANS based two-equation turbulence modelling (k− ) was further
found to be excessively dissipative and suppresses the unsteady flow field. Preliminarily computed unsteady
flow-fields and flow-induced acoustic fields of the cavity are shown.
Blast wave at ignition of the rocket engines
Varnier J., ONERA, France
The blast wave is caused by the chemical and mechanical phenomena occurring, for instance, at the ignition of
a solid-propellant rocket engine. In the case of the launchers, the mechanical stress due to the blast wave comes
in addition to the acoustic constraint due to the jet noise. Supported by CNES in the framework of Ariane 5
program, studies and experiments have been carried out by ONERA in order to improve the knowledge in this
topic. We present briefly the state of the art, and qualitative results from tests made with small rocket engines.
Other tests at an intermediate scale appear to be necessary to complete these observations.
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Simplified models of flue instruments: effect of acoustics and mouth geometry
Dequand S., LMS International, Belgium
Willems J., Leroux M., Vullings R., Van Weert M., Thieulot C., Hirschberg A., Eindhoven University of
Technology, The Netherlands
Flue instruments such as the ocarina (or whistle), the flue organ pipe and the flute have different acoustical
behaviors and different mouth geometries. The effect of the mouth geometry on the pulsation amplitudes is
studied by considering the aeroacoustical response of a simple whistle to excitation by a grazing jet. One
particularity of the flute is that the musician may vary the jet thickness by changing the opening of his lips.
The effect of the jet thickness on the aeroacoustical behavior of the flute is studied and analytical models are
proposed. Another particularity of the flute is its thick labium. Flow visualization in the mouth of the instrument
gives an insight into the influence of the labium shape on the flow. We propose a modification of our analytical
model to take into account the effect of the passage of vortices near the labium on the pulsation amplitude.
Sound produced by vortex pairing in a forced subsonic axisymmetric jet using particle image
velocimetry and vortex sound theory
Schram C., Romera G., Riethmuller M., von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, Belgium
Hirschberg A., Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands
The sound radiated by vortex pairing in a subsonic excited jet is deduced from experimental data obtained
by particle image velocimetry (PIV). We compare the performance of different formulations of vortex sound
theory to predict the corresponding sound production. It is shown that assuming several times the conservation
of the momentum and kinetic energy in the implementation of the vortex sound theory improves considerably
the robustness of the prediction. In fact a reasonable prediction in agreement with numerical simulations is
obtained while the basic data does not respect precisely these conservation laws.
Analysing sound wave propagation in fluid-filled viscoelastic pipes using wavelet transform
Prek M., University Ljubljana, Slovenia
Longitudinal waves in the pipe wall are coupled to the sound waves inside according to Poisson’s ratio. One of
the most common examples of this form of interaction is observed in water-filled pipes in which the flexibility
of the walls significantly alters the speed of propagation of acoustic disturbances along the pipe. Therefore, the
dispersion of flexural waves occurs in the pipe, while the speed of flexural waves decreases due to the coupled
fluid mass. Coupling between the pipe wall and the fluid as decreases the sound speed in the fluid. Likewise,
the speed of sound in fluid is frequency-dependent, just as the group velocity of bending waves depends on the
frequency. Wavelet transform of non-stationary sound signal was used to identify the frequency-dependent fluid
sound speed. A time-frequency map, constructed by plotting the wavelet coefficient against the translation and
scale parameters, shows an alteration in the low frequency waves. The impact of different pipe wall material
properties is also shown.
Investigation of interactions between flexible labyrinth-seal structures and instationary pressure-field in
compressible flow
Schuck G., Nordmann R., Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany
This Paper presents some results of measurements and calculations to point out the importance of acoustic
modes regarding the stability behavior of labyrinth seals. Though a testrig without rotating parts is used,
propagating structure waves and coherent pressure fields can be observed. Pressure amplitudes are significantly
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higher in the cavity between the structures than within the labyrinth chamber. Typical shapes of the pressure
field can be identified which match the results of numerical calculations quite well. Acoustics seems to be an
important component of the coupled system and not only a concomitant of structural vibration.
Experimental investigation of aeolian tone generated from swept flat plate
Hayashi H., Sasaki S., Kodama Y., Fukano T., Nagasaki University, Japan
The aeolian tone generated by the wake vortex shedding was experimentally investigated in relating to the swept
angle of a flat plate. The following results are obtained. The aeolian tone of small swept angles becomes larger
than that of the zero angle. When the swept angle is small but not zero, the strength of the sound source does
not become large, but the scale of it, which is corresponding to the scale of the wake vortex, fairly increases
in span-direction. The discrepancy of the frequency between the aeolian tone and the wake vortex shedding
appears at the large swept angles. The frequency of the vortex shedding gradually increases with the swept
angle. But the frequency of the aeolian tone gradually decreases. The strong wake vortex has a small coherent
structure. But the relatively weak vortex of a low frequency has a large coherent structure, so it generates the
large aeolian tone. That is, the aeolian tone is closely related to the scale of the wake vortex rather than the
strength of it.
The influence of safety grating in the noise of cross flow fan
Chou Y., Jeng M., Tsan F., Industrial Technology Research Institute, Taiwan
Noise emitted by cross flow fan system was investigated in this study. In addition to the blade passing frequency,
a characteristic frequency with high amplitude was observed in the spectra. The experimental results showed
that the latter frequency is proportional to the volumetric flow rate. At the rotational speed ranges between
600 and 1400 rpm, the non-dimensional characteristic frequencies kept constant. The corresponding pressure
fluctuations increase while the delivered air passing a cylinder safety grating. The characteristic noise did not
vanished completely even after removing the safety grating, however, suggesting the possibility of an inherent
fluctuation at the characteristic frequency in the flow field of the fan investigated in this study.
Flow-induced vibration of a Y-shaped tube conveying fluid
Al-Maaitah A., Mutah University, Jordan
Kardsheh K., Jordan University for Science and Technology, Jordan
This work investigates out of plane vibration of a Y-Shaped tube conveying fluid with clamed end conditions.
The mathematical model is based on the equation of motion of each tube coupled with matched boundary
conditions at the junction of the three segments. The resulting equations are then resolved using Galerkin
approach. The resulting eigen-values, eigen-function and shape modes are found numerically. A stability
analysis of the solution is then performed. The effect of geometrical and flow parameters on the vibration of the
Y-shaped tube conveying fluid is investigated. Results show that for small length of branching side compared to
the supplying tube and for zero branching angle then the first three non-dimensional frequency is close to those
of straight single tube with clamped-clamped conditions. Moreover, neutral stability regions were observed in
firs, second, and third modes for large range of dimensionless flow velocity. Results further demonstrate that
an increase in dimensionless flow velocity results in decreasing of the non-dimensional frequency for the first
three modes. Effect of branching angle and geometrical configuration of the mode shape and frequency is also
investigated.
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VI Damage monitoring and identification
Sensor validation for smart structures under general fault conditions
Abdelghani M., Friswell M., University of Wales Swansea, UK
Structures with a large number of sensors and actuators are becoming more common, and their applications
vary from active control to damage location. This large amount of spatial information should be used to the
advantage of the analyst, which requires, for correct functioning, the continuous in-operation monitoring of the
sensors. Errors introduced by faulty sensors can cause a loss of performance and erroneous conclusions. Most
of the currently available techniques seem to work well under the assumption of additive fault conditions, while
seem to fail under the condition of multiplicative faults. In this work, we propose a new residual generation and
evaluation technique for sensor validation that works for both additive and multiplicative faults. A correlation
index is proposed which isolates the faulty sensors. The approach is experimentally validated on a subframe
structure.
Modelling of acousto-ultrasonic wave interaction with defects in metallic structures
Staszewski W., Lee B., University of Sheffield, UK
Damage detection using Lamb waves is based on guided ultrasonic waves introduced to a structure at one point
and sensed at different location. Damage in a structure is identified by a change in the output signal. Previous
studies show that even simple excitation signals can lead to complex response signals. Therefore knowledge
and understanding of wave propagation can ease the interpretation of damage detection results. There exist
various modelling techniques for acousto-ultrasonic wave propagation. The paper reports an application of
the local interaction approach. The focus of the analysis is on two-dimensional wave interactions with defects
in metallic structures. The method shows the potential for complex modelling of acousto-ultrasonic waves in
damage detection applications.
Subspace angles for fault detection
De Cock K., De Moor B., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
In this paper we present subspace angles between two models and subspace angles within a model. We show
how they can be used in fault detection problems. From these angles, model norms and distance measures are
derived that are related to the cepstrum of the models. We show that one of the norms is equivalent to the mutual
information of the past and the future output process. Finally, we show how the distance between a model and
observations can be defined and computed.
COST Action F3 on structural dynamics: benchmarks for structural health monitoring 1
Worden K., University of Sheffield, UK
Molina F.J., European Commission, Italy
Pascual R., Golinval J.-C., Universite´ de Lie`ge, Belgium
Maeck J., De Roeck G., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
This paper is concerned with the results from the COST Action F3 Working Group Two benchmarking exer-
cise in Structural Health Monitoring. Data from two large-scale structures were modelled for the purposes of
damage detection, location and quantification. Several analysis papers have been submitted for a special issue
of Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing and the conclusions of each are summarised here, together with
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more general conclusions arising from the concerted effort.
Nonlinear arx (NARX) based identification and fault detection in a 2 DOF system with cubic stiffness
Sakellariou J., Fassois S., University of Patras, Greece
This paper addresses the problem of system identification and fault detection in a two DOF nonlinear system
characterized by cubic stiffness. System identification is based upon Nonlinear ARX (NARX) models, while
a novel Functional Model Based Method is employed, for the first time within the context of a nonlinear
system, for tackling the combined problem of fault detection, identification (localization), and fault magnitude
estimation. The Functional Model Based Method utilizes Functional NARX (FNARX) models, which are
capable of accurately representing the system in a faulty state for the latter’s continuum of fault magnitudes, as
well as statistical decision theory tools. The results of the study indicate the effectiveness of both NARX based
identification and the Functional Model Based Method in detecting, identifying, and estimating the magnitude
of faults based upon only two measured signals.
Vibrations of steel-concrete composite beams with damaged connection
Morassi A., University of Udine, Italy
In this paper some recent results of an experimental-analytical investigation on the small vibrations of steel-
concrete composite beams with damaged connection are presented. Damage was induced by removing concrete
around some elements connecting the steel beam and the reinforced concrete slab and consequently causing a
lack of structural solidarity between the two beams. Experimental observations suggested the formulation
of a one-dimensional model of composite beam, where the strain energy of the connection also includes an
energy term associated to the occurrence of relative transversal displacements between the r.c. slab and the
steel beam. A comparison with experimental results shows that the proposed model accurately predicts the
dynamic behavior both under undamaged and damaged conditions. A damage detection technique based on
the measurement of variation in the first flexural frequencies was then applied to the suggested model and gave
positive results.
Changes in modal parameters during fatigue tests of turbine blades
Bilosˇova´ A., Ondrouch J., Bilosˇ J., Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic
Fatigue tests of turbine blades were performed, during which cracks in the tested blades were initiated. Fre-
quency response functions were measured during this experiment and changes in modal parameters (frequency
and damping) due to crack propagation were evaluated.
1Tutorial paper
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VII Damping
Past, present and future passive material damping technologies - a brief overview 1
Tomlinson G., University of Sheffield, UK
The tutorial paper is concerned with an overview of of the way in which the approach to material damping has
changed. It is concerned with passive damping technologies as these are still the most common approaches
taken for general applications. The tutorial does not go in to detail but exposes the ideas, using video clips, to
show the concepts. The tutorial will be of interest to people interested in new approaches to passive damping
technologies and materials that can go some way to resolving the limitations of traditional damping materials.
Model of rubber deformation
Saad P., Thouverez F., Laıˆne´ JP., Je´ze´quel L., Ecole Centrole de Lyon, France
A simplified model of rubber bush is presented. Starting from a finite element model, and a constitutive law,
we want to generate an equivalent rheological model, with a few degrees of freedom. This rheological model
can predict the frequency response of the bush, under initial static load and dynamic displacement levels. It
is obtained as follows: Non linear viscoelasticity is modelled using Volterra kernels. Linear viscoelasticity
(the first kernel) is fitted using fractional derivatives. To take into account the geometry of the bush, we use
a Rayleigh Ritz approximation of the displacement fields. The final expression is a function of the geometry
of the bush, of the non linear viscoelastic constitutive law, and the displacement level. The model coefficients
(Volterra kernels, Ritz parameters) are identified from experimental data as follows: Complex moduli measures
of a rubber bush are carried out for different values of displacement level, then a least mean square procedure
is applied to fit experimental data. A comparison between creep and relaxation kernels is made.
Damping degradation associated with discontinious coatings and possible solutions
House J., QinetiQ, UK
The provision of vibration suppression in panel structures by the use of continuous parasitic coatings such as
free- and constrained-layer damping is well known but they are often not able to provide the levels of damping
predicted. In practice the coatings are applied to the structure as finite size panels or tiles interrupted by joins.
Those interruptions provide release of important strains in either the free-layer damping material or the con-
straining plate, substantially degrading the predicted low frequency damping performance. Alternative parasitic
coatings are discussed that exploit the principles associated with auxiliary mass spring damping mechanisms
to overcome the problems associated coating discontinuity. Auxiliary mass spring dampers are described that
are in tile form, whereby the spring is provided by a voided viscoelastic layer. The importance of the void
form and volume fraction are discussed with a view to providing broadband damping comparable to free- and
constrained-layer techniques.
A new adaptive squeeze film damper : a feasibility study
Rodrigues F., Thouverez F., Je´ze´quel L., Ecole Centrale de Lyon, France
Since their development in the 60’s, squeeze film dampers (SFD) have turned out to be one of the most attractive
technological solutions to introduce damping into rotating machinery. When correctly designed, they can
improve rotor stability, attenuate vibration levels and reduce transmissibility. Active SFDs have been proposed
in order to optimize the damper’s characteristics. The hydrodynamic forces generated can then be augmented
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or lessened depending on whether rotor vibration attenuation or transmissibility reduction is desired. The SFD
operation can be controlled by using, for instance, an electrorheological fluid or a variable clearance film. A
theoretical feasibility study about an original strategy to optimize the SFD performance is presented in this
work. It is based on the damper’s leakage condition control, which is to be accomplished by draining the oil
through conduits into which valves are installed to regulate the outflow resistance. The SFD characteristics can
then be modified by adjusting the valves’ opening. The potentialities of this optimization strategy are analyzed
in the light of numerical results obtained for a Jeffcott rotor.
Improving the MSE method through a weighted damping IRS technique
Scarpa F., Landi F., Rongong J., Tomlinson G., University of Sheffield, UK
In this paper a numerical technique is suggested to improve the prediction of natural frequencies and modal
loss factors of structures with viscoelastic damping. The method involves the use of classical Finite Element
mass and stiffness matrices and the knowledge of the undamped modal basis of the system. The technique
has the objective of reducing the exact complex eigenvalue problem associated with the viscoelastic damped
system into an equivalent real one. An IRS approach with weighted damping and low frequency reduction to
condense the full complex eigenvalue system is used to achieve the target. During the solution spurious modes
are eliminated via a modified Modal Assurance Criteria. As benchmark case a CLD cantilever sandwich beam
is investigated, and comparisons with complex and MSE solutions are given. The proposed method gives good
approximations of the exact complex solutions (in particular for the natural frequencies) without the need for
a complex eigensolver and therefore can be used with existing eigensolution routines available in commercial
FE codes.
Shunting macro-fiber composite actuator for structural damping
Adachi K., Kobe University, Japan
Park G., Inman D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, USA
This paper aims at presenting the structural vibration-suppression capability of the recently developed Macro-
Fiber Composite (MFC) actuator as the passive piezoelectric absorber using an inductive resonant shunt circuit,
numerically and experimentally. The resistance and inductance of the series RL shunt circuit are designed by
the analogy with the single-degree-of-freedom mechanical damped vibration absorber, alternatively by using
the maximum power transfer theorem of the electric network. Both numerical simulation and experimental test
using a simple cantilevered beam demonstrate that the MFC actuator has excellent capability of improving the
dynamic response of the beam as the piezoelectric damping system. The damping enhancement performance
of the MFC actuator is superior to that of the conventional monolithic PZT actuator.
Models of friction damping with variable normal load for time-domain analysis of vibrations
Petrov E., Ewins D., Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, UK
New models of friction have been developed for consistent and effective determining the friction forces for time-
domain analysis of vibrations of mechanical systems. The models allow arbitrary variation of the normal load,
including the case of partial separation of the contacting surfaces, and arbitrary variation of the characteristics of
the friction interfaces (e.g. friction coefficient, contact stiffness, etc.) in time. Relative motion of the contacting
surfaces along a line an a general case of the relative motion in a plane of the friction contact interface are
examined. Anisotropy and variation of the characteristics of the friction interface as function of co-ordinates
of the contact surface is accounted for. Examples of friction forces modelling and analysis of forced response
using the developed models are presented.
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Vibration damping using granular viscoelastic materials
Rongong J., Tomlinson G., University of Sheffield, UK
An analytical method is described by which damping performance of granular viscoelastic materials, used as
damping fillers for hollow structures, can be predicted with reasonable accuracy at low vibration amplitudes.
Accurate estimation of the confining pressure is important - uncertainty arises from surface roughness and load
re-orientation. System loss factors obtained using the prediction method are compared with existing and new
test data and found generally to be in good agreement. At higher excitation levels, the damping was found to
decrease with the critical amplitude being around 1g.
Optimal design of damping material distribution in dynamically excited panels
Bandini M., Governi L., Pierini M., Universita` di Firenze, Italy
Noise and vibrations levels are basic parameters in passenger comfort. Vibrations are commonly reduced by
adding a layer of damping material to the metal sheet of parts of the vehicle body such as the floor, the roof,
the firewall. In common practice the panels to be treated are uniformly covered by a layer of damping material;
however this is not an efficient design solution especially with regard to the weight containment. In this paper a
novel approach to the optimal damping material distribution will be presented. The proposed method is based
on a genetic algorithm procedure which takes into account both the vibrational performance and the weight
and cost reduction. A simple case study will be illustrated to demonstrate the capabilities of the developed
procedure.
The use of a non-contact acoustic excitation array for the estimation of damping in aircraft panels
Platten M., Wright J., Cooper J., University of Manchester, UK
This paper describes the development of a non-contact exciter, based upon a loudspeaker, for use in experi-
mental modal analysis, and in particular for the identification of modal damping. This device is shown to be
almost as versatile as traditional exciters such as electrodynamic shakers and instrumented hammers. An array
of four loudspeakers is used to identify modal damping in a flat plate structure with non-uniform damping
treatment, a four-bay stiffened structure, and a composite aircraft panel, using the Polyreference and Resonant
Decay Method approaches. The Resonant Decay Method uses force appropriation and can potentially iden-
tify a damping coupled modal model for non-proportionally damped structures. Excellent agreement is found
between the two identification methods, using both traditional excitation methods and the non-contact exciter.
Tools for viscoelastic damping treatment design. Application to an automotive floor panel.
Balme`s E., SDTools and Ecole Centrale Paris, France
Germe`s S., PSA Peugeot Citroe¨n, France
Passive damping treatments are often considered, in the automotive and other industries, to achieve acceptable
vibroacoustic behaviour. This paper present an on-going effort to provide tools to assess, at the design stage,
the validity of possible technical solutions. These tools address material representation, meshing of constrained
viscoelastic treatments from shell models, and solvers for direct frequency response and eigenvalue solution of
moderately detailed problems. The case of an automotive floor panel is then used to illustrate computations
that can be needed in a design phase.
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Parametric identification of non-linear rheological models of an internal dissipation layer in mechanical
systems
Pesˇek L., Vesely´ J., Institute of Thermomechanics AS CR, Czech Republic
The paper deals with the parametric identification of weakly non-linear reological models describing dynamic
behavior of internal single dissipation layer in mechanical systems. The equation of motion are expressed by
means of the small parameter method. The new time-discrete integration method using Green’s resolvents was
developed. For the identification of the parameters of non-linear terms the method of non-linear regression in a
time domain were proposed. A study case for verification of the proposed algorithms and experiment complete
the contribution.
Measurement technique to determine modal parameters of friction induced resonance
Nuij P., Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands
A frequency domain based measurement method is presented to determine modal parameters of friction-
induced resonance in a mechanical system. This resonance occurs in the stick-phase and is due to the tangential
stiffness in the friction contact in combination with the inertia of the system. The resonance frequency and
damping are functions of the RMS level of the motion of the system and of the type of the applied excitation
signal. Several experiments are carried out using random excitation and sine on random signals.
Modelling of vibration damping in pneumatic tyres: appropriate interpretation of complex modes
Geng Z., Popov A., University of Nothingham, UK
Cole D., University of Cambridge, UK
Taking the pneumatic tyre as an example, this paper presents a detailed investigation into the appropriate in-
terpretation of vibration modes in complex structures, aiming at an in-depth understanding as well as proper
modelling of damping properties. Through an elaborately designed modal testing, the commonly applied real
modal interpretation is extended into a more general form. Based upon this approach, the 1st order state-space
complex modal interpretation with general viscous damping assumption is discussed. Enhanced derivations are
made to the appropriate normalization of complex modes and its physical explanation. Furthermore, the 2nd
order Rayleigh’s small-damping approximation is introduced into the general expression of the complex modes
in order to investigate its suitablity for the complex mode interpretation under general viscous or non-viscous
damping assumptions. On the basis of experimental results, comparisons are made between the real modal and
complex modal interpretations.
Nonlinearity study of particle dampers
Liu W., Tomlinson G., Worden K., University of Sheffield, UK
Particle dampers (PDs) have the advantages of being simple in geometry, small in volume and applicable in
a high temperature environment. Preliminary experimental studies have shown that PDs can offer consider-
able potential for suppressing structural resonant conditions over a wide frequency range. In this paper the
methodology of describing the nonlinearity of PDs is studied via a SDOF test rig with a PD mounted on it. The
measured frequency response data under different excitation levels were modelled using the restoring force sur-
face (RFS) method. It is shown that the particle damper can be effectively described by the proposed nonlinear
analysis method.
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VIII Durability testing - vibration control
Development of virtual vibration simulator under operating condition using scaled model
Okubo N., Arikawa Y., Toi T., Chuo University, Japan
In vehicle design, the virtual vibration simulator, in which a part of vehicle is used to generate the vibration un-
der operating condition, is widely utilized to evaluate the comfort of the vehicle for bodily sensation. However
in order to grasp the operating condition, the real total vehicle is necessary to be tested. In this paper, a scaled
model is therefore used to understand the operating condition instead of real vehicle test with time consuming
and high cost. First a simple plate structure is tested to verify the proposed method how the virtual vibration
simulator can generate the objective vibration. Then by making good use of a scaled model of truck, one can
experience the operating condition when the truck runs on concrete, gravel or bump road through only the truck
steering part. Furthermore the pictures taken by CCD camera installed on the scaled are projected to provide
more realistic evaluation.
Multiple-input-multiple-output random vibration control : theory and practice
Peeters B., Debille J., LMS international, Belgium
This paper discusses a multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) random control algorithm and results from real-
life experiments performed with its software implementation. In MIMO vibration qualification testing the test
article is subjected to a highly realistic three-dimensional vibration environment. This environment is specified
by a spectral density matrix consisting of power spectral densities of all control channels and cross spectral
densities between the control channels. The paper discusses also some physical realisability aspects of the
spectral density matrix. During the control process, the signals that are driving the shakers are continuously
updated. The drive corrections are computed from differences between the reference and the measured spectra.
Load cycle reduction for fatigue testing
Vanlanduit S., Guillaume P., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
To experimentally quantify the fatigue life of critical airplane components (as for instance the slat tracks)
extensive tests must be performed on a test rig. In this paper, a method is proposed to design the load signal
which has to be applied, in order to exactly obtain a certain damage contents. The presented method uses a
(band-limited) perturbed multisine excitation signal. Therefore, the load can be easily controlled. In addition,
because the designed multisine is periodic, the health of the structure can easily be monitored on-line. The
proposed method will be validated both on simulations and on (low cycle) fatigue measurements of a steel
beam.
Decoupling feedback control for improved multivariable vibration test rig tracking
Vaes D., Souverijns W., Swevers J., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
De Cuyper J., LMS International, Belgium
Within the framework of the tracking problem on an automotive vibration test rig, a new control strategy is
developed which is applicable to square multiple-input-multiple-output systems (MIMO-systems) with a certain
degree of symmetry. Classical MIMO-controller design is a three step procedure: response measurement,
MIMO-identification and MIMO-controller design. The latter two steps are often very cumbersome. In this
paper, a new procedure is proposed which avoids these steps. It consists of the following steps: response
measurement, almost decoupling of the MIMO-system into multiple single-input-single-output systems (SISO-
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systems) by transformations of the inputs and the outputs, SISO-identification of the decoupled systems, and
multiple SISO-controller design. The great advantage of the decoupled model, is that it allows the use of well-
understood, robust SISO-controller design methods. This paper shows that the automotive vibration test rig can
be described with a decoupled model, at least as accurate as with a full MIMO-model.
Uncertainty propagation through a simple nonlinear system
Lord T., Worden K., University of Sheffield, UK
This paper seeks to demonstrate that the propagation of uncertain initial conditions through a simple forced
nonlinear system produces a problem too complex to yield to standard methods of analysis for linear systems.
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IX Dynamic behaviour of civil structures
Dynamic study of the Vasco de Gama bridge
Peeters B., LMS International, Belgium
De Roeck G., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Caetano E., Cunha A., University of Porto, Portugal
The Vasco da Gama Bridge in Lisbon is probably the most spectacular Expo ’98 structure. The total length
is about 12 km, which includes a cable-stayed component with a main span of 420 m. An analytical and
experimental dynamic study has been carried out to assess the aerodynamic and seismic behaviour of the
bridge. This paper concentrates on the identification of the modal parameters from free and ambient vibration
data. The results from the peak-picking method, which is traditionally used in civil engineering, are compared
with results from the modern stochastic subspace identification method.
Experimental study of bridge structure dynamic characteristics using periodic excitation
Bien J., Krzyz˙anowski J., Poprawski W., Skoczyn´ski W., Szymkowski J., Wroclaw University of Technology,
Poland
Recently the necessity of dynamical testing of bridge structures has been rising. Those needs are connected
with changes in the road and rail-track traffic as well as with the development of testing equipment and signal
analysis techniques, which gives a possibility of new application of dynamical characteristics. An important
issue in dynamical testing is a way of exciting the vibrations. Currently the most frequent method of exciting the
vibrations is a movement of large vehicles. This type of vibration exciting has inconvenience and disadvantages.
The paper presents application of the inertial vibration exciter, designed and built in the Institute of Production
Engineering and Automation, Wroclaw University of Technology. It showed its usefulness during testing of
eight various bridge structures.
Forces generated when bouncing or jumping on a flexible structure
Yao S., Wright J., University of Manchester, UK
Pavic A., Reynolds P., University of Sheffield, UK
This paper describes a unique test rig used for studying the behaviour of human subjects bouncing or jumping
on a flexible structure. The rig is essentially a single degree of freedom platform supported by a cantilever
’spring’, with the natural frequency controlled by adjusting the position of a moveable support. The rig permits
measurement of the force generated by the subject, together with the acceleration and displacement responses of
the test rig. Results for the subject bouncing or jumping on the platform, configured to have natural frequencies
of 2, 4 and 6 Hz, are presented.
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X Dynamic modelling and numerical models
Dynamic analysis of structures using Arnoldi vectors
Rades M., Universitatea Poitehnica Bucuresti, Romania
The paper presents two applications of Arnoldi vectors in structural dynamics. SLAVE, a new technique for
Sensor Location with Arnoldi Vectors, is based upon the Effective Independence method. Use of Arnoldi
vectors instead of modal vectors avoids the computational expense of solving large size eigenproblems. The
Arnoldi TAM is a new test-analysis model for structural dynamics reduction and correlation. Substitution of
the modal vectors, used in Modal TAM, Hybrid TAM and SEREP, by orthogonal Arnoldi vectors, improves the
TAM robustness without compromising accuracy.
Deflating second order systems
Garvey S., University of Nottingham, UK
Friswell M., Prells U., University of Wales in Swansea, UK
In the analysis of undamped vibrating systems, there are several motivations for being able to deflate the system
mass and stiffness matrices given knowledge of a single (mass-normalised) mode and its associated eigenfre-
quency. One of these motivations arises in connection with power-type methods for the solution of the gener-
alised eigenvalue problem. Small numbers of eigenpairs are discovered at a time and each time, the problem
can be deflated such that finding other eigenpairs is made easier. This paper shows for the first time how this
deflation can be achieved for a general second order system.
Modal energy identification of large FE structures
Kalin˜ski K., Technical University, Gdansk, Poland
Von Mach A., vMACH Engineering GmbH, Germany
The paper is devoted to a method of energy identification for discrete structures, which have been idealised
using the finite element method (FE). The identification of dynamic behaviour is an important step in the design
and development of a vehicle body in white. However, due to a number of degrees of freedom being enlarged
(i.e. up to about a few hundred thousands), time necessary to calculate and evaluate dynamic performance
appears to be increased. This is firstly due to rising in number of degrees of freedom in the model, caused
by ever-increasing accuracy in the physical reproduction of the structure. It is also due to the large number
of possible design variants (concepts) that have to be calculated and analysed before optimum solution will be
selected. Due to ever-shortening product design cycles, the process of development is increasingly carried out
on a virtual basis.
Acceleration of iterative dynamic condensation for eigensolutions of structures
Xia Y., Lin R., Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Condensation algorithms have been used to calculate the eigensolutions of structures. Some iterated dynamic
condensation methods, especially iterated IRS (IIRS), have been developed to improve the efficiency of this
kind of method. Two acceleration techniques, Aitken’s extrapolation and shift, are presented in this paper to
make the IIRS converges faster to the accurate results. The two strategies are applied to two numerical results
to illustrate the procedure and effectiveness. Some problems, such as computation cost, are discussed.
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Simplified modelling of rotor cracks
Penny J., Aston University, UK
Friswell M., University of Wales Swansea, UK
There are a number of approaches reported in the literature for modelling cracks in shafts. Although two and
three dimensional finite element models may be used, the most popular approaches are based on beam models.
This paper considers a number of different approaches to modelling cracks in shafts of rotating machines. Of
particular concern is the modelling of breathing cracks, which open and close due to the self-weight of the rotor,
producing a parametric excitation. In the simplest model the shaft stiffness is bilinear, depending on whether
the crack is open or closed. More complicated functions that relate the shaft stiffness to angular position have
been proposed, and two possibilities will be considered. This paper will demonstrate the influence of the crack
model on the response of a Jeffcott rotor, using the harmonic balance approach.
Integration of NVH testing: a case study on a spatial structure
Mergeay M., m+p International, Belgium
Servaye J.-S., Centre Spatial de Liege, Belgium
This aerospace mechanical support structure was subject to a comprehensive set of experimental and analytical
mechanical engineering methods. Also the correlation between the results from the different used methods
is discussed extensively. In a first step a FEM model was created and the analytical structural modes were
calculated. These FEM model results were then utilized in pre-test analysis tools to obtain the optimum exci-
tation and response locations for the experimental modal. A full experimental modal measurement sequence
was carried out and the results were correlated with the analytical FEM model results. In a second step the
structure was tested on a shaker, using standard vibration control Random and Sine excitation methods. At
many locations on the structure the time data were recorded, for later estimation of the structural characteristics
using Response Only Modal Methods
Dynamic allocation of master degrees of freedom in modelling rapid transients in complex structures
Williams E., Garvey S., University of Nottingham, UK
McMillian A., Rolls-Royce plc., UK
Modern computer programmes rely fundamentally on the ability to allocate and release memory dynamically.
Memory is allocated for one purpose, used and subsequently released so that it can serve other purposes.
This ”use-then- release” concept has considerable potential in the analysis of transient phenomena in complex
structures and machines but it is not currently used. Although the distinction between ”master” and ”slave”
displacement coordinates in Finite-Element models in machine and structural dynamics is usually fixed, it does
not have to be. This paper opens up the discussion on this possibility. It proposes that a pool of ”master” degrees
of freedom (comprising a small subset of the full set of degrees of freedom) can be maintained throughout
the duration of any transient event. As the solution proceeds, some hitherto ”slave” degrees of freedom are
promoted into the pool at particular times and some ”master” degrees of freedom are relegated to the status of
”slaves”. The computational practicalities of this proposition are examined in detail and a simple example of
transient flexural vibrations in a plate indicates that relatively few masters may be required at any time in the
early stages of a general transient.
The effect of geometric imperfections on the vibrations of anisotropic cylindrical shells
Jansen E., Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands
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Analytical-numerical models to analyse the flexural vibration behaviour of anisotropic cylindrical shells are
presented. The two models (denoted as Level-1 and Level-2 Analysis) have different levels of complexity and
can be used to study the influence of important parameters, such as geometric imperfections, static loading,
and boundary conditions. A specific anisotropic shell is used in the calculations in this paper. The influence
of axial loading on the natural frequencies of this imperfect anisotropic shell is analysed via both the Level-1
and the Level-2 Analysis. The influence of the imperfection shape and amplitude on the natural frequency is
investigated for the specific anisotropic shell. Imperfections with the shape of the ”lowest vibration mode”
give a decrease of the natural frequency with increasing imperfection amplitude. The results of the Level-
2 Analysis for the effect of imperfections on the natural frequency are in reasonable agreement with Finite
Element calculations.
Structural identification using a combination of subspace analysis and block sum transformation
Ma¨rtens M., Kamarys D., Waller H., Continental AG, Germany
By means of a sine sweep excitation the mechanical structure is supplied with enough energy for identification
purpose. The product of sweep time and necessary sample rate during the identification of a larger frequency
range leads to a high amount of data. Applying the block sum transformation the whole measuring interval
T is divided into shorter time segments. The time function of all segments is added to the first partition, so
that the amount of data is reduced substantially without getting in conflict with Shannon’s theorem. Because
of the worse frequency discretisation identification routines based on the discrete Fourier transformation are
not able to calculate exact eigenfrequencies and damping values. The subspace method is not restricted to this
inflexible grid in the frequency domain. The combination of the subspace identification algorithm and the block
sum transformation brings an important progress in structural analysis concerning the quality of the identified
mathematical model based on a highly reduced amount of data.
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XI Instrumentation
Development and applications of a Smart 6-DOF load cell
Declercq S., Brown D., Lazor D., University of Cincinnati, USA
A smart 6-DOF load cell is developed which uses an array of ICPr strain gages with piezo-electric sensing
elements. Since the strain gage transducers have multiple-pin connectors, Transducer Electronic Data Sheets
(TEDS) can be used to identify each sensing element, to store a single weighting value indicating the operating
status of the sensor, and to store a 6-element calibration factor to convert the output of the sensor to its contri-
bution to the 6-DOF force estimate. The result is a fault-tolerant smart 6-DOF load cell. Two case histories are
presented to verify the load cell. The first is estimation of the rigid body inertia properties of a simple laboratory
test structure. The second is the development of a 6-DOF impedance model of an H-frame test structure.
XVI - A Novel multipoint laser doppler vibrometer
Cupido E., Smith D., Morel S., Image Automation Ltd, UK
A novel multipoint Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) is presented. The instrument described enables the non-
contact measurement of vibration at 16 points simultaneously. Vibration displacement and velocity time his-
tories are both provided as output data. This system offers benefits over existing scanning products in that 16
points are simultaneously investigated, phase information is not lost between measurement points and that effi-
cient data compression allows easy visualization of the dynamics of the surface under test. As a result, transient
phenomena on multiple points can be investigated; vibration of damped materials can be accurately measured
and power flow through composite structures analyzed. An example of its application on a classical guitar is
presented in this paper.
A low cost wireless multi-channel measurement system for strain gauges
Bielen P., Lossie M., Vandepitte D., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
This paper describes the development of a wireless measurement system for multiple strain measurements on
rotational structures. Impulse to this development has been given by an industrial need to measure strains on
complex loaded rotating cylinders. After an introduction into the basics of strain measurements and signal con-
ditioning, the principles of the low cost, wireless microphone system are explained, followed by a discussion on
the data acquisition process. Finally, preliminary validation results are discussed. The major challenge for this
development being wireless multi-channel data transmission, other design criteria like portability, lightweight
and ease of setup were to be fulfilled at low cost, without compromising on reliability, accuracy and bandwidth.
The developed system is multipurpose as it is not limited to strain gauge signals only, but can be used for other
sensors too.
Remote modal testing using VitalNet
Brown D., Phillips A., University of Cincinnati, USA
”The network is the instrument.” Recent advancements in digital sensing and network appliances are used
to demonstrate remote modal testing over the Internet. A modal test was performed as part of the System
Dynamics Analysis course (SDA I, II and III) and the Finite Element Course (FEM II) at the University of
Cincinnati. As part of the course several test structures at the University of Cincinnati were instrumented and
tested using network data acquisition appliances. The data was processed and the reduced modal data was
then delivered over the Internet and VitalNet to several student teams which developed impedance and modal
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models of the test structures using software they developed as part of the course. This paper reviews the recent
developments in hardware and software for remote testing and data delivery.
Implementation of an integrated virtual instruments environment for acoustic measurements
Touhafi A., Braeckman G., Raadschelders M., Erasmus Hogeschool Brussel, Belgium
This paper presents a virtual acoustic measurement instrument, which allows the user to define a variety of
acoustic measurement systems without the need to have a deep knowledge in programming. The virtual acoustic
measurement instrument consists of a modular hardware part and a generic software part. The hardware part
is made low-cost by using a PC and professional soundcard as base for signal processing and data-acquisition.
Additional signal conditioning hardware is implemented to broaden the possibilities of the instrument. The
most effort is put in the software, which has two main parts that are a graphical user interface and an emulation
engine. The graphical user interface allows the user to define his virtual instrument and the emulation engine,
emulates the defined acoustic measure instrument in real-time.
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XII Material characterisation based on dynamic measure-
ments
Validation of the resonanalyser method : an inverse method for material identification
Lauwagie T., Roebben G., Heylen W., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Sol H., Shi Y., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
The Resonalyser method uses resonance frequencies measured on rectangular plate specimens to identify or-
thotropic material properties. An inverse technique is used to update the material properties in a numerical
model of the test plate. The obtained material properties of steel and aluminum test plates are validated with
the results of standard impulse excitation tests and standard tensile tests. Impulse excitation tests (IET) were
performed on beam specimens cut in different material directions of the plates. IET uses in-plane and torsional
vibration modes to identify the Young’s moduli, shear moduli and Poisson’s ratios in the orthotropic material
axes and off-axis directions. It was found that the obtained results were situated well within the error intervals
of the tensile test results and that the results from IET were in good agreement with the Resonalyser results.
The error bounds of the Resonalyser tests have the same small magnitude as impulse testing. Both methods
based on vibration measurements are accurate and produce repeatable results.
Identification of distributed material properties using measured modal data
Sol H., Guillaume P., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
Lauwagie T., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Beams, made in brittle materials like concrete or cement, show increasing crack development during their
service life due to mechanical and environmental loadings. This local damage can often be translated into
reduction of the local bending stiffness values. This paper presents a scanning method to identify the local
stiffness values of thin beams using experimentally measured resonance frequencies and their associated mode
shapes. A measured modal displacement field is scanned by a special purpose finite beam element. Unlike
traditional finite beam elements, each nodal point has the transversal beam deflection as the only degree of
freedom (no rotational degrees of freedom). This sole degree of freedom can be compared directly with the
measured transversal deflections of mode shapes by a laser Doppler scanner. The performance of the scanning
method is first tested on simulated finite element and experimental data.
Vibration analysis at (ultra-)high temperatures for materials characterization
Roebben G., Van Humbeeck J., Van der Biest O., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
This paper describes state-of-the-art resonant vibration analysis as a technique to identify elastic and damp-
ing properties of materials at elevated temperatures. The vices and virtues of resonant vibration tests are first
compared to those of other methods to assess high temperature elastic and damping properties. Due to recent
developments in digital signal analysis and dedicated high temperature equipment, resonant vibration anal-
ysis has become a most accurate method to determine the Young’s modulus of the test material, as well as
its damping capacity or internal friction. The paper addresses the experimental challenges encountered when
performing resonant vibration analysis at elevated temperature (1000◦C or even above), including particular as-
pects of sample suspension, vibration excitation and detection, and data analysis for high temperature material’s
identification.
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Damage identification in beams using inverse methods
Lauwagie T., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Sol H., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
Dascotte E., Dynamic Design Solutions (DDS) NV, Belgium
Beams, made of brittle materials like concrete or cement, show increasing crack development during their ser-
vice life due to mechanical and environmental loadings. This local damage can be translated into a reduction of
the local bending stiffness. Stiffness modifications, while assuming constant mass distribution, can be observed
by monitoring the vibrational behavior of the beam. In this paper the modal parameters of an undamaged
beam are monitored and compared with the vibration behavior of the beam subjected to controlled damaging.
Selected stiffness parameters in the finite element model are adjusted in such a way that the computed modal
quantities match the measured quantities. FEMtools has been used to establish a damage distribution in beams
associated with increasing stress patterns. State of the art scanning laser modal equipment has been used for
this purpose. It has been found that modal updating is indeed a possible tool to reconstruct the damage patterns.
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XIII Medium and high frequency techniques
Guide for potential users of SEA 1
Fahy F., University of Southampton, ISVR, UK
The background to the development of a ’Guide for potential users of SEA’, under the auspices of the European
Thematic Network SEANET, is explained. The structure of the Guide is presented and the content is summa-
rized. Some problematic elements of SEA are indicated and suggestions are made for questions to be asked by
potential users. Brief descriptions of the examples of SEA applications are that are appended to the Guide are
presented.
Predective SEA and anisotropic panels 2
Heron K., QinetiQ, Future Systems Technology, UK
The overall aim of the work was to extend predictive SEA into the realm of laminates, sandwich panels and
curvature. The basic premise is that, in principle, any homogeneous plate can be incorporated into predictive
SEA theory with full mathematical rigour. The equations of motion are derived for anisotropic curved sandwich
panels. These result in three transition frequencies - frequencies at which an evanescent wave transforms into
a traveling wave. Formulae are also derived for unbiased SEA parameters, which are based on assuming
equipartition of modal energy. Good agreement is shown between test measurements and predictions.
Towards an a priori estimate of statistical energy analysis reliability
Culla A., Montanari A., Sestieri A., Universita` di Roma ”La Sapienza”, Italy
The basic hypotheses of Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) define the range of applicability of this method. In
this paper these hypotheses involving the SEA parameters (coupling loss factor, damping loss factor, modal
density and modal overlap) are mathematically translated. Mechanical systems with different SEA parameters
have dissimilar trends at different frequency regions. The possibility of determining reliable SEA solutions is
related to a close correspondence between the values of such parameters and the ones that would be fulfilled by
the determined mathematical relationships. A simple though significant test is presented to verify the accuracy
of these conclusions, by comparing the SEA solution with a classical deterministic solution of a vibro-acoustic
mechanical system.
The dependence of SEA paramenters on modal overlap
Mace B., University of Southampton, ISVR, UK
An energy flow model of a system is formed in terms of its modes. If there are ”enough” modes in the frequency
band of interest then the system can be described by an SEA model. However, in general this involves both
direct and indirect coupling loss factors, whose values depend on the modal overlap. This paper explores the
dependence of these parameters on the modal overlap. It is seen that in the low modal overlap limit the coupling
loss factors are proportional to the damping loss factor. Equipartition of energy only occurs if all modes are
global, while if all modes are local the indirect coupling loss factors are zero. For higher modal overlap the SEA
parameters depend on the detailed statistics of the modes and the situation is complicated. In the high modal
overlap limit the coupling loss factors asymptote to constants, with indirect coupling loss factors becoming
zero. In summary, a proper-SEA model can be formed either if all the system modes are local or in the weak
2Invited paper
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coupling regime as the modal overlap becomes large.
Estimation of the damping loss factor of damped and trimmed panels for the statistical energy analysis
(S.E.A) by means of the finite element method
Arrieta F., CEIT, Spain
Falk T., Rieter Automotive Systems, Switzerland
Misaji K., Yamashita T., Tada H., Honda R&D, Japan
The aim of this paper is to describe a thorough investigation that has been done in order to find out if it is
possible to estimate the loss factors of damped and trimmed panels for the Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA)
by means of the Finite Element Method in MSC/Nastran. Four different studies have been done for this purpose:
An uncovered steel plate, damped plate, trimmed (foam + septum) plate and damped trimmed plate. In each
case, the loss factor of the plates has been measured and estimated according to the PIM theory in one-third
octave bands. It has been found that the measured values for loss factors during steady state excitation are
in agreement with those predicted in MSC/Nastran. This study shows the main results together with a brief
theoretical explanation. Besides the measurement and computer simulation process will be reviewed.
SEA modelling of an high speed train window
Baldanzini N., Pierini M., Scippa A., Universita` di Firenze, Italy
This research focuses on the definition of an SEA model of an high speed train window. Firstly, a theoretical
model was developed to predict the bending wave transmission through parallel plates connected by a joint
comprised of a beam and two resilient elements. Secondly, the experimental characterization process of the
window materials is described. Lastly the theoretical model of the joint was used to derive two different SEA
models of the window to be compared with experimental measurements performed on the physical specimen.
The results are discussed and possible improvements of the model are envisaged.
A second-order vibroacoustic energy equation and its applications
Sui F., Ichchou N., Je´ze´quel L., Ecole Centrale de Lyon, France
A new energy equation is presented to describe the time-varying vibroacoustics energy transporting and trans-
mitting in/among the structures. The new energy approach is based on this second-order equation, rather than
the first-order energy equation usually employed by other energy methods such as the well-known Statistical
Energy Analysis (SEA) or the Vibrational Conductivity Approach proposed over the past few years. The energy
equation is derived by wave propagation characteristics and demonstrating it by other means. The accuracy and
robustness of the method is investigated by some comparative studies with numerical simulation.
A model for transmission loss calculations of floor and wall constructions of railway carbodies
Backstro¨m D. , Orrenius U., Bombardier Transportation, Sweden
In the present work, a tool to predict transmission losses of double walled partitions, typical for car-bodies in
trains, is presented. The objective is to predict the sound insulation properties of partitions in trains, such as
walls and floors, to assess the overall sound quality inside the train at an early construction stage. The tool is
based on analytical models from the literature, which have been combined and further developed to account
for effects of panel damping, coincidence due to panel corrugation as well as short-circuiting due to structural
sound bridges etc. With the formulations used, effects of design changes can readily be analyzed, as modeling
and calculation times are quite small. Calculated results are compared to those measured in situ for typical train
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wall and floor designs as well as laboratory measurements.
Development of a simulation tool for internal and external noise caused by rail bound vehicles
Ratka A., Schneider N., LogoMotive GmbH, Germany
A detailed acoustical model for rail bound vehicles has been developed. This model can easily be adapted
to different kinds of trains as trams, metros, regional trains, ... . Using this model the spatial interior and
exterior sound fields of rail bound vehicles can be calculated. The effects of constructive measures upon the
acoustical behaviour of the vehicle can be examined using this model. An other application of the model is
to calculate theoretical noise levels in advance, before the vehicle is build. By this way realistic noise levels
can be predicted between purchasers and producers of rail bound vehicles. Here the model and the underlying
theory are described.
The estimation of wavenumbers in two-dimensional structures
Ferguson N., Mace B., University of Southampton, ISVR, UK
Halkyard C., University of Auckland, New Zealand
Heron K., QinetiQ, Future Systems Technology, UK
Wavenumber information is important, especially concerning the vibro-acoustic behaviour of structures at
higher frequencies. This paper concerns wavenumber measurement in two-dimensional structures such as
isotropic and anisotropic plates. A wavenumber estimation technique is described that uses spatial arrays of
data measured by a scanning laser vibrometer. One consideration is that it is difficult to get good quality,
noise free data at all points and all frequencies, which affects the subsequent data analysis method: for exam-
ple, techniques such as two-dimensional Prony series become difficult to apply. Furthermore, the wavenumber
composition of the resulting wavefield depends on the modal overlap due to the presence of distinct resonances,
etc. A technique comprising continuous Fourier Transform decomposition and least-squares minimisation is
described. Numerical and experimental results are presented for a flat isotropic panel and an anisotropic com-
posite sandwich panel.
Plate vibration by complex envelope vectorization
Carcaterra A. , Sestieri A., Universita` di Roma ”La Sapienza”, Italy
Since SEA was originally proposed at the beginning of the sixty’s, any new model for the analysis of high
frequency vibroacoustic problem uses an appropriate variable transformation leading to new sets of governing
equations for the structural-acoustic problem that are expected to be computationally more convenient than the
original set of equations. Usually this new variable is the energy, but in the Complex Envelope Displacement
Analysis (CEDA) the use of a complex displacement is proposed, mapping the high frequency response of the
system into a quasi-static field. To extend the application of CEDA from one-dimensional to more complex
systems, a vectorization approach was recently proposed: the new advances of this procedure are here exposed
and discussed.
High performance implementation and conceptual development of the wave based method for
steady-state dynamic analysis of acoustic problems
Van Hal B., Desmet W., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Hepberger A., Priebsch H.-H., Acoustic Competence Center GmbH, Austria
The wave based method (WBM) is considered for the steady-state dynamic analysis of acoustic problems as an
alternative for the finite element method (FEM). The WBM exhibits better convergence properties with respect
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to model sizes, but the computation (CPU) times obtained by the current MATLAB implementation are large
compared to commercially available FEM codes. Recently, a high performance FORTRAN code has been
developed, which becomes more efficient than the commercially available FEM codes, even with respect to
the CPU times. Despite the good results presented in this paper, the conceptual development of the WBM still
requires much attention. The following topics are discussed briefly: the domain decomposition, the extension
of the expansion of basis functions, which forms the approximation solution, the boundary integration scheme
and the coupling between the FEM and the WBM. The results of these investigation may improve the efficiency
of the high performance FORTRAN implementation further.
Sensitivity and variance analysis of statistical energy analysis solution
Culla A., University of Rome ”La Sapienza”, Italy
Iwaniec M., University of Mining and Metallurgy of Krakow, Poland
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) is the most acknowledged method to predict the averaged sound and vibration
levels in mechanical systems. A limit of this analysis is that of providing only the mean value of the variables
of interest, while no information on the standard deviation is obtained as it would be expected by a statistical
approach. In this paper the variance of SEA solution is investigated by introducing a random perturbation on
the SEA coefficients (coupling loss factors and injected powers) by using a perturbation approach. Moreover,
by the same approach, a sensitivity analysis of SEA solution is developed. Some theoretical relationships of
the standard deviation of SEA solution are obtained and discussed.
Mid-frequency vibro-acoustic modelling: challenges and potential solutions 1
Desmet W., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
At present, the main numerical modelling techniques for acoustic and (coupled) vibro-acoustic analysis are
based on element based techniques, such as the finite element and boundary element method. Due to the huge
computational efforts, the use of these deterministic techniques is practically restricted to low-frequency ap-
plications. For high-frequency modelling, some alternative, probabilistic techniques such as SEA have been
developed. However, there is still a wide mid-frequency range, for which no adequate and mature prediction
techniques are available at the moment. In this frequency range, the computational efforts of conventional ele-
ment based techniques become prohibitively large, while the basic assumptions of the probabilistic techniques
are not yet valid. In recent years, a vast amount of research has been initiated in a quest for an adequate solution
for the current mid-frequency problem. This paper discusses the various methodologies that are being explored
in this perspective. The main focus of this paper lies on the methodology that looks for deterministic tech-
niques with an enhanced convergence rate and computational efficiency compared to the conventional element
based methods in order to shift the practical frequency limitation towards the mid-frequency range. In this
respect, special attention is paid to the wave based prediction technique for (coupled) vibro-acoustic analysis
that is being developed at the KULeuven - Noise and Vibration Research group. The method is based on an
indirect Trefftz approach. Various recent validations have revealed the beneficial convergence rate of this novel
technique, thereby exhibiting its potential to comply with the mid-frequency modelling challenge.
A power mode approach for estimating power transmission between a stiff source and a flexible receiver
Ji L., Mace B., Pinnington R., University of Southampton, ISVR, UK
In this paper a power mode approach to estimating the power transmission between a stiff source and flexi-
ble receiver is reviewed. Previous applications have considered the cases whe re only translational coupling
degrees of freedom exist, and these are uni-directional. Here this approximate approach is extended for more
general cases where there may be multi-directional and/or rotational coupling degrees of freedom, e.g. the
power transmission may have contributions from coupling forces and moments. A matrix scaling technique
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is introduced. Then, three new approximate expressions are described for the upper and lower bounds and
the frequency average of the power transmission. The advantage of this approach is that the amount of data
required is substantially less than that of an exact description. Numerical examples are presented concerning a
force/moment excited beam-plate system.
A coupled partition of unity - element-free galerkin method for 2D vibro-acoustics
De Bel E., Bouillard Ph., Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium
This paper deals with a formulation of the Timoshenko beam in dynamic using a recent approximation method
: the Partition of Unity Method. We will show that this method is a good choice for the resolution of differential
equations problems when the terms of the homogenous solution are well-known. Here, we develop a method for
the resolution of structural dynamics using this new approach. We also encounter a problem using this method
when we assemble several beams together and we show how to pass through this difficulty. The performances
of such a method for dynamic responses are evaluated on an example which is tested in the medium frequencies
range.
Application of the wave based method for the steady-state acoustic response prediction of a car cavity in
the mid-frequency range
Hepberger A., Priebsch H.-H., Acoustic Competence Center GmbH, Austria
Desmet W., Van Hal B., Pluymers B., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
The paper discusses the application of the Wave Based Method (WBM) for the steady-state acoustic response
prediction of a car cavity up towards the mid-frequency range. After explaining the need for new prediction
tools, the mathematical background of the WBM is given. The prediction results are compared with the results
obtained by the Finite Element Method (FEM). For validation purposes, both a simple analytical benchmark
problem is considered as well as the 3-dimensional problem of the Sound Brick, which is a test setup especially
developed for validation experiments. It is demonstrated that the WBM is computationally more efficient than
the FEM in both cases so that the practical frequency limitation for the WBM is much higher than for the FEM.
3D acoustic analysis using an iterative multilevel meshless method
Lacroix V., Bouillard Ph., Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium
Accurate numerical simulation of acoustic wave propagation is still an open problem particularly for medium
frequencies, since numerical solutions are subjected to well- known dispersion and pollution phenomena in-
creasing with frequency. In the framework of an industrial project, we are confronted to the assessment of the
acoustical damping of a baffle on the top of a cubic cavity. By using the classical FEM, the accuracy of the
response decreases quickly for increasing frequencies and the validity of the FE analysis is restricted to a few
hundred Hz. We have then formulated another numerical method better suited to the tridimensional acoustic
problem: the iterative multilevel meshless method (I3M) which takes the phase into account of the wave to
build the basis of the discrete subspace. This method presents very accurate results even for medium frequen-
cies. This paper only deals with the assessment of the proposed formulation and shows the efficiency of this
iterative multilevel meshless method in terms of accuracy and in terms of computational time. We will also
compare the performances of this method with the available finite element solution.
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Application of the wave based prediction technique for the analysis of the coupled vibro-acoustic
behaviour of a 3D cavity
Pluymers B., Desmet W., Vandepitte D., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
In the automotive industry, vehicle interior acoustics has become an important design criterion. Both legal
restrictions and the growing demand for comfort, force the car manufacturers to optimize the vibro-acoustic
behaviour of their products. The tendency to minimise the number of physical prototypes and to reduce the
overall development cost and time, as well as the high performance of modern computer resources, clear the
path for numerical prediction techniques to drive the noise, vibration and harshness optimization. The most
commonly used numerical prediction techniques for vibro-acoustics are the element based methods, such as the
finite element method and the boundary element method, and the statistical energy analysis method. However,
the element based methods are only applicable in the lower frequency range and the statistical energy analysis
method in the higher frequency range, leaving a frequency band, which is called the mid-frequency gap, for
which no effective prediction technique is available at this moment. The wave based prediction technique
has the potential to narrow this frequency gap. Like the element based methods, the wave based prediction
technique is a deterministic technique, which is however computationally more efficient and thus suited for the
mid-frequency range. This paper discusses the application of the wave based prediction technique for the vibro-
acoustic analysis of a three-dimensional car-like cavity. Both uncoupled acoustic and coupled vibro-acoustic
analyses are performed. A comparison with the finite element method is made with respect to convergence rate
and computational efforts to show the efficiency of the new technique.
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XIV Modal testing and FRF estimation
Vibrations and acoustic noise reduction in A.C. electrical drives. Use of analytical and experimental
modal techniques.
Hubert A., T.U. Braunschweig, Germany
Friedrich G., Universite´ de Technologie de Compie`gne, France
Electrical machines are nowadays always supplied by power converters to improve speed and torque control
capabilities. These converters use a chopping technique to supply A.C. machines with D.C. sources: these
converters apply a succession of pulse width modulation where only the fundamental component drives the
motor. These techniques permit a very good efficiency but lead to high frequencies components in voltage
spectrum. These harmonics lead to an increase of noise especially when they coincide with a mechanical
amplification - resonance. This paper treats a study of stator vibrational behaviour and the strategy to avoid
excessive noise emission. Further experiments conducted on induction machines are made to validate the
proposed models.
The effects of armature rotation on data quality in base driven shaker testing
De Oliveira L., Varoto P., University of Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil
This paper aims to study the force drop off phenomenon as well as the effects of table rocking motion in
the acquired data in single shaker modal testing applications. Analytical models are developed to help in
understanding the physical principles involved in the interaction between the shaker and the structure under
test. Experimental analyses are performed using different test set-ups, in order to illustrate the interaction
phenomenon. The tests revealed that significant distortions might occur during vibration tests using shakers
in base driven experimental configurations, and these distortions significantly affect the determination of the
structure’s dynamics.
Optimal parameters for experimental dynamic testing
Bregant L., Pestelli C., Universita` di Trieste, Italy
Modal testing is normally performed by experienced test engineers and technicians. On the base of their
expertise, they define the best set up for extracting all the requested information from a vibrating structure.
They decide how to suspend it and where, how many sensor and which kind of exciters have to be used and
where they have to be placed, they select the best acquisition parameters and so on. In most of the cases this
sensibility leads to excellent results, still sometimes, once the measurements are done, the quantity and the
quality of the acquired data is not sufficient for the tasks ahead. Several parameters have been defined in the
previous years to help the experimenters defining the best set-up. Often the interpretation of these indexes is
subjective and applicability is limited due to the test pieces’ geometry. This paper presents two new pre-test
indicators focused on the optimal sensor and exciter positioning that reduce the personal intervention. These
indexes provide a large spectrum of solutions, supplying more possibilities for the experimenter to acquire a
complete and reliable database.
Modal test accuracy: a collective approach to minimizing input/output transduction errors and
reducing setup time
Gatzwiller K., Herlufsen H., Bru¨el & Kjær Sound and Vibration Measurement A/S, Denmark
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From being a highly useful but ”academic” method requiring nothing short of expert knowledge, Experimental
Modal Analysis, or Modal Testing, has evolved into being one of the common tools in the sound and vibration
analysis toolbox, readily available to most test engineers. Yet, despite its recent widespread use and advances
in software technology, Modal Testing, remains a notoriously difficult application especially in critical applica-
tions where high accuracy and high precision are of paramount importance. With the express aim of increasing
FRF measurement data accuracy, signal fidelity as well as simplifying and reducing the time taken to perform
structural dynamic measurements, Bru¨el & Kjær have developed a suite of highly dedicated transduction hard-
ware and PULSETM based Modal Test ConsultantTM software. This paper looks in detail, with a special view
to signal fidelity, at the various components in this collective approach to aquire more reliable modal test FRF
based data.
HHT and a new method for removing white noise
Qin S., Tang B., Wei R., Zhong Y., Chongqing University, China
Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT), developed by Huang et al at late term of the 1990’s, is a new method for
analyzing nonlinear and non-stationary signal. This method, consisted of Empirical Mode Decomposition
(EMD) and Hilbert Spectral Analysis, is adaptive and efficient. It has been applied to a variety of oceanic,
geophysical and bioengineering problems. This paper first introduces the basic method of the HHT and analyzes
difference between it and other methods for analyzing instantaneous frequency, and then studies the law of its
EMD and the characteristic of the EMD components (IMFs) of any signal with white noise. Based on these,
we developed a new removing white noise method EMD Removing Noise Method. Finally, Some examples,
which show the feasibility of the HHT and the validity of the EMD Removing Noise Method, are given.
Analytical and experimental modal analysis of a silicon microstructure
Arruda J., Pavannello R., Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil
Ferreira L., Laborato´rio Nacional de Luz Sı´ncrotron - LNLS, Brazil
Numerical and experimental dynamic modeling techniques for microstructures are currently the subject of
intensive research. In this work, the dynamic characterization of a monolithic, single-crystal silicon scanning
mirror for laser applications is investigated. It consists of a rigid plate suspended by one or two torsion bars.
Numerical modeling of the scanning mirror, using the Finite Element method, is described. An experimental
modal analysis of the first two modes is performed. The non-intrusive excitation mechanism and the optical
measurement techniques used in the experiments are discussed. The dynamic responses of the microstructures
are measured with a laser Doppler vibrometer. An algorithm based upon Chebycheff orthogonal polynomials is
used to estimate the modal parameters. A high quality factor is identified. Good agreement was found between
numerically predicted and experimentally identified modal parameters.
Excitation design for FRF measurements in the presence of nonlinear distortions
Schoukens J., Pintelon R., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
Swevers J., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Van der Auweraer H., Lms International, Belgium
In this paper, we discuss optimized strategies to measure the frequency response function in the presence of
(nonlinear) distortions. To do so we will compare three classes of excitation signals. These signals will be used
in an optimized measurement strategy, reducing the leakage effects to acceptable (user defined) levels, allowing
to separate the disturbing noise influence from the impact of nonlinear contributions, and resulting in the best
linear approximation of the system.
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Hα - A new and consistent frequency response function estimator
Antoni J., Sidahmed M., Universite´ de Technologie de Compie`gne, France
Classical modal analysis relies on a number of different strategies to select the reference inputs and the type of
estimators depending on the goals to achieve. In particular, numerous frequency response function estimators
have been proposed to cope with additive noise on the inputs, the outputs or both. However, none of them
can produce unbiased estimates at least at low computational cost. In this communication, we show how the
choice of a relevant input force (random with periodic statistics) leads to a simple but unbiased estimator, even
in presence of strong additive noise on the inputs and the outputs. The quality of the proposed Hα estimator is
analyzed in detail and its performances supported by actual experimental results.
A modal based approach to assess dynamic behaviour of structural alternatives in machinery
Vecchio A., LMS International, Belgium
Scionti M., Catania University, Italy
The present paper reports the analysis results of the measurement campaign performed on a big milling ma-
chine. For the first time, a systematic modal approach, usually reserved to the automotive industry, is applied
to evaluate how structural parameters can be modified to optimise the vibro-acoustic behaviour of a milling
machine as well as its components. In view of achieving some weight reduction, two different assemblies of
a machine component were realized with a reticular design solution to the aim of replacing the original cast
iron component. Impact testing was performed for the identification of the modal behaviour of each of the
test articles. Operational Modal Analysis was performed on the whole machine in order to face the technical
problems arising from the use of the machine tools in real working conditions. Finally a comparison between
Operational Modal Analysis and Experimenta l Modal Analysis allowed validating the research results.
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XV Model updating and correlation
A novel updating technique for large finite element models
Bregant L., Di Prampero A., Universita` di Trieste, Italy
To obtain reliable and accurate finite elements models, engineers often relay on model updating procedures.
These techniques modify the original numerical model on the base of experimentally obtained information,
like for example natural frequencies or mode shapes. In most cases, the updating procedures are developed and
tested on simplified test structures, where either the dimension of the model or the number of finite elements
types are limited to contain the computational costs and elaboration time. Unfortunately, when the same pro-
cedures are applied to real industrial cases the updating operations tend to become lengthily and numerically
unstable. In this work a novel updating procedure is presented. It consists of two different phases: one devoted
to the matching of the natural frequencies between experimental and numerical databases, the second, focused
on the matching of the FRFs amplitudes. In both steps, great care has been taken to minimise the computational
burden and the operator interference.
Global optimization in FEM updating by Coupled Local Minimizers
Teughels A., De Roeck G., Suykens J., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Coupled Local Minimizers (CLM) is a new method applicable to global optimization problems. With the CLM
method a cooperative search mechanism is set up using a population of local optimizers, each starting from a
different point in the search space. The individual local optimizers are coupled during the search process by
interaction and information exchange. The combination of a fast convergence, due to the derivative information
used in the local algorithms, with the expected capability of finding the global minimum, resulting from the
parallel strategy, offers an efficient global optimization algorithm. The principal idea of CLM is worked out
in the paper and illustrated on a test function. Next, CLM is used for Finite Element Model (FEM) Updating
using experimental modal data. As an example the damage pattern is identified of a reinforced concrete beam,
on which a modal test has been carried out before and after it was damaged.
Effects of time truncation in updating methods based on FRF data
Agneni A., Coppotelli G., Universita` di Roma ”La Sapienza”, Italy
Some techniques, which update the spatial matrices of the numerical model of a structure in order to take
account of variations of the physical characteristics, use the data of measured frequency response functions
(FRFs), but the passage from the time domain into the frequency domain, starting from an impulse response
function (IR), could produce a biased FRF, if the IR is truncated at the end of the recording window. The bias
of the FRF, due to the truncation, is caused by complex constants, different for each mode, which multiply
the residues. For this reason, the level of the FRF could be affected by the truncation, whereas no bias is
present both in the natural frequencies and in the damping ratios. Therefore a structural updating is difficult
(often impossible) to be successfully performed with the approaches mentioned before. Moreover, a structural
updating procedure could lead to a wrong identification of the model matrices. These difficulties are more and
more significant when the length of the observation window is short with respect to the time constants of the
considered modes. In this paper, the time effects of the truncation in the structural updating procedures are
reported by analyzing the behaviour of simple structural components, such as cantilever beams, considering
both numerical simulations and experimental data.
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Generation of validated structural dynamic models - Results of a Benchmark study utilising the
GARTEUR SM-AG19 testbed 1
Link M., University of Kassel, germany
Friswell M., University of Wales Swansea, UK
Abstract is not available.
A connecting stiffness optimization procedure to update finite element models of assembled structures
Zanarini A., University of Bologna, Italy
De Coninck F., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
In this paper, a procedure to update finite element models of the connections between parts of an assembled
structure is discussed. Starting from an insight of manual updating actions, based on the comparison between
frequencies, modal assurance criterion matrices and frequency response functions, an algorithm is proposed in
order to extract data from test and virtual prototyping eigensolutions and frequency response functions. The
aim of this search for data is to build up an optimal target function for the optimisation. The variables in the
optimisation problem are the properties of the connection models between already updated substructures. The
effect of the weights of each contribution in the optimisation target function is discussed. Two automotive
test cases are commented to prove the effectiveness of the procedure and to make a comparison with manual
updating.
Analysis of the effects of damping in the models validation
Doi R., Pereira J., Unesp, Brazil
The search for better performance in the structural systems has been taken to more refined models, involving
the analysis of a growing number of details, which should be correctly formulated aiming at defining a repre-
sentative model of the real system. Representative models demand a great detailing of the project and search
for new techniques of evaluation and analysis. Model updating is one of this technologies, it can be used to
improve the predictive capabilities of computer-based models. This paper presents a FRF-based finite element
model updating procedure whose the updating variables are physical parameters of the model. It includes the
damping effects in the updating procedure assuming proportional and non proportional damping mechanism.
The updating parameters are defined at an element level or macro regions of the model. So, the parameters
are adjusted locally, facilitating the physical interpretation of the adjusting of the model. Different tests for
simulated and experimental data are discussed aiming at evaluating the characteristics and potentialities of the
methodology.
A robust FRF-based technique for model updating
Pascual R., Universidad de Chile, Chile
Golinval J.-C., Universite´ de Lie`ge, Belgium
Razeto M., Schalchli R., Universidad de Concepcio´n, Chile
Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) residues have been widely used in time to update Finite Element models
. Major reasons for this is that FRFs are very sensitive to damping properties at resonance peaks, local modes
influence is included and no modal analysis is required. Nevertheless, it is well known that due to their nature,
the frequency responses may change its order of magnitude very rapidly for small parameter or frequency
changes. This situation may cause serious discontinuities in the topology of the objective function, causing the
updating strategy to diverge or to find a local non-physical minimum. A primary tool for the correlation of
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FRFs is the Frequency Domain Assurance Criterion. This technique introduces the concept of frequency shift
between the frequency response shapes of a reference model (the experimental structure) and a perturbed model
(an initial non-updated FE model). Such a concept opens the way for using residues at different frequencies.
For instance, the residue is composed by point FRFs at anti-resonances. This paper introduces a general FRF-
based model-updating technique, which is focused in using stable residues during the interactive optimization
procedure. A benchmark case from the Cost F3 action is used to assess the goodness of the method compared
to other well known methods.
Model updating and validation of the GARTEUR benchmark using resonance and antiresonance errors
D’Ambrogio W., Universita` de L’Aquila, Italy
Fregolent A., Universita` di Roma ”La Sapienza”, Italy
In this paper an extension of the antiresonance-based model updating method that - by estimating antires-
onances of unmeasured point FRFs - allows the use of previously identified modal data, is applied to the
Finite Element model updating of the GARTEUR benchmark. The various steps of the process (modelling
assumptions, selection of correction parameters, sensitivity analysis, model updating and validation) are care-
fully described and discussed. Unmeasured FRFs are synthesized using truncated modal expansion. Although
modal truncation may seriously affect antiresonance location, this effect can be avoided by using appropriate
low and high frequency residuals accounting for the contribution of truncated modes. Being unavailable for
unmeasured FRFs, such residuals are estimated using rigid body and upper analytical modes.
Experimental insight on an updating method with application on non-conventional wing structure
Balis Crema L., Coppotelli G., Paiella D., Universita` di Roma ”La Sapienza”, Italy
In the prediction of the dynamic behaviour of mechanical structures, the updating of the numerical model
is a crucial point for industrials. Indeed, structural updating allows one to tune the numerical model to the
experimental dynamic data leading first to the identification of missmodelled regions, and then to a new nu-
merical model more representative of the experimental ”real” structure with respect to the initial one. Several
updating methods are available in literature most of them are classifiable as iterative sensitivity methods: the
identification of missmodelled regions is obtained building a sensitivity function to structural parameters to be
updated, and then performing an iterative procedure until convergence of the values of the updating parame-
ters is reached. This paper is focused on the actual capability of the Predictor-Corrector sensitivity method to
perform structural updating by means of experimental data. The main characteristic of this method is that it
considers the sensitivity of two correlation functions, evaluated by the knowledge of the frequency response
function of the structure: this feature is very important since the updating procedure is based only on data
directly achievable from experimental tests, avoiding then numerical approximations introduced by data han-
dling required to identify eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes of the test structure. Moreover the effectiveness
of an enhancement of the Predictor-Corrector method aimed to reduce the updating parameters to be used in
the iterative procedure is tested with experimental data. The experimental analyses have been carried out both
on a cantilever beam and on a non-conventional aircraft wing structure with the innovative, but not so much,
boxwing design. The experimental setup was formed by a Dynamic Signal Analyzer, and Transfer and Control
from DIFA Measurement System, while the experimental data processing was obtained with LMS CADA-PC.
The Finite Element models represent the numerical description of such structural components: the updating
capabilities are investigated for different levels of structural modification experimentally obtained by changes
in stiffness properties of the test articles.
Reference basis model updating with connectivity constraints
Halevi Y., Bucher I., Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Israel
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The paper considers the problem of updating an analytical model from experimental data using the reference
basis approach. In the general framework of that approach certain quantities are considered to be completely
accurate and the others are updated by solving a constrained optimization problem. However the connectivity,
existing in the model, is not preserved, and the method is not suited for parametric updating. In this paper
a method for introducing connectivity constraints into reference basis, while maintaining its advantages, is
presented. The notions of ’connectivity cost’ and ’parameterization cost’ are defined and used to obtain the
best model for a given parameterization and to compare the outcomes of different parameterizations.
Correlation of close modes using S2MAC
D’Ambrogio W., Universita` de L’Aquila, Italy
Fregolent A., Universita` di Roma ”La Sapienza”, Italy
In this paper an extension of Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) is presented. It considers the correlation
between a modal vector and a subspace spanned by several modal vectors, instead of the usual correlation
between two modal vectors. Such higher order MAC provides additional insight whenever multiple or close
eigenvalues exist. In principle, any number of modal vectors can be considered to span the subspace. A closed
form expression is used for the correlation of a modal vector with a 2-dimensional subspace, referred to as
S2MAC (Subspace of order 2 Modal Assurance Criterion). This allows a better understanding in situations
involving double eigenvalues or pairs of close natural frequencies, as highlighted by the discussed test cases.
Detection and recovery of erroneous experimental information used for a dynamic model updating
Barthe D., EADS Launch Vehicles, France
Deraemaeker A., Ladeve`ze P., Le Loch S., Universite´ de Paris VI/CNRS, France
This paper deals with the detection and recovery of erroneous experimental information in order to update and
validate models of industrial structures. The method based on the concept of Constitutive Relation Error is
extended to detect and correct the experimental errors in the same way the localization and correction of the
model errors are done. The efficiency of method is demonstrated on the SYLDA5 structure, which is used in
the european space launcher ARIANE5 to support satellites. The detection and recovery method is illustrated
with different types of errors based on modal responses and frequency response functions.
Numerical-experimental correlation of a stiffened fuselage panel
Franco F., Marulo F., Universita` degli Studi di Napoli ”Federico II”, Italy
Natale C., Aurilio G., Seconda Universita` degli Studi di Napoli
The numerical and experimental activities performed for reaching an acceptable correlation level between nu-
merical and experimental models are presented. Such activities belong to a wider research program addressed
to the vibroacoustic control of a fuselage stiffened panel using both passive and active approach for the im-
provement of its dynamic behaviour toward the noise and vibration problem. Traditional techniques have been
employed for the experimental modal analysis together with its modal parameters identification. Parallely a
finite element model has been prepared and used for both a pre-test analysis and a post-test correlation. Finally
a comparison of the experimental and numerical structural dynamic response has been evaluated and reported.
The applied methodologies have been selected with the final goal of verifying how complex and difficult is to
get results from them and if they can be easily transferred to more realistic structures. Such techniques are al-
most theoretically verified when dealing with academic tests, while they start loosing their ’exact’ results when
moving to more realistic structures. In general they are very useful in understanding the degree of correlation
between numerical and experimental models and are able to define the required feeling with their structural
behaviours. The results of this first part of the research program allowed us to continue the research using both
an experimental and a numerical model. Depending on the expected answers, one can use the experimental
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model for absolute results and the numerical one if trend or differential results were necessary.
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XVI Multi-body dynamics and control
Accurate realization of follower motions in high-speed cam-follower mechanisms
Demeulenaere B., De Schutter J., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Traditionally, cam-follower systems are designed by assuming a constant camshaft speed. Nevertheless, all
cam-follower systems, especially high-speed systems, exhibit some camshaft speed fluctuation (despite the
presence of a flywheel) which causes distorted follower motions and subsequent dynamical problems. The au-
thors previously proposed two methods to overcome these problems: (i) the synthesis of inertially compensated
cams, of which the motion law is adapted to the camshaft speed fluctuation and (ii) input torque balancing using
an inverted cam mechanism. The present paper unifies the notation and dimensionless analysis of the previous
papers and compares both methods by applying them to the same design example. Furthermore, the analysis
in the presence of friction is enhanced. Both methods are shown to yield accurately realized follower motions,
even in the presence of a considerable amount of friction, despite the fact that friction is ignored during the
design process.
Integrated vehicle corner modelling for ride and handling development
Dixon A., Franco-Jorge M., Webb J., MIRA Ltd, UK
Many of the factors that influence the handling and ride comfort of a vehicle are due to the fundamentals of the
vehicle design. Attributes such as understeer/oversteer, impact harshness and shake will be largely determined
by characteristics of the vehicle body and suspension components, and the interaction of these components. To
design vehicles with good ride and handling, these attributes must be considered at an early stage of the vehicle
development process rather than addressed as an afterthought. This is only feasible if appropriate models
are in place prior to the availability of any representative vehicle hardware. The dynamic performance of a
vehicle is heavily influenced by the non-linear behaviour of components such as dampers and tyres. This paper
describes the development of whole-vehicle models for ride and handling development. The main corner system
components have been represented using linear and non-linear techniques based on FE models, neural networks,
modal-domain models and simple lumped-parameter models. These have then been combined using ADAMS
and Simulink to produce validated hybrid models suitable for the design of ride and handling attributes. Such
models can be exercised using virtual test rigs and proving ground surfaces, replicating well-documented and
understood test procedures within the model.
Multibody simulation of actively controlled carbody flexibility
Heckmann A., Vaculı´n O., DLR German Aerospace Center, Germany
This paper presents a methodology to simulate smart structures with piezoceramic patches by means of multi-
body dynamics. Therefore the theoretical background is outlined adapting a modal multifield approach. Then
the data preprocessing on base of a finite element modal analysis of the elastic structure is described. Finally,
two application examples are exposed which deal with vehicle dynamics simulation scenarios. The presented
process chain provides the framework for the more general objective, namely the development of a multibody
dynamics environment which enables the design, the optimisation and verification of all vibration control ele-
ments.
Tri-level acceleration profiles for dynamic optimization of high-speed cam mechanisms
Incerti G., University of Brescia, Italy
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A procedure for the analysis and synthesis of cam mechanisms is presented, which is particularly suited for
the design of high-speed devices. The method accounts for the compliance of the follower and can be easily
implemented on a computer. The cam output motion is defined by a three levels acceleration profile, whose
shape can be modified by changing some numerical coefficients; in this way it is possible to optimise the
dynamic behaviour of the system, i.e. to reduce the maximum acceleration during the motion of the follower.
In order to explain the calculation procedure, the paper presents a numerical example, which has been developed
by using a 1 DOF elastic model of the cam device.
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XVII Non-linearities: identification and modelling
Numerical and experimental analysis of non linear forced vibration of imperfect plates
Pe´rignon F., Bellizzi S., Cochelin B., Ecole Supe´rieure de Me´canique de Marseille, France
This paper is concerned with the computation and the experimental analysis of the vibration response of plates
with geometrical nonlinearities under harmonic excitation. We focus on the influence of a small default on the
response of the structure and show how it contributes to the second harmonics terms, observed experimentally.
The elastodynamic governing equations of an elastic structure are written in the geometric nonlinear case,
including a prestressed state and an initial shape imperfection. We look for periodical solutions using the
classical harmonic balance method with a varying number of terms in the developments (constant, odd and
even terms are all included). The resulting nonlinear algebraic system is solved using the so-called Asymptotic
Numerical Method. It consists in high order asymptotic expansions of the solution path. This reliable and robust
continuation technique is particularly well adapted for such systems since sharp turns and bifurcations could
occur on the solution path. Our numerical tool has been developed in a general purpose Finite Element program.
It permits to compute the well-known backbone curves and the associated modal shape for perfect beams or
plates (cubic behavior), and also to deal with imperfect plates, shells or any geo-metrically complex structures
(cubic and quadratic behavior). An experimental analysis is performed thanks to a vibration test bench which
consists in a vertical plate submitted to a sinusoidal solicitation (for instance a swept sine). An initial stress can
be applied and controlled, in order to allow us to modify the position of the natural frequencies of the structure.
Experimental and computational results will show the influence of the shape default on the behavior of the
structure under harmonic excitation. This default can modify the position of the natural frequencies, the shape
of the nonlinear forced response and can also add a second harmonic term in the response.
ACUSCOMP and ACUSYS - A powerful hybrid linear/non linear simulation suite to analyse pressure
pulsations in piping
Brighenti A., Pavan A., S.A.T.E. Systems and Advanced Technology Engineering, Italy
The aim of this paper is to explain the theoretical and practical aspects of ACUSYS and ACUSCOMP, a sim-
ulation suite for the analysis of pressure pulsations in piping and the prediction of compressor perform-ances
under realistic piping dynamics. ACUSYS is a tool to analyse the response of a generic piping system to pre-
defined input signals generated at any interface with the gas flow. ACUSYS alone allows a prelimi-nary linear
analysis to focus the intrinsic piping response and flow resonance attitude in the frequency and time domain.
When the interaction between the machine thermodynamics, the valves mechanics and the fluid exchange pro-
cess are to be taken into account, together with the piping flow dynamics, ACUSCOMP, in cooperation with
ACUSYS, allows the time domain non linear modelling of the entire system. Both these programmes are ap-
plications developed by the leading author and his collaborators for the MATLAB-Simulinkr environment of
The Mathworks Inc. (Natick, Mass., U.S.A.).
Applications of frequency domain identification methods to nonlinear systems
Garibaldi L., Marchesiello S., Politecnico di Torino, Italy
In this paper two recently developed frequency domain methods are considered for the identification of non-
linear systems, namely the Conditioned Reverse Path (CRP) method and the Nonlinear Identification through
Feedback of the Outputs (NIFO) method. Starting from two different points of view, both methods need the
same kind of inputs and produce the same kind of outputs, i. e. the underlying linear system properties and
an estimate of the strength of the nonlinear contribution. Pros and cons of the aforementioned methods are
discussed in details and their validity is demonstrated by means of numerical and experimental examples.
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Hammerstein-Wiener system estimator initialization
Crama Ph., Schoukens J., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
In nonlinear system identification, the system is often represented as a series of blocks linked together. Such
block-oriented models are built with static onlinear subsystems and linear dynamic systems. This paper deals
with the identification of the Hammerstein-Wiener model, which is a block-oriented odel where a linear dy-
namic system is surrounded by two static nonlinearities at its input and output. The proposed identification
scheme is iterative and will be demonstrated on measurements.
European COST Action F3 on structural dynamics. Working Group 3: Identification of Non-linear
Systems. Activities and results 1
Golinval J.-C., Kerschen G., Lenaerts V., Universite´ de Lie`ge, Belgium
Thouverez F., Ecole Centrale de Lyon, France
Argoul P., ENPC, France
This paper summarises the work performed in the framework of the European COST F3 Action on the iden-
tification of non-linear systems in structural dynamics. Different types of identification techniques based on
the use of non-linear normal modes, on the condition reverse path method, on the harmonic balance technique,
on the proper orthogonal decomposition and on the wavelet transform are applied to two selected benchmarks.
The first benchmark is essentially one-dimensional but with a type of non-linearity that is not known a priori.
This is different from the second benchmark designed to realise a hardening cubic stiffness but which addresses
multi-degree-of-freedom systems.
Detection and quantification of structural non-linearities
Wong J., Cooper J., Wright J., University of Manchester, UK
A number of different approaches (higher order spectra, higher order FRFs and multi-sines) for the detection
and quantification of non-linearities were applied to various simulated two and three degree of freedom systems
with quadratic and cubic stiffness non-linearities. The ability to use the methods to determine whether non-
linearities exist, and to classify them, was assessed, and conclusions are drawn as to their suitability to perform
this task.
Identification of multi-degree of freedom non-linear simulated and experimental systems
Platten M., Wright J., Cooper J., Sarmast M., University of Manchester, UK
In this paper, the potential classification of a real dynamic system (e.g. aircraft) with a large number of modes
into a number of different categories of modes (i.e. linear / non-linear, coupled / uncoupled in damping and/or
non-linearity) that may be identified individually, or in small groups, is presented. The use of a multi-exciter
identification approach using a mixture of classical curve fitting for modes that behave linearly with propor-
tional damping, and appropriated excitation applied in bursts for modes behaving non-linearly or exhibiting
damping coupling, is presented. The approach is illustrated on a non-linear 9 degree-of-freedom simulated sys-
tem and experimentally on a non-linear single-bay panel structure. This burst approach, based on an extension
of the esonant Decay Method, is essentially a derivative of the Restoring Force Surface method and involves a
regression analysis based in modal space.
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Investigations on the non-linear behaviour of a cylindrical bolted casing joint using high level base
excitation tests
Boeswald M., Link M., Meyer S., Weiland M., University of Kassel, Germany
In this paper, results are presented of investigations performed on the non-linear behaviour of a bolted scalloped
flange, joining two components of a cylindrical test structure (CTS). The scalloped flange joint of the CTS-
assembly is considered representative of a typical aero-engine casing joint. The determination of the influence
of the non-linear joint parameters on the overall dynamic behaviour of the structure were of particular interest
in the investigations. The non-linear frequency responses, showing the influence of the joint non-linearity,
were obtained from base excitation tests performed on a slip table with a controlled base acceleration level.
A modeling approach based on the harmonic balance theory is discussed, which is capable of describing the
fundamental non-linear characteristics of the bolted flange joint.
Identification of MDOF nonlinear systems using associated linear equations (ALEs) part 1: Obtaining
the ALEs from a MDOF continuous nonlinear system
Vazquez Feijoo J., Worden K., Stanway R., University of Sheffield, UK
This work deals with the identification of MDOF non-linear systems with a convergent Volterra series rep-
resentation. These kind of nonlinear systems are commonly identified in the frequency domain from their
Higher-order Frequency-Response-Functions (HFRFs). This process requires multi-dimensional Fourier trans-
forms, which are cumbersome and computationally expensive and prevent more widespread usage. To avoid the
multi-dimensional Fourier transformations, in previous work on SISO systems the equation have been projected
into linear subsystems and then modelled by Associated Linear Equations (ALEs). This method identifies an
Associated Frequency-Response-Function (AFRF) for ALE, which requires only an unidimenstional Fourier
transformation. This paper exposes the mathematical basis for the extension of the ALE concept from SISO to
MDOF systems.
Analysis the vibration of an asymmetric system under an electromagnetic field
Bucher I., Feldman M., Gabay R., Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Israel
In the recent past the characterization of the response of non-linear vibration systems has been approached using
the Hilbert transform in time domain. The objective was to propose a methodology to identify various types
of non-linearity from measured response data. The proposed methodology concentrates on the signal envelope
and the instantaneous frequency. It enables us to estimate non-linear instantaneous dynamic parameters of the
system, including its asymmetric elastic force static characteristics. Using the Hilbert transform in the time
domain, together with the proposed methodology for system identification, we obtain both the instantaneous
modal parameters and the non-linear force characteristics. Modeling examples of vibrations of non-linear
asymmetric elastic force characteristics are included. The obtained results of the vibration analysis reconstruct
the initial ”soft” asymmetric elastic force static characteristics of the electromagnetic system.
Harmonic analysis of a mass subject to hysteretic friction: experimental validation
Symens W., Al-Bender F., Swevers J., Van Brussel H., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
The industrial demand for machine tools with increasing accuracy obliges us to take a thorough look at the
physical phenomena that are present at small movements of those machine tool slides. One of these phenomena,
and probably the most dominant one, is the dependence of the friction force on displacement. This friction force
dependency on the displacement can be described by a static hysteresis function. The influence of this highly
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non-linear effect on the dynamics of the system has been theoretically analysed in former communications.
This paper aims to validate these theoretical results on three experimental set-ups. Two dedicated set-ups
have been built, consisting of a linearly driven rolling element slideway, to specifically study the hysteretic
friction behaviour. The experiments performed on these dedicated set-ups are then repeated on one axis of an
industrial pick-and-place device, driven by a linear motor and guided by commercial slideways. The results of
the experiments on all the set-ups agree qualitatively well with the theoretically predicted ones and point to the
difficulty of accurate quantitative identification, showing that the hysteretic friction behaviour in machine tools
should be more carefully studied and incorporated in the dynamic identification process of these systems.
Summary and comparison overview of techniques for the detection of non-linear distortions
Vanhoenacker K., Schoukens J., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
Swevers J., Vaes D., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Almost all practical structures are non-linear to some extent, the non-linearity being caused by one or a com-
bination of factors. It is essential that a check for linearity is made at the beginning of any dynamic test as
the majority of analysis procedures currently available are assuming a linear behaviour. If this principle is vio-
lated, errors are introduced in the data analysis. This paper gives a survey of the numerous non-linear system
detection techniques for single-input-single-output systems that have been described in the literature. These
methods are succinctly summarized, their advantages and disadvantages are mentioned and the performance of
these different existing non-linear detection techniques is compared on a ”quarter car” measurement setup. A
summarizing table is set-up that makes it possible for the reader to select a detection method that fits best his
problem.
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XVIII Operational modal analysis
Estimating modal parameters using acoustic excitation
Møller N., Gade S., Herlufsen H., Bru¨el & Kjær Sound and Vibration A/S, Denmark
Operational Modal Analysis also known as Ambient Modal Analysis has an increasing use in mechanical
engineering, especially on big structures where the excitation and determination of forces exhibits a problem.
In this paper a wind turbine wing is used as the object. The modes of the wing occur close in frequency and
it is seen that the acoustic excitation has advantages in separating those modes. Operational Modal Analysis
identifies modal parameters from the wing using various types of acoustic excitation signals quantified by
measured frequency analysis. Both time and frequency based estimators are used and the results are mutually
compared. Also classical hammer mobility based modal analysis was done and the results compared with those
from the Operational Modal Analysis.
Modal parameter estimation from output-only measurements in presence of transient phenomena
Cauberghe B., Guillaume P., Verboven P., Parloo E., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
A traditional modal analysis from output-only data in the frequency domain starts from the power- and cross-
spectral functions of the output measurements. To estimate this power- and cross-spectral functions accurately,
sufficient data has to be available. The part of the time domain data without transient effects is divided in
different parts (periodogram method) and Hanning windows are used in order to reduce the leakage effects.
The frequency domain estimators that are used to process these power- and cross-spectral functions do not
take transients effects into account. Recently it has been demonstrated that it is possible to estimate transient
effects simultaneously with the SISO model parameters from an output-only Fourier spectrum. In the present
contribution, it is shown that it is also possible to extract modal parameters from the output only spectra.
Therefore the technique is extended for MIMO systems and the extraction of the modal parameters from the
estimated rational transfer function model is investigated. The developed technique starts from a small output-
only data set with transient effects to estimate the modal parameters. Instead of using the power- and cross-
spectral functions the developed method processes the output Fourier spectra directly. These methods can be
used in practice for in-operation tests, where only short time domain records with transient effects are available.
This technique is compared to the traditional techniques and the advantages and disadvantages are discussed.
Application of classical and output-only modal analysis to a laser cutting machine
Schedlinski C., ICS, Germany
Lu¨scher M., Luescher Engineering, Switzerland
This paper presents the application of classical modal analysis and output-only modal analysis techniques
(Stochastic Subspace Identification and Frequency Domain Decomposition) to a laser cutting machine. It will
be shown that the classical modal analysis gave fundamental insight into the structural dynamics of the laser
cutting machine, while the output-only modal analysis from operational vibration data provided the modes of
vibration directly influencing the cutting results. From the operational data an additional mode of vibration was
identified that could not be extracted by the utilized classical modal analysis techniques. It was revealed that
this mode of vibration was nonstructural and that it was caused by the drives and the control system of the laser
cutting machine. Furthermore, this nonstructural mode could directly be linked to imperfections of the cutting
results for specific machine movements. With this knowledge a cost effective and easy to implement solution
was developed that significantly enhanced the quality of the cutting results.
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Modelling of sprayer-boom motion by means of output-only maximum likelihood identification
techniques
Parloo E., Guillaume P., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
Anthonis J., Heylen W., Swevers J., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Output-only modal analysis allows the estimation of modal models for structures in their real in-operation
conditions. One of the main drawbacks of this approach is that the operational mode shape estimates remain in-
correctly normalized (dependant on the unknown level of excitation) what somewhat restricts the applicability
of in-operation modal models. Until recently, no techniques were available for the normalization of operational
mode shapes purely based on experimental output-only data. Recently, a sensitivity-based normalization ap-
proach, that can be used for output-only data, was proposed and successfully tested. This contribution compares
the results of input-output and output-only modal analysis experiments performed on a tractor-sprayer combi-
nation. The sensitivity-based normalization approach was experimentally validated by comparing the results to
the driving point normalization method.
Real-time modal analysis and its application for flutter testing
Uhl T., University of Mining and Metallurgy, Poland
This paper presents two methods for flutter testing during a flight. Proposed procedures are based on time signal
windowing and recursive identification method. Simulation verification results of proposed procedure for two
degrees of freedom system with varying damping parameters are discussed. The methods have been applied
for identification of flutter region for trainer jet from flight vibration measurements. The flutter is detected for
left and right aft stabilator.
Updating modal properties from response-only measurements on a rail vehicle
Ford R., Randall B., Wardrop T., University of New South Wales, Australia
There is often a need to update modal models, such as those obtained through FEA, to adjust for features
that are difficult to analyse, such as spot welded construction and passenger loading in transport vehicles. An
earlier paper showed how this could be achieved from response-only measurements. It showed how a cepstral
technique could extract data from a periodic component in a response that also included a random component,
provided the impulsive response was due to a single input. This paper shows how the random component of a
response may be used in addition to the periodic part in order to improve the quality of the updating (particularly
the damping). This should apply even if the random input is from multiple sources.
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XIX Parameter estimation
Model reduction and energy analysis as a tool to detect spurious modes
Goethals I., De Moor B., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Linear system identification is an important and useful approach in experimental modal analysis. It allows for
the extraction of resonance frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes of a vibrating structure. In order
to reduce the bias on the estimates, the model order is usually chosen quite high. This often results in the
appearance of non-physical, or so-called spurious modes. In this paper we will show that many spurious modes
can be removed from the obtained model using ideas from model reduction and looking at the energy contained
in these modes.
Numerically robust frequency domain identification of multivariable systems
Pintelon R., Rolain Y., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
Bultheel A., Van Barel M., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Frequency domain methods are known to suffer from a poor numerical conditioning when the frequency span
and/or the model order become large (more than 2 decades and an order more than 20). This numerical problem
ruins both the modeling performance and the model order selection capability. This paper presents a modeling
approach that leads to (almost) optimal numerical conditioning of the normal equations (condition number = 1).
The key idea is to expand the numerator and denominator of the transfer function model in a vector orthogonal
basis. The theory is illustrated on a real measurement example.
On board fault detection and identification in railway vehicle suspensions via a functional modal based
method
Sakellariou J., Petsounis K., Fassois S., University of Patras, Greece
The combined problem of fault detection, identification, and magnitude estimation in railway vehicle suspen-
sions is tackled via a novel Functional Model Based Method. This method is based upon a new class of
stochastic functional models, which are capable of accurately representing the system in a faulty state for
its continuum of fault magnitudes, as well as statistical decision theory tools. The method’s effectiveness in
properly detecting, identifying, and estimating the magnitude of suspension faults, by using only two measured
vibration signals, is demonstrated via Monte Carlo experiments with a six degree-of-freedom railway vehicle
model.
Subspace system identification for mechanical engineering 1
De Cock K., De Moor B., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Peeters B., Vecchio A., Van der Auweraer H., LMS International, Belgium
System identification for mechanical engineering applications has lately regained a strong interest. One of the
key approaches introduced in the last years is subspace system identification. This paper summarizes the state-
of- the-art of subspace identification algorithms. Stochastic and combined deterministic-stochastic subspace
identification algorithms are treated. These methods estimate state sequences directly from the given data,
through an orthogonal or oblique projection of the row spaces of certain block Hankel matrices of data into the
row spaces of other block Hankel matrices, followed by a singular value decomposition (SVD) to determine
the order, the observability matrix and /or the state sequence. The extraction of the state space model is then
achieved through the solution of a least squares problem. Each of these steps can be elegantly implemented
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using well-known numerical linear algebra algorithms such as the singular value decomposition and the QR
decomposition. The theory is illustrated with application results.
Maximum likelihood identification of vibro-acoustic modes using output-only measurements
De Sitter G., Guillaume P., Parloo E., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
Recently, maximum likelihood system identification techniques have been proposed to derive the vibrational
modes of structures using only output measurements. In the present contribution, the use of output-only max-
imum likelihood system identification techniques will be considered for vibro-acoustic systems. Classical
vibro-acoustic modal parameter estimation procedures start from input/output measurements. In order to suffi-
ciently excite both structural and acoustical modes, force exciters as well as acoustical sources have to be used.
Measuring the applied forces is usually not a problem in laboratory conditions. On the other hand, an accurate
quantification of the acoustic excitations is difficult. In this paper, the pros and contras of an ”output-only”
vibro-acoustic modelling approach will be investigated and illustrated by means of real measurement results.
On the exploitation of chaos to build reduced-order models
Kerschen G., Golinval J.-C., Universite´ de Lie`ge, Belgium
Feeny B., Michigan State University, USA
The present study focuses on the model reduction of non-linear systems. The proper orthogonal decomposition
is exploited to compute eigenmodes from time series of displacement. These eigenmodes, called the proper
orthogonal modes, are optimal with respect to energy content and are used to build a lowdimensional model
of the non-linear system. For this purpose, the proper orthogonal modes obtained from a chaotic orbit are
considered. Indeed, such an orbit is assumed to cover the phase space more uniformly. It is shown that the
modes for this particular behaviour are more representative of the system dynamics than any other set of modes
extracted from a non-chaotic response. This is applied to a buckled beam with two permanent magnets and the
reduced-order model is validated using both qualitative and quantitative comparisons.
Applicability of selected indicators and algorithms for decision-making in an autonomous modal
parameter estimation procedure
Lisowski W., Kurowski P., University of Mining and Metallurgy, Poland
Recently, an increasing interest in formulation of autonomous modal estimation procedures has appeared in the
modal analysis users community. Unavoidability of the decision-making during modal parameter estimation
constitutes a very important problem in automation of this procedure mainly due to limited objectivity of the
decision-making. The authors concern 3 decision-making stages of the estimation procedure: formulation of
the analysis plan, stabilization diagram processing and model consolidation. In the paper some algorithms of
decision-making aiding are proposed and their performance is presented for selected example of modal testing
results. The proposed algorithms take advantage of both the deterministic and fuzzy type of reasoning. The
idea of the algorithms is to act as the experienced analyst. Interactive use of the procedures is advised but
automatic run is also possible. The formulated procedures proved to have promising performance but they still
require comprehensive validation with use of various experimental data.
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Identification and prediction of F-shape structure dynamics by spatial matrix identification method
Tomatsu T., Okuma M., Tokyo University of Technology, Japan
Modak S., S.G.S. Institute of Technology and Science, India
Kundra T., Indian Institute of Technology, India
This paper presents the results of using an experimental spatial matrix identification method to predict the
dynamics of a F-shape structure after changing the boundary condition. The single-input-multiple-output fre-
quency response functions (SIMO FRFs) of the F-shape structure in three directions at 17 points under the
free-free boundary condition are measured by hammer testing. Using the sets of SIMO FRFs, the identifi-
cations of spatial matrices are executed. The FRFs calculated from identified spatial matrices are well fitted
with experimental FRFs. The rigid body properties are also estimated using identified mass matrices in prac-
tical accuracy. Using the sets of spatial matrices, the dynamic characteristics of the F-shape structure under
the boundary condition of clamping 2 points is predicted. It is shown that this method can predict dynamic
characteristics after changing boundary conditions in practical accuracy.
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XX Rotating machinery: dynamics
A model for the elastodynamic analysis of external gear pumps
Ferna´ndez A., Universidad de Cantabria, Spain
Dalpiaz G., University of Ferrara, Italy
This work concerns external gear pumps for automotive applications, which operate at high speed and low
pressure. In this context, a non-linear lumped kineto-elastodynamic model was developed, with the aims to
including all the main dynamic effects while maintaining a rather simple model. The model has six degrees of
freedom and takes into account the parametric excitations due to the time-varying meshing stiffness. Moreover,
the oil pressure distribution on gears is also time-varying: it is instantaneously computed and the resultant
force and torque are obtained. All the mentioned excitations vary periodically with a period equal to the
gear meshing period. Finally, the non-linear behaviour of the hydrodynamic journal bearings is included,
as well as the torsional stiffness and damping of the driving shaft. The differential equations of motion are
numerically integrated. In addition a linear model for each operation condition was developed obtaining the
natural frequencies and modes.
Comparison of analysis techniques for the dynamic behaviour of an integrated drivetrain in a wind
turbine
Peeters J., Vandepitte D., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Lammens S., Hansen Transmissions, Belgium
In recent years wind energy has been the world’s fastest growing source of energy. The wind turbine industry is
booming and is spending a lot on research for improving the performance of its present machines and increasing
their capacity. However, upscaling of the classical drivetrain concept is no longer economically feasible for
machine power of 2MWand higher. This paper presents the preliminary results of dynamic studies on a new
design concept for the drivetrain of a multi megawatt wind turbine. At first, a rather coarse finite element model
is used to analyse the dynamic behaviour of the entire system. Then, a more detailed multibody model of the
drivetrain is built for the analysis of torsional vibrations. Eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies obtained in this
analysis using two different software packages are compared.
Vibration behaviour modelling for a low-speed gearbox
Ferna´ndez A., Viadero F., Garcı´a P., Sancibrian R., Universidad de Cantabria, Spain
Pascual J., Global Steel Wire, Spain
This work focuses on the vibration behaviour of a low-speed gearbox for vibration machine failure monitoring.
In order to establish the most important features of the vibration spectra, a theoretical model of a real machine
was developed. This numerical model takes into account vibration performances of the gearbox elements
including shafts, gears and bearings. The aim of this numerical model is the characterisation of the vibration
path transmission in order to study its influence on the measurement locations. The model developed allows the
simulation of several operating conditions, including the load and velocity variations as well as gear defects,
providing information about the response along each element involved. This kind of model is a very interesting
tool for gearbox design and testing and it is also very important for the development of condition monitoring
techniques. In this case the model was particularised for low-speed operation.
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Modelling the elastodynamic behaviour of a desmodromic valve
Rivola A., Carlini A., University of Bologna
Dalpiaz G., University of Ferrara, Italy
This paper deals with a lumped-parameter model of a motorbike engine’s desmodromic valve train. The model
of such an uncommon cam system is developed and validated with the aid of experimental measurements
carried out on a test bench which operates the cam mechanism by means of an electrically powered driveline.
The model describes the mechanical system taking into account the mass distribution, the link elastic flexibility,
and the presence of several non-linearities. The model parameter estimation is discussed and the effectiveness
of the model is assessed by a comparison with experimental results. In addition, the model is employed to
estimate the magnitude of contact forces and to predict the system behaviour as a consequence of changes in
some design parameters; therefore, it may be used as a tool both in design optimisation and diagnostics.
Comparison of simulation methods for parametrically excited systems with rotating elastic
substructures
Prothmann Th., Sachau D., Witfeld H., Universita¨t der Bundeswehr Hamburg, Germany
An elastic structure with a rotating elastic substructure is described by a system of differential equations with
time-variant coefficients for which general solutions are not known. Different approaches to identify the dy-
namics of such a parametrically excited system are compared to each other. On the one hand the results of
a time-step integration are used to estimate the transfer behaviour of the system in terms of partial frequency
response functions. Therefore a new frequency response function estimator for parametrically excited systems
under broadband excitation is introduced. On the other hand an approximation method according to HILL
is used in combination with the LJAPUNOV reducibility theorem to calculate the partial frequency response
functions from the eigenvalues and the periodic eigenvectors of the system.
Development of a multiple modes simulator of rotating bladed assemblies for blade tip-timing data
analysis
Gallego-Garrido J., Dimitriadis G., Wright J., University of Manchester, UK
Blade Tip Timing (BTT) is a promising technique for the measurement of blade-tip vibrations in bladed as-
semblies. After an engine test is performed, the vibration’s Engine Order (EO) and amplitude information
is recovered from the collected BTT data using suitable analysis methods. The validation of such analysis
methods can be carried out more conveniently on simulated BTT data. In this paper, a BTT data simulator
is developed to produce controlled BTT data for bladed assemblies in which multiple modes of vibration are
excited. The mathematical model used allows for multiple blade modes and multiple assembly modes to be
simulated. Additionally, single or multiple, integral and non-integral EO excitations can be selected and the ro-
tational speed of the assembly can be varied linearly. Results from several test cases are shown, demonstrating
that the simulator successfully emulates assembly and blade mode combinations. A number of BTT analysis
methods were able to recover with accuracy the correct EOs from the simulated BTT data.
Experimental estimation of simple dynamic models of rotating equipments
Goncalves D., Sanjuan J., Dı´az S., Universidad Simo´n Bolı´var, Venezuela
Rotating Equipment Systems comprise three elements: the rotor, the bearings, and the support structures (hous-
ing, base and foundation). To predict the dynamic behavior of the system, it is possible to add the components
in a global model. This procedure, however, is difficult to apply in complex structural systems. This work
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presents a methodology to generate a simplified dynamic model of the system, by means of dynamic character-
ization techniques. The method of Instrumental Variable Filter, ”IVF”, is used to define the model parameters
(inertia, damping and stiffness matrices). Experimental data is obtained for two rotating equipment config-
urations comprised by a rotor, the bearing, and the supporting structures. IVF results are compared with an
analytic Finite Element model and evaluated against measured unbalance response of the system. The method-
ology hereby presented may be useful for the field engineer, facilitating the analysis of dynamic phenomena of
rotating equipments in maintenance and optimization studies.
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XXI Rotating machinery: monitoring and diagnostics
State of the art in monitoring of rotating machinery 1
Randall B., University of New South Wales, Australia
In the last thirty years or so, there have been many developments in the use of vibration measurement and
analysis for monitoring the condition of rotating machinery while in operation. These have been in all three
areas of interest, namely fault detection, diagnosis and prognosis, but except for the first still require an expert
to determine what analyses to perform and to interpret the results. Currently much effort is being put into
automating fault diagnosis and prognosis, as the major economic benefits come from being able to predict with
reasonable certainty how much longer a machine can safely be operated, this often being a matter of several
months from when incipient faults are first detected. The current tutorial discusses the different requirements for
detecting and diagnosing faults, outlining a robust procedure for the former, and then goes on to discuss a large
number of signal processing techniques that have been proposed for diagnosing both the type and severity of
the faults once detected. Change in the severity can of course be used for prognostic purposes. Most procedures
are illustrated using actual signals from case histories.
New measuring system of gear noise at non-integer components of meshing frequency using gear
checker
Uenishi Y., Anada Y., Diamondmatic Co.,Ltd., Japan
Hirogaki T., University of Shiga Prefecture, Japan
Aoyama E., Doghisha University, Japan
Nakata Y., Omron Co., Japan
This paper dealt with an inspection method of gear noise at non-integer components of meshing frequency.
First, it was confirmed that this noise was generated by tooth surface error formed by the vibration of shaving
machine tools in shaving process. Second, we proposed the installation of FFT processor in a gear checker
system in order to measure the periodic component of tooth surface error. The gear with this tooth surface error
was estimated by this system. On the other hand, the meshing transmission error (MTE) and the vibration on
the gear housing were measured. From comparing these results, it is shown that the proposed measuring system
is effective to estimate the gear noise at non-integer components of meshing frequency.
Gear vibration modeling and fault characterization
Raad A., Antoni J., Sidahmed M., Universite´ de Technologie de Compie`gne, France
Randall B., University of New South Wales, Australia
This paper introduces the application of cyclic statistics to vibration signals in rotating machinery. It shows
that these vibration signals display higher-order cyclostationarity under some conditions. A model of signals
modulated in amplitude and phase is used in order to interpret the cyclic bispectrum, i.e. a third-order cyclic
statistics, in the frequency domain. Interpretation and estimation techniques of the cyclic bispectrum allow
better comprehension of the application of cyclic statistics to mechanical systems. The ambiguity concerning
the use of moments or cumulants for estimation is discussed. Moreover, the difference between them is illus-
trated on industrial gear signals. Application to diagnosis of spalling in gear teeth of a U.S. Navy helicopter
(Westland database) demonstrates the effectiveness of this new parameter for a good diagnosis. Finally, simple
and efficient indicators of cyclostationarity are proposed, which can be used to monitor and follow up the state
of a gearbox system.
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Parametric instability of belts: theory and experiments
Pellicano F, Catellani G., Universita` di Modena e Reggio Emilia, Italy
Vestroni F., Fregolent A., Universita` di Roma ”La Sapienza”, Italy
In this paper, the dynamic stability of a power transmission belt excited by an eccentric pulley is investigated.
A theoretical model has been developed in order to predict the belt response: simply supported boundary con-
ditions are introduced, neglecting the pulley curvature, and considering the presence of the lower span of the
belt. The transversal displacement field is expanded in sine series of the still belt modes; the Galerkin method
is applied to reduce the partial differential equation of motion into a set of ordinary differential equations. In
order performing an accurate response prediction, the following information must be supplied to the model:
elastic characteristic; geometry; initial tension; damping. An experimental investigation is performed on a belt
mounted on two pulleys and a tensioner, where one of the pulleys presents a variable eccentricity; measure-
ment are performed using a Laser Displacement transducer. The combination of direct and parametric excita-
tion is analyzed in detail. Interesting postcritical nonlinear dynamics are found: sub-harmonic responses and
quasi-periodic motion seem to coexist, depending on the initial conditions. Experiments confirm the numerical
findings validating the present theoretical model.
Centrifugal compressor health diagnostics based on internal noise spectrum
Petela G., NOVA Research & Technology Corporation, Canada
Betz M., Stocklin V., Germany
Motriuk R., TCPL Alberta Gas Transmission Division, Canada
The paper investigates feasibility of health and condition monitoring of a centrifugal compressor with a vaned
diffuser, based on the analysis of an instantaneous pressure spectrum (internal noise) generated along flow path
inside a compressor casing. Experiments were carried to determine differences in operational parameters of a
healthy compressor and after the diffuser faults were inflicted. Based on the measurement results, two internal
spectral components were identified as pertinent to diffuser operation and sensitive to changes in diffuser per-
formance. Their normalized amplitudes were accepted as the vaned diffuser acoustic signatures (VDS) and their
behaviour and response to the status of diffuser health, geometry and operating conditions were investigated in
the range of compressor flows and speeds.
A fuzzy-statistical approach of defect diagnosis using vibrations
Stefanoiu D., Ionescu F., FH - University of Applied Sciences - Konstanz, Germany
Vibrations generated by oscillations of a rotating machinery are able to encode some information about its
possible defects, together with their types and severity degrees. Though vibration is not as complex as speech or
seismic signals, to decode such an information is not an easy attempt. Differently form many Signal Processing
applications, where the noise is attenuated or compensated, vibrations processing focuses on their noisy part,
as the component encoding information about possible defects. The goal of the article is to introduce a non
conventional method for extracting the information about defects that could appear in parts of mechanical
systems (especially bearings), based upon some statistical and fuzzy concepts.
Low cost procedure for the measurement of torsional vibrations in rotating machines
Gomez de Leon F., Universidad de Murcia, Spain
Merono Perez P., Aguirre Martinez J., Universidad Politecnica de Cartagena, Spain
In this paper we analyse the characteristics of the measure of the torsional vibrations in the shaft of rotating
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machines using a procedure based on digital processing of the signal provided by incremental encoders of
several pulse width. The traditional method, for measuring the velocity of rotation using these transducers, is
based on counting the pulses at given time intervals, like a digital signal. However, in the present method, we
measure the time corresponding of each of the pulses from the encoder, like an analogical signal, thanks to
the massive storage of high velocity information and the high sampling frequency made possible by present
day with for the A/D converts cards. This provides a substantial improvement in precision and resolution in
frequency over the traditional method, even with low cost encoder or manufactured especially for this purpose
by means of rudimentary methods.
Rotating machinery failure detection using different vibration analysis techniques
Del Castillo L., Arte´s M., Garcı´a-Prada J., Universidad Nacional de Educacio´n a Distancia,Spain
This paper deals with the application of some vibration analysis techniques used for the diagnosis of machine
condition for the discrimination of the different types of defects in rotating machines from the data contained
in the vibration spectra. Cluster analysis and discriminant analysis are the main statistical techniques used.
These techniques have been extensively used in various scientific fields for the discrimination of data, but
rarely for the diagnosis of machinery faults using vibration analysis. The application of these techniques was
carried out in the detection of failures in a set of rolling element bearings with four different known bearing
conditions (new bearing, outer race defect bearing, inner race defect bearing and ball defect bearing). The
different elements (rolling element bearings) are grouped into clusters as homogenous as possible according to
the observed variables (vibration amplitude at different frequencies). The results provide a useful criterion for
the discrimination among the different types of failures in the bearings.
Monitoring of rotational behavior on spiral bevel gear in gear housing using transfer function
Aoyama E., Katayama T., Tange H., Doshisha University, Japan
Hirogaki T., University of Shiga Prefecture, Japan
Uenishi Y., Diamondmatic Co.,Ltd., Japan
Yamada T., Ishida Corporation, Japan
Nakata Y., Omron Corporation, Japan
In the present paper, we proposed a new monitoring method to evaluate the dynamic behavior of Oerikon-type
spiral bevel gears in gear housing under running conditions without acceleration sensors. First, acceleration
sensors are equipped on gear in housing and on output shaft flange of running test machine. Transfer function
between the gear and the flange in running conditions is clear from these results. And, it was confirmed that
the predicted results by flange sensors signals were in good agreement with measured results of rotational
acceleration of gear in applicable frequency. Finally, a Laser Doppler sensor was used under running condition
for measuring the velocity fluctuation of out put shaft flange. As a result, it is clear that this method using a
Laser Doppler sensor is effective to monitor the dynamic behavior of spiral bevel gears in gear housing under
running conditions.
Estimation of cyclic cumulants by moving average. Application to the diagnosis of rotating machinery.
Capdessus C., Sekko E., IUT de Chartres, France
Random processes are characterised by their probability density function, which is usually unknown, but the
first two or three moments or cumulants of the signal can generally be estimated. Up to order three cumulants
can be estimated as moments of the centred signal. For cyclostationary signals, such as rotating machines
vibrations, the mean can be time variant and cannot be estimated by classical time averaging. We show that
synchronised averaging can be used to estimate the time varying mean of cyclostationary signals and we derive a
method for cumulants estimation. Though synchronised averaging presupposes angular acquisition, we extend
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this method to signals acquired at fixed sampling frequency with the pseudo synchronous averaging method.
We also try to estimate the mean by applying a Savitski Golay filter, which removes transient phenomena. Both
methods are applied to simulations and their performances are compared. The pseudo synchronous averaging
method is then applied to toothed gearing vibrations.
Condition monitoring and diagnostics based on chaos theory
Lucifredi A., Magnetto A., Silvestri P., Universita` di Genova, Italy
In some operating conditions a non-linear mechanical system may oscillate chaotically: for rotating machinery
this is e.g. the case of rotor rubbing, bearings hydrodynamic instability, cracked rotor and other typically
non-linear phenomena (magnetic forces, etc.). Therefore a measure of the amount of chaos may be used as a
diagnostic parameter. The paper presents and discusses some new additions to an original toolbox based on
chaos theory, created by the authors to detect anomalous non-linear (chaotic) operation conditions in machinery
and power plants. The results obtained indicate that chaos theory, properly integrated to the traditional methods,
seems to be apt to improve monitoring and diagnostics of mechanical systems.
Time frequency and time scale transforms, a comparison of different tools in the vibratory analysis of
the induction motors
Caironi C., Durantay L., Alstom Moteurs, France
Kromer V., Gueury M., ERIN, UHP, France
In this paper, an application of the time frequency and time scale transforms to the vibratory analysis of the ball
bearings in the induction motors are presented. The mathematical tools and their application on an experimental
case are also presented. After, the utility of these tools in an industrial process are discussed.
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XXII Signal processing
Not using the 2 ∗ fmax as the sampling criteria for efficient analog to digital conversion
Lago¨ T., Jonkoping University, Sweden
When sampling an analog signal thus converting it into a digital representation, discrete samples are collected.
It is obvious that if one takes an infinite amount of samples the signal will be accurately described, but if too
few samples are collected, it is not possible to reconstruct the analog signal. The sampling procedure has
been covered in many text books, especially in electrical engineering and for associated analog time data. The
sampling process is however general, and is valid for any sampling process. Thus, it is important to remember
that the strict rules described in early papers by, for example Nyquist and Shannon, must be followed. In many
text books and articles, especially books on Mechanical Engineering, it is common that the sampling theorem is
stated as: the sampling frequency must be larger than twice the maximum frequency. The sampling formulation
above is unfortunate and could lead to a wrong interpretation of how a correct sampling rate should be selected.
The more general sampling rules and its applications, will be covered in this paper.
Use of artificial neural networks for automatic data plausibility check and test data quality
improvement
Lanslots J., Vecchio A., LMS International, Belgium
The objective of this work is to explore new methods and algorithms to automatically check, assess and improve
the quality of data acquired through structural testing. When dealing with large amounts of data, one of the main
problems coming from intensive measurement sessions is the validity and consistency of the data set. Apart
from the possibility to set fixed ranges for measurement channels and measure over/underloads, users do not
have many tools for checking the plausibility of the data in an automated way. Furthermore, envisaged criteria
for the acceptability of the data depend on the object under analysis, the test environment and the environmental
conditions. In structural testing one of the most usually applied criterion is the check on the FRFs with special
concern to the driving point. This cross check is quite time consuming and it requires user interaction. This
paper addresses the problem of automatically assessing the quality of data measured during intensive structural
testing. An automated procedure based on Artificial Intelligence is presented to evaluate data plausibility.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are in use for the analysis of Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) taking
advantage of their pattern recognition capability. ANN technology provides automated interpretation of data
quality, allows cluster analysis and blind separation of faulty data. In particular Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP)
networks are used to automatically recognize faulty FRFs, based on signal properties as the noise/signal ratio
and phase.
Matching signals from experiments at slightly different speeds
Combet F., Jaussaud P., Martin N., Laboratoire des Images et des Signaux, France
Randall B., University of New South Wales, Australia
In this paper, we attempt to match signals recorded on mechanical systems whose speed may be slightly differ-
ent from one experiment to the other, and whose speed measurement is not available or not accurate enough.
This is of great interest in order to create a data basis of recordings at exactly the same speed. We show that,
under some conditions, a slight speed gap effect can be approximated to a time scaling of the signal. Then, we
propose two signal processing methods in order to estimate the relative speed gap, or the time scale factor a,
between two sampled and time shifted signals x1(kT ) and x2(kT ) = x1(a(kT − τ)):one using the recent Dis-
crete Scale Transform, and another one using a Logarithmic Frequency Resampling. We compare performance
of both methods on simulations and on real signals of two types: acceleration signals recorded on a chairlift
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when passing a compression tower and gear transmission error signals.
Noise robust spark ignition engine knock detection with redundant wavelet transform
Duval L., Corde G., Bui Tran V., Leduc P., Institut Franc¸ais du Pe´trole, France
Spark ignition engines are subject to an abnormal combustion process called ”knock”. It is associated with fast
pressure increases which turn into engine vibrations causing the familiar knocking sound. Knock is a potential
damage source for the piston crown or the cylinder walls. It furthermore limits engine efficiency. Fine knock
detection strategies allow the engine to run at knock limit. Traditional methods involve knock detection in
its frequency range using Fourier methods. Since the knock phenomenon is unsteady in time and frequency,
several authors have pointed out that Fourier based analysis reaches its limits at high speed or with strong
background noises. Recent research focused on time-frequency methods, such as the Wigner-Ville transforms
or wavelets. In this work, we investigate knock detection using a redundant wavelet transform which is both
more robust to noise than the traditional discrete wavelet transform and still computationally efficient. The
proposed scheme allows us to extract knock envelopes used for knock properties evaluations for fine control
strategies. Experiments were performed on pressure and vibration signals from a 4 cylinder engine. Redundant
wavelet transform knock detection is shown robust to background noises and is able to detect weak or pre-knock
onsets.
Time frequency analysis and event detection in noise signals
Sarris J., Dalianis S., Cambourakis G., National Technical University of Athens, Greece
Hammond J., University of Southampton, ISVR, UK
Linear time frequency analysis is employed for event detection in transportation noise signals and condition
monitoring of marine diesel engines. Detected events in transportation noise signals are analysed in the time
frequency domain and narrow band components of the signal are calculated in order to extract event types. In
marine diesel engines shaft torque signals are monitored using the concept of a localised analysis in time and
frequency to identify cylinder misfires. Local analysis is performed using a recursive implementation of the
short-time Fourier transform.
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XXIII Structural dynamic analysis: case studies
On the dynamics and modelling of a micro electro-mechanical structure (MEMS)
Bucher I., Elka A., Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Israel
Balme`s E., Ecole Centrale Paris, France
This paper describes a numerically efficient modelling procedure that couples a dynamic-elastic model of a
miniature rate gyroscope to an electrostatic forcefield. Alongside the numerical modelling,an experimen-
tal system is presented where a dynamical model consisting of operating deflection shapes,damping factors
and response levels are obtained under a microscope.In the numerical part,a highly efficient software tool
(SDT)enabled us to conveniently combine and manipulate a full-size finite-element model for the structure,
with a custom numerical model of the electrostatic field in a manner that transient and steady-state behaviour
as well as stability (pull-in)analysis could be performed. This work follows the footsteps of traditional dynamic
or modal testing to a point where some unique features existing in MEMS devices can be observed.Some of
these phenomena were explained by a reconciliation of experimental and numerical data and internal resonance
mechanism was identified.
A structural health monitoring approach for flight flutter testing
Verboven P., Cauberghe B., Guillaume P., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
The clearance of the flight envelope of a new airplane by means of flight flutter testing is time consuming and
expensive. Most common approach is to track the modal damping ratios during a number of flight conditions,
and hence the accuracy of the damping estimates plays a crucial role. It is desired to decrease the flight
flutter testing time for practical, safety and economical reasons. This paper presents an identification approach
that estimates the modal parameters directly from input/output Fourier spectra. This avoids the need for an
averaging-based pre-processing of the data, which becomes inapplicable in the case that only short data records
are measured. The method is validated for the monitoring of the system poles during flight flutter testing.
Neural networks based identification of model order in modal analysis
Uhl T., Go´ral G., University of Mining and Metallurgy, Poland
In this article there is presented a method of a model order selection with the use of a self-organizing neural
network that classifies data contained in a stabilization diagram. There is also shown a comparison between
results of model order selection obtained with the use a neural network and results obtained with the use of the
stabilization diagrams method. The method of model order selection with the use of a neural network aims at
eliminating errors made during a model order visual assessment on the basis of a stabilization diagram.
Free vibration of dual-span curved beams coupled through elastic constraints
Riedel C., Lawrence Technological University, USA
Kang B., Indiana University - Purdue University, USA
The free vibration response of dual-span extensional and inextensional circular curved beams constrained by
an intermediate elastic support is studied. The elastic constraint consists of a transverse and rotational spring.
In addition, a tangential spring, which couples the extensional motion of one span with the other, is also con-
sidered. Wave propagation techniques are used to formulate the eigenvalue problem, which result in exact
eigensolutions. The effects of the support type and stiffness on the radial and tangential modes are examined.
In addition, the influence of the curvature on the response of the extensional curved beam is also addressed.
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For certain support conditions, the extensional and inextensional curved beams behave similarly. In general,
however, the behavior of the system is shown to depend strongly on the type of support, the support stiffness,
and the modeling of the beam as extensional or inextensional.
Dynamic behaviour analysis and optimisation of a rotary table transfer machine
Zanarini A., Catania G., Maggiore A., Meneghetti U., University of Bologna, Italy
A study on the dynamic behaviour of a rotary table transfer machine is discussed in this paper. Part modelling
is performed through the application of finite element techniques. Experimental modal analysis is exploited for
substructure updating. The assembled model is obtained using constraint equations and boundary conditions.
Design modifications are proposed to enhance the dynamic behaviour of the assembly; a first comparison is
provided facing the eigensolutions of the different models; an optimum solution is chosen as the final mod-
ified model. Field measurements of machining tool accelerations are taken as loading conditions. A second
comparison between existing and modified assemblies is discussed through the forced responses.
Vibration reduction of a pantograph-support system using an impact damper (influence of curve track)
Sato T., Takase M., Kaiho N., Tokyo Denk University, Japan
Makino T., Hitachi Ltd., Japan
Tanaka K., Saitama University, Japan
We have been using an impact damper to reduce the vibration in a pantograph-support system. We made a
simple model of the pantograph-support system and examined the effectiveness of the damper. The model
consisted of a cantilevered beam and a primary mass and impact damper attached to the free end of the beam.
The cantilevered beam was placed on an incline to simulate the induction of centrifugal force by a curved stretch
of track. Vibration testing was performed with several conditions for the acceleration of the support system’s
foundation, several numbers of impactors, and various angles of inclination for the cantilevered beam. The
effects of the physical parameters on the dynamic behavior of the experimental model were clarified in these
experiments. Simulations of the same conditions as those of the experiments were also carried out. Finally,
the effect of the angle of the beam on the damping effect is discussed, since this provides a way of simulating
different radii of curvature for the track.
Modal parameters extraction from in-flight measured data for aircraft flutter clearance
Vecchio A., Peeters B., Van der Auweraer H., LMS International, Belgium
Scionti M., Catania University, Italy
Flutter is a dynamic aeroelastic phenomenon that can show up suddenly with violent self-excited vibrations
leading to dynamic instability and loss of structural integrity. Although, numerical modelling as well as wind
tunnel tests are in use in the aerospace industry to support development of new aircraft, in-flight tests are
required anyhow to validate the models and to certify the safety of the flight domain of each aircraft. The
extraction of reliable modal parameters from the aircraft in-flight is of vital importance for the correct assess-
ment on the risks that critical aeroelastic phenomena appear in the flight domain. To this aim, a comparison
of advanced methods referred to as time domain Stochastic Subspace (output-only data), total Least Squares
Discrete Frequency domain, frequency domain Maximum Likelihood and polyreference time domain Least
Squares Complex Exponential is proposed In particular the performance of each algorithms in the evaluation
of damping values is thoroughly analysed and the extracted flight envelope are presented.
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XXIV Substructuring and coupling
Requirements and opportunities for structural testing in view of hybrid and virtual modelling 1
Van der Auweraer H., LMS International, Belgium
The mechanical product industry relies increasingly on CAE-based virtual prototyping to optimize the func-
tional performances of its designs, moving away from the test-analyze-fix approach on physical prototypes.
But contrary to the belief that this would reduce the demands for testing, it has opened new application fields,
resulting in new challenges and opportunities. Test data play a critical role on each level of the development
process, in product benchmarking, target setting, model verification, load analysis, hybrid model building to
product qualification and performance monitoring. Test data are a key part of the product’s knowledge database
and are essential in carry-over and variant design and for properly including the ”human factor”. What is clear
though is that the requirements towards accuracy, test and analysis ease and execution speed are more stringent
than ever before. As a result, the whole paradigm of mechanical testing must be reconsidered in view of this
new role as an essential enabler in the virtual prototype optimization process.
Assessment of structural coupling techniques using experimental data
D’Ambrogio W., Universita` de L’Aquila, Italy
Sestieri A., Universita` di Roma ”La Sapienza”, Italy
Rotational degrees of freedom are fundamental to perform substructure coupling whenever moment transmis-
sion at joints is involved. While they are included in finite element models, the common experimental tests do
not provide these quantities, because of the difficulty of their measurement. Therefore, when it is necessary
to couple two structures that are both known experimentally by their FRFs, or even when only one of them
is experimentally determined while the other is modeled by finite elements, one must provide some proce-
dure to obtain the rotational degrees of freedom starting from translational FRFs. Usually very ill-conditioned
problems must be solved and in this case the results of the coupled system are meaningless. In this paper an
expansion technique based on SEREP is proposed and tested on an experimental benchmark: unlike when using
noise polluted simulated data, the results of the coupling are very satisfactory. However, a different procedure
is proposed also to study the coupling problem without using rotational degrees of freedom: it provides very
good results, at least in the low frequency range.
Realisation of real-time pseudo-dynamic sub-structure testing
Bayer V., Bauhaus University Weimar, Germany
Dorka U., University of Kassel, Germany
Fu¨llekrug U., Gschwilm J., DLR German Aerospace Center, Germany
The real-time pseudo-dynamic sub-structure test allows for most realistic dynamic testing of specimen from
aerospace as well as structural engineering without the need of testing huge objects for representing entire
systems. The specimen is tested in a truly dynamic manner as in shaking table tests, moreover, the structure
surrounding and supporting the specimen is simulated by a computer. The computer model solves the equation
of motion of the super-structure and calculates the excitation of the specimen. Measured reactions at the joint
are fed back to the computer in a closed loop. The tests presented here are - to the knowldge of the authors -
the first ones applied in true real time to an oscillatory specimen. The procedure is explained in brief, and the
tests demonstrate its capabilities. Finally, the hardware concept which enabled these tests is described.
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An investigation of impedance modeling utilizing different measurement techniques
Lazor D., Brown D., University of Cincinnati, USA
Current methods of modeling structures generally have accuracy limitations associated with either frequency
range or measurement practicality. Modal modeling can be useful at lower frequencies where modal interac-
tions are relatively few. Impedance modeling requires accurate impedance measurements at the component
connection points. Using multiple input multiple output measurements and resolving the inputs and outputs
to a common location, a six degree of freedom (DOF) impedance frequency response function (FRF) can be
determined. Since the six DOF FRF measurements are determined using computational methods, errors can be
introduced into the results. By measuring all six input forces, three translational and three rotational, a more
accurate impedance function can be determined. In order to accomplish this, a six DOF load cell was developed
to measure the six force components exciting a structure. Presented is an overview of impedance modeling the-
ory and relevant issues arising from the determination of the six degree of freedom impedance functions. An
experimental example is given to demonstrate the important theoretical and impedance measurement issues.
Distributed structural modification using local interface model
D’Amato E., Durante F., D’Ambrogio W., Universita` de L’Aquila, Italy
In the structural dynamic modification problem, experimental data from a base structure are combined with
theoretical data of the modification to predict the dynamic behaviour of the assembled structure. Continuously
distributed modifications can be described through a Finite Element (FE) model, but some sort of theoretical
model of the base structure is also required. However, the knowledge of the base structure can be conveniently
restricted to a limited region facing the modification, thus building an FE model of the solely interface region.
Matching of numerical and experimental data at the base-modification interface has been widely investigated in
recent years, and several procedures have been proposed. In this paper, a static expansion technique is applied
and compared to existing techniques on a real structure made of aluminium plates, modified by a reinforcing
plate. The predictions provided by the different techniques are compared with the experimental responses of
the modified structure.
Identification of bolted-joint interface models
Ahmadian H., Ebrahimi M., Iran University of Science and Technology, Iran
Mottershead J., University of Liverpool, UK
Friswell M., University of Wales, UK
A linear dynamic model is developed for bolted joints and interfaces that can be incorporated into existing
commercial finite element codes. The joint interface is modelled using a thin layer of solid elements with
isotropic material properties. The material properties of the layer are functions of normal and tangential stiffness
of the joint interface and are identified using experimentally measured data. It is critical to determine only the
simplest model possible which also captures the dominant physics of the joint. The objective is to develop
guidelines in designing models for bolted joints under different pre-stress conditions of the interface zone. This
work provides insight on how the model should be designed in the joint region.
A practical study of the identification of joint parameters
Yang T., Fan S.-H., Yuan Ze University, Taiwan
Lin C.-S., Chung-Shan Institute of Science and Technology, Taiwan
In this research, an identification method for joint parameters has been developed by using the substructure syn-
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thesis method and frequency response functions. A matrix form for the joint model was proposed. Identifying
the joint parameters of a beam screwed down at one of its end was conducted. Only two measurement points
were used in the experiment. The simulated results of the frequency response functions of the constrained beam
with the properly identified joint parameters agree with the experimental results very satisfactorily. The accu-
racy of the identified results strongly depends on the sensitivity of the parameters. The rotational stiffness of
the screw joint is identified to be located in the sensitive region, so the identified result of the rotational stiffness
is very good. However, the less accurate results for the translational stiffness located in the insensitive region
do not affect apparently the accuracy of the simulated results. The cross-coupled term between the translational
and rotational stiffness in the joint model was identified, which greatly improve the accuracy of the simulated
frequency response functions in higher frequency regions.
Substructure coupling using equivalent generalized quantities : A finite element method approach
Floody S., Universidad Pe´rez Rosales, Chili
The intention is to use the theory of dynamic generalized equivalent quantities for vibration neutralizers on
problems of structural coupling. This technique have been widely known and developed and used in many fields
of computational mechanics to optimize the resolution of problems. In general some of this methods require a
great computational cost. In the present work it is desired to approach this problem from another optics, where
unlike a vibration neutralizer, that can have one or two degrees of freedom, the secondary structure completely
is opened in geometry, being able to have many degrees of freedom.
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XXV Transfer path analysis and source identification
A vibro-acoustical investigation for car rolling noise characterization and optimization
Avenati-Bassi F., Cifelli P., Prando F., Tinti F., Rieter Automotive Systems, Italy
An investigation over rolling noise of a B-segment car is presented, describing the methodological approach
together with measurement and analysis results. After a complete vibro-acoustical characterization of the vehi-
cle, both on road and on roller dyno, different types of approaches were followed: a Running Mode Analysis,
to highlight critical O.D.E.s and a Transfer Path Analysis to estimate contributions from mechanical links be-
tween suspensions and car body. Having shown a good correlation between reconstructed model, experimental
results and assembled O.D.E.s, this model was used to locate critical points in the car and to predict spectral
modifications due to input forces or vibro-acoustical transfer functions reduction. Finally, a new methodolog-
ical approach for panel radiation analysis and ranking and passive treatment optimal location was applied.
Results from this study could be used for retrofit actions or, together with FEA predictions, for rolling noise
optimisation during the design stage of new models.
Transmission of noise and vibration in canopied diesel-driven power generating sets
Gallego-Meana J., Craighead I., University of Strathclyde, UK
Casey J., Aggreko UK Ltd Manufacturing , UK
It is widely accepted that the main sources of noise and vibration in canopied Diesel generators are the Diesel
engine, the fan and the alternator. This paper focuses on the flanking transmission of noise and vibration from
the sources to the canopy and baseframe. The canopy is basically a combination of large rectangular steel plates
which behave as noise radiating panels converting vibration into noise which then radiates into the environment.
The objective of the research is to identify the main transmission paths and correlate noise and vibration levels.
For this purpose a number of measurement positions have been located on the engine, fan, alternator, AVMs,
baseframe, canopy and other relevant parts in order to observe levels of noise and vibration. Measurements of
the attenuation or amplification of vibration and hence noise radiation has enabled critical areas to be identified
as well as overall noise levels in the vicinity of diesel-generator sets.
Identification of external forces exciting finite thin cylindrical baffled shell
Djamaa M., Pezerat C., Guyader J.-L., INSA de Lyon, France
Ouelaa N., Universite´ du 8 mai 45, Algeria
The numerical method developed in this paper is based on the localisation of an exciting force from knowledge
of flexural displacements of a finite cylindrical thin shell. The direct problem consist on solving the equation
of motion of the shell with appropriate boundary conditions. In order to obtain the flexural displacements in
the three directions (u, v, w), the shell is excited by a punctual force. In the inverse problem, the objective is to
calculate the force distribution using a finite difference scheme where the second and fourth derivatives which
are present in the equation of motion, are developed in the first order. When the force applied is radial and
frequency upper than the ring frequency, the longitudinal and tangential deformations became very small, so
that the associated terms can be neglected. The advantage of this procedure is that measurement can be limited
only to the radial displacement field (w).
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Statistical - inverse boundary element method
Ma´rki F., Augusztinovicz F., Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary
This paper will introduce a novel technique to compute noise radiation from large structures (e.g. factories,
steel civil structures etc.). The method is based on the Boundary Element Method, but it makes use of a
statistical algorithm and some simple, hypothetical vibration forms to compute farfield noise radiation. Gross
simplifications are introduced in the BE model to makes possible to perform BEM computations at all (the
real model size of a large building for example would be too large for even the best computers of our days).
All these simplifications and assumptions lead to the development of a computed, non-real sound field, which
however approximates the real sound field in the farfield adequately. After having described the method, its
potential will be demonstrated by two industrial examples.
Experimental sensitivity analysis for near-field acoustic holography
Di Giuseppe A., Martarelli M., Revel G., Tomasini E., Universita` degli Studi di Ancona, Italy
Near-field Acoustic Holography (NAH) has been shown to be a powerful tool for the study of sound radiation
from vibrating structures. It provides the reconstruction of acoustic pressure, intensity and particle velocity in
the space starting from pressure measurements made on a plane array near the vibrating structure. However,
NAH is based on a procedure composed of several steps, from experimental measurements to numerical cal-
culations, where the effect of many uncertainty sources can be propagated. As a consequence, the sensitivity
of this procedure to several factors must be carefully checked, in such a way as to optimise the final overall
accuracy in the reconstruction of the acoustic field. The work described in this paper is part of a research de-
voted to perform this kind of sensitivity analysis. This work has been carried out within the research activity
of the ACES project, funded by the EU within the Growth Programme of the V Framework. In this project
microphone array measurements are used as input for an IBEM (Inverse Boundary Element Model) based pro-
cedure for equivalent acoustic sources determination, with particular reference to automotive applications. In
this paper the influence on NAH results due to the presence of un-correlated sources is analysed. The test
bench is composed of a muffler put in vibration using an electro-dynamic shaker and a loudspeaker exciting
the structure in different points with un-correlated driving signals. The results have been checked in terms of
velocity distribution computed on the structure surface. To this aim, measurements taken by a laser Doppler
vibrometer (LDV) have been used for comparison.
On efficient reciprocal measurement of vehicle body airborne isolation and vibro-acoustic transfer
behavior
Van der Linden P., Proost G., Nijs G., LMS International, Belgium
One would like to know, how well a vehicle body isolates airborne noise from the engine. A measurement with
a running engine will qualify the engine and body isolation as in combination only. Replacement of the engine
by a multiple loudspeaker configuration will allow qualification of the body airborne isolation. But, an engine
simulator needs to be built, the build-in speakers need to be calibrated, and worse, each time this is done the
powertrain needs to be removed from the vehicle. So, why not measure the isolation in the reciprocal way?
A sound source is placed in the cabin at ear locations, and microphones are positioned on the engine surface
and, according to more then a century old theory, the acoustic transfer from the interior to the engine equals the
acoustic transfer from the engine to the interior. Another example is vibro-acoustic FRF measurements from
the bearings inside an engine and the radiated noise. Reciprocity can allow vibro-acoustic measurements into
locations, which are impossible to reach with shakers and hammers. There can be a significant advantage in
either instrumentation, accuracy or efficiency in reciprocal measurements.
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Source identification form noisy response measurements using an iterative weighted pseudo-inverse
approach
Guillaume P., De Sitter G., Parloo E., Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium
In this contribution, an algorithm is presented to estimate the forces that are acting on a structure starting
from the measured response spectra and the estimated modal parameters of the structure. Force identification
requires the inversion of the complete frequency response function (FRF) matrices, which can be derived form
the estimated modal parameters. These FRF matrices are however rank deficient, and thus, badly conditioned.
In practice, a pseudo-inverse of the FRF matrix is often used. This approach results in forces that are distributed
over the whole structure. This makes it not always straightforward to detect the location of the sources. In this
contribution, an iterative ”weighted” pseudo-inverse algorithm is presented having much better localization
properties.
Acoustic holography experiments using a wavelet preprocessing method
Thomas J.-H., Pascal J.-C., Laboratoire d’Acoustique de l’Universite´ du Maine, France
This work concerns the improvement of sound field resolution resulting from plane Nearfield Acoustic Holog-
raphy using a wavelet treatment. In Nearfield Acoustic Holography the sound source field is supposed to be
reconstructed from acoustic signals acquired over a complete plane. In practice this assumption is never con-
firmed because of the finite size of the antenna of microphones used for the experiments. The aim of our study
is to reduce distortion due to the truncation of the acoustic measure field. The method used involves a wavelet
treatment called multiresolution analysis which is first performed on the acquired pressure field to highlight
distortion. Then selective filtering is carried out before the reconstructed processing. In the paper, the method
is described and the relation between the wavelet preprocessing and the wavenumber distribution is studied.
The method is used on experimental hologram data (loudspeakers). The experimental acoustic fields processed
with the proposed method are compared with those resulted from standard holography.
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XXVI Uncertainties in structural dynamics and acoustics
Modal approaches for the time-harmonic analysis of random structures with the stochastic finite
element method
Van den Nieuwenhof B., Coyette J.-P., Universite´ Catholique de Louvain, Belgium
In the context of finite element uncertainty modelling, the stochastic finite element method (SFEM), grouping
the perturbation SFEM, the spectral SFEM and the Monte-Carlo simulation, has been developed for handling
material or geometric variabilities of the structural model. This paper presents two efficient modal approaches
for the time-harmonic dynamic analysis of structures with random (material and shape) parameters. In both
approaches, the eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes of the structure, as well as their sensitivities with respect to
the random parameters, are first computed, giving an appropriate basis for the representation of the structural
response and its sensitivities. The major computational cost is expected to be carried by the eigenvalue prob-
lem solution, which is performed before the frequency analysis. In the modal perturbation SFEM, the response
sensitivities are used in the same way as in the direct approach to assess the response variability. In the mixed
perturbation/Monte-Carlo SFEM, Monte-Carlo simulation is used to assess the response statistics by sampling
the eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes according to the perturbation estimation of their PDFs. Numerical ap-
plications show the capabilities of both approaches in terms of accuracy, variability level and computational
requirements of the uncertainty analysis. An analysis of the influence of the PDF in these simulation methods
is also proposed.
Propagation of variances of FRFs through FRF-based coupling calculations
Iankov R., Moens D., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Hermans L., LMS International, Belgium
In many engineering cases, uncertainties will exist on the frequency response functions (FRFs) of component
models. Possible sources of uncertainty in the mechanical structure are uncertain material properties, loading
conditions or geometry. When bringing together the component models together and interconnecting them
into an assembly, it is of high interest to be able to predict the uncertainty of the response of the assembled
system. This paper outlines a technique allowing such an uncertainty characterization. The underlying idea of
the approach is based on variance propagation through FRF-based coupling techniques. An analytical approxi-
mation using a mean value first order second moment approach (MV) is proposed, which significantly reduces
the computational cost involved in a probabilistic uncertainty quantification through the common Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation technique. A two-component carbody-subframe assembly model indicates that the overall
efficiency of the analytical approach is superior to the classical Monte Carlo simulation approach, while the
accuracy obtained with both approaches is very similar.
Review of parameter uncertainty propagation methods in structural dynamic analysis
Fonseca J., Friswell M., University of Wales Swansea, UK
Mares C., Mottershead J., University of Liverpool, UK
During structural dynamic analysis uncertainty is often present in structural parameters such as the material
properties and dimensions. A review of uncertainty propagation methods is made. The methods are compared
in terms of accuracy, efficiency and applicability, and the Monte Carlo method is taken as the reference method.
The test case utilised is a cantilever beam.
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Stochastic finite elements for the time-harmonic analysis of structures with random shape : application
to plates with flatness defaults
Van den Nieuwenhof B., Coyette J.-P., Universite´ Catholique de Louvain, Belgium
This paper presents the extension of the perturbation stochastic finite element method (SFEM) to the time-
harmonic dynamic analysis of structures with a random shape. A parameterisation of the uncertain geometry
is first proposed in order to identify a set of random variables characterised by their variability (mean and
covariance structure) and velocity field. These random parameters are then regarded as shape design variables
in the framework of the perturbation approach to evaluate the response sensitivities with respect to them and
finally, the response variability. This method, as well as Monte-Carlo simulation, are used to investigate the
time-harmonic response variability of plates with random flatness defaults. It is shown that the flatness default
stiffens the structure by enabling a frequency-dependent membrane force ransmission scheme instead of a pure
bending behaviour. The response variability related to the random flatness default consequently exhibits a
strong frequency dependence.
Reduction techniques for the discretisation of random fields involved in stochastic finite element models
Van den Nieuwenhof B., Coyette J.-P., Universite´ Catholique de Louvain, Belgium
Random fields are generally used to model the spatial variability of the material properties in uncertain struc-
tural models. In order to be used in the framework of the stochastic finite element method (SFEM), these
continuous models require a discretisation that should allow for an accurate representation of the continuous
field and should involve the smallest number of random variables. This paper presents the performances of
two reduction techniques. In the first technique, the finite element mesh is used for the random field discreti-
sation (midpoint method or Karhunen-Loeve decomposition) and a reduced set of stochastic basic components
is iden-tified. In the second technique, a specific mesh, usually coarser than the FEM mesh, is used for the
random field discretisation. Both reduction techniques are numerically tested in the framework of the perturba-
tion SFEM for the time-harmonic stochastic analysis of a plate whose Young modulus is modelled as a random
field. The study of the performances of both methods in terms of accuracy and computational cost show that
they are globally equivalent. Finally, some practical guidelines for the simultaneous use of both techniques are
given.
Vibration hypersensitivity causes detection in finite elements models
Ouisse M., Guyader J.-L., LVA-INSA Lyon, France
This paper deals with uncertainties analysis. The objective is to detect structural zones producing hypersen-
sitive vibration behavior. Many industrial products, because of production and assembly lines, present small
differences in parameters values, which can sometimes induce large distortions as far as the radiated sound is
concerned. On the basis of our previous works, we present here a FEM application of a method that allows one
to detect structural zones producing hypersensitive behavior. The concept is quite simple, and is cheaper than
Monte Carlo simulations. The complete resolution of the problem is done only once, using nominal pa-rameters
of the structure, in order to obtain the displacement field. In our case, a finite element analysis is performed on
a typical hypersensitive structure, and modal deformations are determined on the particular nom-inal structure.
Then, considering another structure, built using variable parameters, chosen in a random way in the acceptable
manufacturing range, the finite element assembly procedure is performed. These matrices are finally used to
define an indicator in which the displacement field of the nominal solution permits to detect structural zones
responsible for hypersensitive behavior. It is based on the computation of energy of a residual displacement
field. After a presentation of the basis of this tool, numerical results are presented on a finite element model of
a plates network and on an industral cross member beam.
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Dispersion of critical rotational speeds of gearbox: effects of bearings stiffnesses
Mayeux F., Rigaud E., Perret-Liaudet J., Ecole Centrale de Lyon, France
Noise measurement on a population of a gearbox manufactured in large number reveals a high variability prin-
cipally due to tolerances on each design parameter of the gear. Gearbox noise results mainly from vibration of
its housing excited by the transmission error. High dynamic mesh load, high vibratory response of housing and
high acoustic level of the gearbox can be observed for some critical rotational speeds. These ones correspond
to excitation in a resonant manner of some particular modes which store a high potential energy at the meshing
stiffness. Variability of the associated critical modes depend on tolerances affected to gear design parameters. It
also depends on bearings stiffnesses dispersion. The physical origins of the bearings stiffnesses variability are
preloads. Bearings stiffnesses and tolerances affect the characteristics of the meshing stiffness and the dynamic
transfer from dynamic meshing force to the housing vibratory response. The purpose of this paper is to study
effect of the bearings stiffnesses variability by estimating the first two moments of statistical distribution of
critical modes.
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XXVII Vehicle noise and vibration (NVH)
Shock absorber’s knocking noise
Alberdi M., Carnicero R., Biera J., APA-KYB, Spain
Knocking Noise is probably the most usual noise problem related to shock absorbers. It is a structural noise
whose root cause is the piston rod vibration caused either by the opening/closing of valves or by the friction
originated in the change of sense of the longitudinal movement of the shock absorber. APA-KYB prepares the
so-called ”Noise Missions” in order to determine the shock absorber that represents the limit of acceptability
valid for a car regarding Knocking noise. Shock absorber prototypes are built according with settings defined
by simulation that give increasing values of piston rod acceleration. The piston rod acceleration is measured in
test bench and then the different shock absorbers are tested in the vehicle where both piston rod acceleration
and interior noise are registered with an Acoustic Head. The results of the Noise Mission prove the relationship
between Piston Rod Acceleration and Knocking Noise.
Identification of rubber bushings
Roscher T., Liebig S., Dresden University of Technology, Germany
Venhovens P., BMW Group Munich, Germany
This article presents an overall rubber model for predicting elastic and dynamic properties of real world rubber
bushings. Dynamic properties include amplitude and frequency stiffening effects. The overall rubber model
is determined by five parameters. In a second part of this article an identification strategy is proposed for
identifying all model parameters with respect to measurements. Model parameters are identified by means of
optimization. Practical thoughts concering the optimization algorithm, e.g. defining the objective function, are
discussed. Three excitation signals are used for identifying all model parameters: (1) a quasistatic excitation for
optimizing the elastic stiffness; (2) an amplitude sweep with constant frequency for identifying amplitude deter-
mining parameters; (3) and a frequency sweep of constant amplitude for identifying the frequency parameters
of the model.
A new experimental modal parameter estimation method for cylindrical structures by standing wave
decomposition and application to tire modeling
Matsuoka H., Okuma M., Tokyo University of Technology, Japan
This paper presents a new experimental modal parameter estimation method to be applied to point symmetric
structures, and shows an application to modeling of tires for passenger-cars. The method decomposes frequency
response functions into the components of individual natural modes based upon Fourier transform algorithm
in the circumferential direction of spatial domain at first, and then determines the modal parameters using the
components of each natural mode. In this paper, we explain the theory of the method, and present a challenging
application of the method to an actual tire for passenger-cars. The tire is experimentally identified about its
dynamic characteristics under the free-free boundary condition, and the result of the identification is expressed
as a set of spatial matrices. The number of degrees of freedom of the identified spatial matrices is 152. Finally,
in order to demonstrate the validity of this model, we carry out a prediction analysis of the tire under a clamping
boundary condition, and compare the result with experiment.
Module target setting and substructuring for vehicle NVH development 1
Van der Linden P., Wyckaert K., LMS International, Belgium
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Determination of the acoustical impedance of an internal combustion engine exhaust
Boonen R., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
In this investigation, the acoustical impedance of an internal combustion engine is measured and simulated. The
measurements are based on the two microphone transfer function method, which is described in the standard
ISO/FDIS 10543-2. The method uses the transfer function between two microphones positioned on a waveguide
connected to the impedance to be measured. Some improvements are proposed to this procedure, concerning
the calibration of the measurement setup. New corrections are proposed to eliminate the speed of sound,
the microphone locations and the the deviation between the microphone responses. The method is applied
to measure the acoustical impedance of an engine. To prevent the engine to disturb the reflection coefficient
during the measurements, the engine is run with an electric motor and the intake is sealed. The simulations are
carried out using electrical analog circuits. The circuits are built by analyzing the geometrical data of the engine
parts and the exhaust manifold contributing to the acoustical impedance. The simulation results correlate well
with the measured impedances. Some special cases are simulated, to determine the engine components primary
contributing to the acoustical impedance.
The integration of experimental models in a real-time virtual car sound engineering environment
Janssens K., Adams M., Van de Ponseele P., LMS International, Belgium
The pressure on development cycles in the automotive industry forces the acoustical engineers to create aware-
ness of sound quality in the earliest stages of development. Nowadays, designers have few tools to help them
listen to their ’virtual’ models. A sound synthesis concept is presented where the total sound of a vehicle is split
in a number of components (e.g. engine noise, road/tire noise, wind noise). Sound Quality Equivalent Models
have been developed to describe their sound characteristics. The models consist of networks of single- and
multi-reference transfer paths, operational loads and airborne sound sources and allow to evaluate the impact
of changes to structural components on the in-vehicle sound quality. The models are integrated in an interac-
tive, real-time Virtual Car Sound environment that synthesizes in-vehicle sound without clicks, without high
frequent chirps, without timing problems and with equal sound quality perception.
Vehicle vibration robustness engineering at the proving ground 2
Mannaerts J., Ford Motor Company, Lommel Proving Ground, Belgium
The role of a vehicle manufacturer’s proving ground has changed over the last years, driven by evolving cus-
tomer demands and competitive pressures. This paper describes this evolution by means of a vibration in-
vestigation strategy, which is applied by Ford Motor Company’s European Proving Ground organization, at
Lommel, Belgium, as part of Ford’s product development process. This strategy evolved to verify, and where
necessary to improve, the vehicle’s robustness in terms of its sensitivity to customer detectable, unwanted vi-
bration. It outlines today’s application of vibration investigation tools, measurement and analysis techniques,
on vehicles driving in real world conditions on the proving ground, and it’s contribution to the vehicle’s devel-
opment process. ’Vibration’ is approached in the broadest sense of the word, modal behavior and sensitivity to
noise factors (component, system or full-vehicle related) are determined, correlated with subjective perceptions
and evaluations, and fed back into the virtual (CAE-modeling) and system evelopment areas. The strategy is
explained by real world examples, showing how these techniques can be used to identify potential problem
areas as well as to investigate actual concerns on prototypes.
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The NVH development of the BMW 7 series 2
Penne F., BMW Group, Germany
The actual 7 Series (code named E65) represents the fourth generation of the BMW luxury car line. Based on
a more than 60 years old tradition, the 7 Series clearly sets very high standards in the luxury car market. This
paper follows the NVH process implemented during the development phase. Before looking at the development
process and a number of acoustically relevant technical innovations, the paper will firstly cover the history of
the 7 Series range. Keeping its direct predecessor (launched in 1994) in mind, one can easily imagine that
taking the NVH performance to an even higher level is a huge task. It involves the whole car concept right
from the beginning of the development process. This paper briefly describes how this process is used. Having
the development process on one side, the realisation of some important innovations influences the overall NVH
performance of the car. Therefore, the paper covers some of those acoustically relevant features of the 7 Series,
like i.e. Dynamic Drive.
Simplified analytical models for prediction of vehicle interior noise
Krylov V., Loughborough University, UK
The present paper describes some preliminary results in the developing of simplified analytical models that
could be used as effective engineering tools for prediction and mitigation of vehicle interior noise. The struc-
tural simplification is based on understanding the physics of both generation of predominant modes of structural
vibrations at particular frequencies and radiation of sound by vibrating surfaces into the vehicle interior. It is
expected that the proposed approach will lead to the development of effective analytical tools that could be
suitable for use on a design stage.
Experimental investigations of the vibro-acoustic behaviour of trim components in a car cabin
Brechlin E., Bosmans I., Keymeulen N., Dekkers R., LMS International, Belgium
Accurate vibro-acoustic predictions of fully equipped cars do not only require reliable structural models of the
car body, but also accurate acoustic models of the car cabin. The interface between these two models is largely
determined by the vibro-acoustic behaviour of trim components. In a new research project TRICARMO, LMS
is investigating the vibro-acoustic behaviour of trim components and their effects on a fully equipped car. The
aim of the project is to develop accurate and efficient models for trim components, which will be implemented
into the FEM and BEM software LMS Sysnoise. An overview will be given over experimental investigations
on trim components. Their overall effects on the vibro-acoustic behaviour of a car have been studied in a
”car strip” during which individual parts have been gradually removed or covered. Furthermore the structural
vibrations of trim components relative to the underlying steel panels have been studied by operational deflection
shape measurements using a laser scanning vibrometer.
Can objective parameters of cowlshake and secondary ride predict subjective discomfort?
Fankhauser C., Kastreuz B., Steyr-Daimler-Puch Fahrzeugtechnik, Austria
Kolrep H., Kolrep-Rometsch, Human-Factors Consultants, Germany
International standards for vibrational comfort in cars use accelerations measured at predefined comfort points
which are bandfiltered and weighted to predict comfort. A series of empirical studies was conducted to in-
vestigate the relation between subjective appraisal of discomfort and objective measures of cowlshake and
secondary ride. Drivers use the visual and tactile perceptual channels to evaluate lateral vibrations of the steer-
ing wheel and the mirror caused by cowlshake whereas secondary ride discomfort is related to proprioception
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of body movements caused by vertical vibration of the seat. For a proper assessment of discomfort-effects, both
phenomena have to be treated separately. We proceeded essentially in three steps: (1) Semantic differentials
for subjective appraisal of cowlshake and secondary ride were developed and validated in ride sessions. (2)
Subjective measures were correlated to objective parameters to identify the parameters relevant for subjective
appraisal. (3) In controlled investigations on a 4-poster test rig we used psychophysical methods to analyze hu-
man sensitivity for the key parameters and derive a functional relation of subjective as-sessment and objective
ratings. This paper introduces a cowlshake rating and a seat comfort rating which can be predicted in simulation
models and thus be used in early design phases of cars.
An innovative mounting system for the Transaxle electrical powertrain driving the Volkswagen E-Golf
Van Keymeulen, Hermann W., Wang X., Woco AVS GmbH, Germany
Kube R., Meschke J., Lu¨ck P., Volkswagen AG, Germany
New concepts for alternative drive systems for passenger cars are currently in research. Electrical drives rep-
resent an alternative power source for all vehicles from which quiet and emissions-free operation is required.
Although electrical vehicles still represent a niche product, they are a serious alternative to classical com-
bustion engines, especially for scenarios with moderate operating ranges. As the maximum torque from the
electrical drive is high and, when compared to a classical combustion engine, immediately available, special
attention needs to be given to the reaction of the electrical vehicle to a Tip in/Tip out excitation. Woco AVS
was therefore requested by Volkswagen R&D to develop a mounting system, which is especially performant
during Tip in/Tip out, for the new electrical powertrain type Transaxle, designed for the current Volkswagen
Golf. Based on the classical pendulum mounting system for the electrical powertrain type Powergolf, Woco
AVS started with the investigation, numerical simulation and comparison of different mounting concepts for
the new Transaxle. The 4-Point mounting system proved to be the best concept for the Transaxle powertrain.
Extensive noise and vibration measurements were performed on the Volkswagen E-Golf in which the prototype
4-Point Transaxle mounting system was realised. It was shown this 4-Point system not only has a very good
response to a Tip in/Tip out excitation, but also disposes of adequate rubber mount isolation performance which
contributes to satisfactory results on criteria like vibration comfort and interior noise.
Optimisation of damping layers in car bodies
Bienert J., Ford Motor Company, Germany
For the automotive development the optimisation of the interior noise is one major target to achieve. In the
low frequency area (¡500Hz) the path for the interior noise is mainly structure borne. Structural sound waves
propagate through the whole vehicle body and panels radiate the sound to the interior. Traditionally the larger
sheet metal panels are added with bitumen damping layers, also called deadeners. The application causes costs
and especially weight, that the engineer has to justify. As the damping material is distributed on areas where
no excitation forces are applied there is no direct correlation between the damping and the interior noise. In
Ford Motor Company noise transfer functions are the main body targets that relate the interior noise to the
forces applied to the body at the engine and chassis mounts. The aim is to optimize the damping layers on
the panels to improve the noise transfer function. Therefore a method has been developed on the basis of
structure modification theory in frequency domain. A virtual viscous damper is attached to a potential panel for
deadener application. By integrating the constraints into the experimental model an equation for the modified
noise transfer function can be derived. The derivative of the equation to the damping parameter delivers a
sensitivity function of the transfer functions for each panel. On this basis the most effective panels for the
application can be chosen. The method works on the experimental basis of a full vehicle. This means that
all other acoustic relevant materials (trim, carpets, absorbers, ...) are already in the vehicle. The structure of
the sensitivity equation allows a very effective measurement setup with excitation on all potential panels and
measurements of the interior noise and accelerations at the force input mounts.
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Time-varying vibration analysis based engine condition monotoring and diagnosis
Geng Z., Hull J., Nottingham Trent University, UK
Chen J., Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China
Impact excitations, time-varying transfer routes and non-stationary response are typical characteristics of the
reciprocating engine vibration. These characteristics make the engine vibration analysis more difficult than
the rotating machinery. Focused on this problem, this paper details a thorough investigation from theoretical
analysis to practical diagnosing approach design. Firstly, the inner-engine impacts are reasonably classified.
Based on this, an analytical non-stationary vibration model is developed and discussed in details, on its time
domain and time-frequency domain characteristics. Directed by these discussions, an applicable diagnosing ap-
proach is designed, which includes the software-based synchronization for non-stationary signal pre-treatment,
wavelet packet based filtering for impact signature extraction, as well as the Auto-Regressive model based
Pseudo Wigner-Ville Distribution for integrated time-frequency signature extraction. These methodologies are
successfully used in the practical diagnosis of the 6190ZLC diesel engine.
Numerical simulation and verification of mechanical noise generation in combustion engines
Priebsch H.-H., Herbst H., Offner G., Sopouch M., Acoustic Competence Center GmbH, Austria
In several speed and load ranges of car engines the generation of mechanical noise contributes significantly
to the overall engine noise. The numerical simulation of mechanical noise requires precise models for both
the noise source and for the transfer path to the radiating surface. The paper describes two typical examples
of simulation models for the generation mechanisms of mechanical noise: The noise generated by the timing
drive (chain drive) and the piston slap induced noise. After describing the theoretical background for relevant
mathematical models, examples of characteristic results are given. The contributions to overall engine struc-
ture borne noise are discussed. Finally, simulation results are compared to experimental data. The problem
of measuring significant dynamic components in the noise generation areas is discussed and possibilities for
validating simulation results by comparing them with measured ones are shown.
Achievement of NVH-objectives-New challenge for OEMs, module & system suppliers
Ahmad R., Himmler G., MSC.Software GmbH, Germany
OEMs outsourcing policy and integrating the suppliers in the car development and assembly process, realigns
the product responsibilities. Total vehicle responsibility for NVH-Objectives lies with the OEMs but module
and system suppliers have to prove out their share in conjunction with the total vehicle. For virtual product
development, OEMs and suppliers has to make sure that they are sharing the same design and CAE information.
Design change policy becomes vital for a successful product launch. Customized simulation data management
tools in conjunction with PDM become a necessity. Techniques for archiving and retrieving of CAE-data play
an important role. The paper addresses challenges mentioned above and discusses the related future possible
developments.
Influence of PVB mechanical properties on the vibrational damping of a windscreen
D’Haene P., Lu J., Solutia Inc., Belgium
A car windscreen always consists of 2 two glass panels adhered together by a polymeric interlayer. The main
purpose of the interlayer is to provide protection to the occupants by increasing the impact resistance of the
windshield. Besides it might also have a considerable influence on the dynamic behaviour of the windscreen
and bring a significant amount of damping in an otherwise rather undamped structure. In the framework of
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the development of a polyvinylbutyral (PVB) product with improved acoustical performance a study has been
carried out to evaluate the effect of the polymer mechanical properties on the damping of the windscreen. This
study includes both computer simulations (using finite elements) as well as an experimental verification of the
damping of the windscreen. It is the idea that by reducing the vibrational level of the structural components of
the car that the noise level can be reduced.
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XXVIII Vibro-acoustic analysis
The development of a calibrated acoustic actuator based on the two-microphone technique
Rossetto G., LMS International, Belgium
Arruda J., Huallpa B., Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil
This paper presents the realization of a calibrated acoustic actuator that represents an improvement to the com-
mercially available actuators that use a driver loudspeaker connected to a tube. The usual calibration of this
device is made using one microphone under the assumption that the environment influence is negligible. Previ-
ous work demonstrated that under special conditions (high impedance medium), this simplifying assumption is
not valid and volume acceleration is not accurately measured. The present article investigates an improved cali-
bration technique that uses two microphones. As only plane waves will propagate in the tube (of small diameter)
in the frequency range of interest, the two-microphone technique allows the calculation of the amplitudes of the
waves going inward and outward the tube mouth. The focus of the analysis is centered on the measurement of
the volume acceleration, which is needed in the acoustic modal analysis, and on the active acoustic power, nec-
essary for experimental SEA. The volume acceleration measurement was first validated in an anechoic chamber
and the experimental acoustic modal analysis of a rectangular shallow cavity, which has an analytical solution,
proved the accuracy of the actuator in a medium of relatively high impedance. The measurement of the acoustic
active power was made in an anechoic chamber and it is shown that the two-microphone technique faces large
problems in this case. An alternative technique is proposed for the measurement of the acoustic active power
in media approaching a free-field, and a different device configuration is proposed for future work.
Noise and vibration control of the South Railway Bridge of Budapest
Augusztinovicz F., Ma´rki F., Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary
Carels P., Willems J., CDM, Belgium
Dombi I., Building Research Est., Hungary
Bite M., Institute for Transport Science, Hungary
One of the main railway bridges of Hungary lies in the South of Budapest, where a new cultural city center
is currently being designed and built. The bridge, a 470 m long double-track riveted steel structure handles
heavy railway traffic between East and West Hungary and generates a lot of noise and vibration, posing a
serious environmental problem for the newly and rapidly developing area. Therefore, the Hungarian Railway
has decided to take serious noise control measures on the bridge. Detailed noise measurements and sound field
mapping has revealed that the noise of the bridge exceeds the overall environmental noise level by more than
10 dBA in the course of train pass-bys; the target noise control value is henceforth set to 10 dBA at minimum.
In order to reveal the noise generation and radiation mechanisms of the bridge structure, extended noise and
vibration measurements were conducted on a selected portion of the bridge. The vibration of all important
bridge elements: rail, baseplate, wooden sleeper, main beams, girder spars and walking plates were measured
and simultaneously near-field and far-field noise recorded. FE simulation of the bridge structure was performed,
and a simplified inverse Boundary Element technique developed. It was established (and also verified by an in-
situ experiment on a limited section of the bridge) that approximately half of the radiated sound power originates
from the 5mm thick steel walking plates and another half from the main beams. The rail/baseplate/sleeper/main
beam system constitutes a dynamic system which determines the frequency content of the radiated noise, while
the frequency dependence of the vibro-acoustic radiation process is of less importance. The design of noise
control of the bridge is based on a combination of underbaseplate pads and elastic railpads. These elastic
elements are manufactured from natural rubber, corkelastomer composites and kevlar fibres and aim at reducing
the vibration energy entering the bridge structure. As a consequence, the dynamic forces generated by the
wheel/rail interaction put the rail into increased motion and therefore the rail can easily become an important
airborne noise source. This noise component is to be reduced by a special tuned absorber, fixed to the rail
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web. The noise radiation from the walking plateswill be treated by exchanging the steel plates for plates of a
damped plastic composite material. The noise control works are to be commenced in February and shall have
been finished by the end of April. The paper will report on the measurements and simulations, as well as on the
obtained noise control results.
Numerical and experimental on the dynamic behavior of the violin plates
Staforelli C., Razeto M., Universidad de Concepcio´n, Chile
Pascual R., Universidad de Chile, Chile
The study of dynamic and vibratory behavior of violins consider the effect of the different parts that compose
it for the resulting sound. The top and back plates have great importance in the transmission of vibrations
and the timbre characteristic of the violin, centering the study in their vibratory behavior. Experimental tests
determine the vibrational modes with their resonant frequencies of the top of a violin. A numerical model of
the plate is made by means of the finite elements method, to determine the influence of the different mechanical
and geometric properties on its main vibrational modes and natural frequencies; different methods are found to
make changes in their structure with the objective to obtain the expected acoustic answers. The distribution of
thicknesses or the height in the arqueamiento is modified to obtain different effects on the frequencies and the
vibrational modes.
Acoustic characterisation and noise limitation strategies for a modern electrical train
Viscardi M., Iadevaia M., Lecce L., Universita` degli Studi di Napoli ”Federico II”, Italy
This paper concerns with the noise characterisation and limitation on a new electrical train that showed, during
preliminary operational noise test, an excessive noise emission especially related to the electrical motor oper-
ation. In order to better understand the genesis of such a noise and to subsequently plan effective solutions to
reduce the generated overall noise and vibration level it was firstly necessary to understand the vibro-acoustical
behaviour of the motor itself, both in terms of eigenmodes and of forced response. In this paper the experimen-
tal modal analysis and the running modes analysis results of the electrical motor are presented and discussed
with the aim to design adequate solutions to the problem. A modification of the motor has been proposed in
terms of design changes whose experimental results will be discussed in the last part of the paper.
Vibro-acoustic analysis of the Brazilian vehicle satellite launcher (VLS) Fairing
Pirk R., Desmet W., Pluymers B., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Goes L., Centro Tecnico de Aeronautica (CTA) - Instituto Tecnologico de Aeronautica (ITA), Brazil
During flight missions, space vehicles are subjected to a severe dynamic pressure loading when their rocket-
propulsion systems are operated. This loading may be critical for the vehicle components, as well as for the
payload such as satellites, which are usually very soft structures. The success of a satellite launching is deter-
mined, amongst other measures, by the satellite resistance to the fairing internal acoustic pressure. This paper
describes a numerical analysis of the dynamic response of the mechanical structure and the fairing inner acous-
tic cavity of the Brazilian Vehicle Satellite Launcher (VLS). Finite Element (FE) and Boundary Element (BE)
methods are used for the low-frequency analysis with emphasis on the vibroacoustic coupling effects between
the fairing structural vibrations and the inner cavity acoustic pressures. The high-frequency vibro-acoustic
behaviour is analyzed using a Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) model.
Vibroacoustic modal testing of a vehicle cabin
Mamede W., Varoto P., De Oliveira L., University of Sao Paulo, Brazil
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The interaction between the vibration waves generated by the structural response of a plate and the acoustic
modes of a cavity is addressed in this article employing computational as well as experimental techniques. The
system studied consists of a cavity made of acrylic that resembles a vehicle interior. The roof of the model
can be replaced by a flexible aluminum plate. This plate is used in order to generate coupling effects between
the acoustic excitation source positioned in the interior of the cabin and the structural response of the cabin
for low frequency natural frequencies. Sound pressure measurements were taken in the model interior so that
the acoustic modes could be identified. In addition, The model roof was replaced by the flexible plate and the
tests were repeated. The structural response at the model roof was also analyzed by means of standard modal
testing methods. The results obtained through finite element simulation and the experimental tests indicate that
strong coupling between acoustic and structural modes occur for the case of flexible roof, and this coupling may
generate undesired noise levels and consequently affect the passenger acoustic comfort at the vehicle interior.
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XXIX Vibro-acoustic modelling and prediction
The effect of absorptive treatment in the road corridor using CATT modelling techniques
Field C., Arup Acoustics Sydney, Australia
This paper presents results from a study for the Highways Agency in the UK into the noise reducing bene-
fits of various absorptive treatments to particular features within the road corridor. Individual features within
the road corridor such as tunnel entrances, bridge parapets, bridge soffits and retaining walls were computer
modelled using CATT (Computer Aided Theatre Technique) software, usually used for room acoustics. The
software has been used because of the ability to model complicated road features, such as cut and cover tun-
nels and bridge soffits graphically, with various surface properties and geometrical arrangements. Results from
modelling indicate that significant reductions in sound pressure levels at receiver locations can be achieved
with absorptive treatments to tunnel entrances and retaining walls. No significant benefit over hard, reflective
surfaces is expected with absorptive treatment to solid bridge parapets and bridge soffits.
Optimized mapped wave envelope elements for exterior acoustics
Dreyer D., Von Estorff O., Technical University Hamburg-Harburg, Germany
In the simulation of exterior acoustical problems using the Finite Element Method (FEM), infinite elements are
an effective approach. Among several possible formulations, the Mapped Wave Envelope Elements or Astley-
Leis Elements turned out to be rather promising. Problems involving severe ill- conditioning of the elements
due to ineffective polynomial spaces seem to be overcome by introducing Legendre polynomials for radial
approximation. The behavior of these elements in conjunction with iterative solvers, though, still remains dif-
ficult, especially in frequency domain. In this contribution Astley-Leis Elements with Jacobi polynomials as
radial basis are presented, which are well suited to be employed in conjunction with iterative solvers. Numer-
ical examples with using three different solvers, namely GMRES, QMR, and BiCGSTAB, are presented. An
inspection of the eigenvalue distribution of the system matrices explains the good characteristics of the new
elements.
On predicting the response of acoustically-excited doubly curved sandwich panels
Cunningham P., Langley R., White R., University of Southampton, UK
This paper presents a recent programme of research, which has concentrated on the measurement and prediction
of the dynamic response of doubly curved composite honeycomb sandwich panels to high intensity, random
acoustic excitation. Four panels with varying radii of curvature were tested in a progressive wave tube (PWT)
facility at overall sound pressure levels up to 164 dB (re 2×10−5 Pa). Several methods are presented to predict
the dynamic response of the panels to random acoustic excitation. The first of these was the single-degree-of-
freedom (SDOF) approximation method, where different assumptions with regard to the spatial characteristics
of the pressure loading are made. Finite element analysis (FEA) was also used to predict the response, where
the pressure loading was assumed to consist of a series of travelling waves at grazing incidence to the structure.
The results presented for both the SDOF approximation method and the FEA method show good agreement
between predicted and measured strain values, which are also presented.
Algebraic model of a wall acoustic impendance constructed using experimental data
Faverjon B., ONERA, France
Soize C., University of Marne-la-Valle´e, France
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In the context of a research devoted to the construction of a wall acoustic impedance model for a soundproofing
scheme constituted of a porous medium inserted between two thin plates, an experimental data basis was
carried out. In this paper, we present a probabilistic algebraic model of a wall acoustic impedance, constructed
using this experimental data basis and allowing such a soundproofing scheme to be modeled. This kind of
probabilistic algebraic model can be used for validating finite element model of such a soundproofing scheme
whose equations are derived from the Biot theory, or for validating theoretical model, adapted to medium
and high frequency ranges, deduced from Biot’s equations. This probabilistic algebraic model is constructed
by using the general mathematical properties of wall acoustic impedance operators (symmetry, odd and even
functions with respect to the frequency, decreasing functions when frequency goes to infinity, behavior when
frequency goes to zero and so on). The parameters introduced in this probabilistic algebraic model are fitted
with the experimental data basis.
Modelling and simulating tractor cabin acoustics under external excitations by using FEM/BEM
Ikonen V., Pohjolainen S., Tampere University of Technology, Finland
The vibroacoustic behaviour of a prototype tractor cabin below 200 Hz is studied by comparing measurements
and FEM/BEM simulations, when external loudspeaker has been used as a sound source. Modelling is based on
partial differential equations and simulations are carried out using coupled finite and boundary element methods
with SYSNOISE software. Model verification measurements were performed with a real standalone cabin and
comparison of the results shows that element-based simulations give promising results at low frequencies.
Optimal design of trim materials
Baldanzini N., Universita` di Firenze, Italy
Mantovani M., Rieter Automotive, Switzerland
Misaji K., Tada H., Yamashita T., Honda R&D Tochigi Center, Japan
The paper describes an approach for the automatic design of multilayer trim materials. The method is based on
a genetic algorithm capable to optimize the material properties of a specific multilayer structure or to design
from scratch the best multilayer configuration once solely the number of layers is provided. The optimization
objectives can be the transmission loss or the absorption of the trim material or a combination of these proper-
ties. The method was applied to several test cases and it was always capable to derive improved configurations.
Meshing procedures for vibro-acoustic models
El-Masri E., Tournour M., McCulloch C., LMS International, Belgium
Procedures have been developed specially for re-creating meshes for acoustic BE and FE models, starting from
pre-existing structural meshes. Various techniques are explained, such as identifying and removing ribs, ex-
tracting the exterior radiating surface, eliminating unnecessary non-acoustic elements, filling holes, and filling
a cavity for an interior acoustic problem. These techniques can be used in various combinations as a toolbox
to create optimal acoustic meshes. However, such meshes can be approximations to the true radiating surfaces,
so a further question remains regarding the accuracy of the results obtained with such meshes in vibro-acoustic
calculations. The paper discusses this issue and illustrates the meshing procedures and verifications of accuracy
with various practical examples and benchmarks. Additional material is to be included in the oral presentation.
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Experimental acoustic radiation from an elastic plate covered with a poroelastic layer
Litwinczik V., Lenzi A., Universidade Federal di Santa Catarina, Brazil
Lauriks W., Geentjens G., Vermeir G., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
In this work the sound radiation of a rectangular plate covered with a porous layer was analyzed experimentally.
The vibratory energy in these types of structures is dissipated by several mechanisms, sound radiation being
one of them. Once the porous layer is in contact with the plate, the plate vibration induce vibrations not only
in the fluid, but also in the solid phase of the porous material, providing propagating waves in both phases
simultaneously. The structure analyzed in this work consists of a simply supported base plate covered with a
foam layer and with an extra thin cover plate. The surface velocity of the system was measured scanning the
surface with a transducer and using phonoscopy, a particular case of near-field acoustical holography. It was
observed that the radiation efficiency of the structure is not too much affected by the presence of the porous
layer.
An experimental validation of vibro-acoustic prediction by the use of simplified methods
Trompette N., INRS, France
Guerich M., Poˆle Universitaire Le´onard de Vinci, France
The prediction of vibro-acoustic behaviour of structure is of the greatest interest for the design of less noisy
machines. In the low frequency range, such predictions are usually done by using finite element method and
boundary element method. The purpose of this paper is to present a vibro-acoustic behaviour prediction case
performed on a metallic box with the use of less accurate but faster techniques: Sub-structuring for the dynamic
response calculation of the structure, and a monopole distribution for the computation of the radiated noise.
Simulations and comparisons with experiments are made on both vibrations and acoustic responses. With an
adjusted model, accurate results are obtained, particularly for the radiated acoustic power: in spite of their
simplicity, these methods give precise results and are sufficient for a pre-design of structure in the field of the
low frequencies. However, this conclusion must be moderated by the fact that in spite of the structure simplicity,
the FE model had to be adjusted to lead to results close to experiments.
Getting useful FEM and BEM vibro-acoustic solutions faster, using new solution methodologies
Tournour M., Rossion J.-P., Bricteux L., McCulloch C., LMS International, Belgium
Meeting the challenge to increase acoustic comfort significantly whilst reducing development and production
costs, means reducing time-to-market and physical prototyping. This can only be achieved by extensive use
of virtual prototyping. However, predictive acoustic and vibro-acoustic models using FEM and BEM methods
have typically been limited in their effectiveness, partly due to the long solution times to get the substantial
amounts of results needed to have real usefulness in engineering design optimization. In this paper, the latest
speed-up technologies for acoustic solutions are presented. Approaches using finite, infinite and boundary ele-
ment methods, based on modal acoustic transfer vectors, Pade´ methods, domain decomposition, iterative solvers
and netsolvers are presented. These recently-developed technologies make accurate acoustic predictions timely
and effective. They tackle a wide range of applications ranging from engine acoustics to interior acoustics and
enable the users to design practical solutions and effectively reduce time-to-market and development costs. The
fundamentals of various methods, and their practical applications, are presented.
Acoustic infinite elements with improved robustness
Cipolla J., HKS, Inc., USA
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Acoustic infinite element formulations are by now well established for exterior acoustics simulations in tran-
sient and time-harmonic cases. We refer specifically to true infinite elements: those which are formulated on the
basis of finite-element-like integrals extended to semi-infinite exterior domains. Several alternative formula-
tions exist in the literature, with differing definitions of these element integrals. In the context of finite element
computations, it is critical that the infinite element formulation used generates element matrices that are physi-
cally and mathematically consistent with the underlying exterior acoustics problem. In particular, we examine
a mapped infinite element formulation where the test and basis functions are complex conjugates of each other:
the well-known Astley-Leis formulation. A critical parameter used in the computation of the element integrals
is the phase distance. Alternative algorithms for evaluation of this distance inside the element volume may
result in indefinite element mass matrices, violating stability of the transient problem and producing physically
unreasonable results in harmonic problems. An alternate definition of the phase distance, together with an al-
gorithm for its computation, is presented for the Astley-Leis family of acoustic infinite elements. This phase
distance definition results in non-negative definite mass matrices for all mapped configurations, maintains finite
element to infinite element phase continuity, as well as continuity between infinite elements. Moreover, it is
inexpensive to compute.
On the use of generalized complex modes for three dimensional poroelastic problem
Dazel O., Sgard F., Lamarque C.-H., Ecole Nationale des Travaux Publics de l’Etat, France
The study of multilayered structures involving porous materials is of the utmost importance in automotive and
aeronautic industries. Nevertheless, the finite- element modelling of porous material by a {u, P} formulation
of Biot-Allard’s equations of poroelasticity may generate large systems whose resolution leads to cumbersome
calculations. Recently, the authors have developed a technique of generalized complex modes to improve the
solving process. It has been shown that this kind of technique is appropriate to the poroelastic problem. In this
paper, the convergence of the modal technique is investigated in the case of several porous materials (elastic
wool, foams) both mechanically and an acoustically excitated. Firstly an analysis of the three-dimensional
damped and coupled modes is performed. Then the approach is compared to the direct resolution of the finite-
element system in terms of vibro-acoustic indicators. In particular, the process of truncation of the modal
basis is explained. It is observed that the number of kept modes and the selection process mostly depends on
the nature of the configuration. In addition, the approach allows for a significant reduction of the number of
degree-of-freedom.
The constitutive relation error as a tool to determine the acoustic admittance coefficient
Decouvreur V., Bouillard Ph., Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium
Deraemaeker A., Ladeve`ze P., Universite´ de Paris VI/CNRS, France
Nowadays, many industries need to know the acoustic performances of the products that they achieve or use.
Indeed, these components are mostly parts of larger setups (like cars, airplanes, concert halls, theaters,...) for
which numerical acoustic simulations are run from the earliest conception stage. In that framework, this paper
proposes a new acoustic parameter identification technique, which is based on the updating technique exploiting
the constitutive relation error (CRE). The CRE method aims to minimize a cost function with respect to physical
parameters of the model. Both model error and measurement error are taken into account. Particular attention
is payed to the complex admittance coefficient which is probably the most important and the most badly known
acoustic parameter.
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Quadratic finite element model for predicting the vibro-acoustic behaviour of heterogeneous porous
materials
Castel F., Sgard F., Ecole Nationale des Travaux Publics de l’Etat, France
Atalla N., Universite´ de Sherbrooke, Canada
Porous materials are widely used for noise and vibration control. Classical solutions involving fiber glass or
foams are very common in buildings and in industries to reduce noise levels. However, it is necessary to make
choices between possible alternatives during the design stage of a project according to efficiency, standards re-
quirements and costs. In particular, weight is a major issue in aeronautics and automotive industries. Recently
finite element models of heterogeneous porous materials using the (u, P ) weak integral form of Biot’s poro-
elasticity equations have been developed. These works have shown that the addition of heterogeneities (solid
inclusions, air pockets) could increase both the acoustic absorption and the transmission loss performances
of porous materials. Nevertheless problems have been exhibited in the case of linear elements. Indeed these
elements may suffer from convergence problems due to the strong variations of the fields close to the hetero-
geneities. This work presents a method to circumvent these issues. It consists in a quadratic finite element
implementation of both the porous patches and the inclusions. Numerical results are presented which compare
the performance of the proposed approach to the linear finite element implementation. Then, the developed
method is applied to the prediction of the acoustic absorption and transmission of several systems involving
heterogeneous porous materials.
Analysis of soil vibrations by means of the boundary element method
Fiala P., Grana´t J., Augusztinovicz F., Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary
This paper introduces some results of the application of the three-dimensional Boundary Element Method for
the analysis of soil vibrations. Soil is considered to be an isotropic, homogenous, linear elastic medium with
known mass density, modulus of elasticity and shear. After giving the governing equations that form the base
of the calculations, the paper investigates the vibrations excited by a point source on the surface of the infinite
half-space, a soil layer over bedrock, and finally the effect of vertical trenches on the vibration reduction.
On the accuracy of vibro-acoustic solutions using the ATV method
Tournour M., Dessart S., McCulloch C., LMS International, Belgium
The Acoustic Transfer Vector method, and its extension to Modal Acoustic Transfer Vectors, provides a tremen-
dous speed-up in the overall solution time of vibro-acoustic radiation calculations. The speed-up is enhanced
by the use of frequency-interpolation of the ATVs. This interpolation creates a possible source of significant
error in the solution, which is discussed and assessed quantitatively. It is concluded that the ATVs for exterior
radiation are typically quite smoothly-varying, so the error should be small, but the error can become signifi-
cant, if either the frequency interval between the master frequencies (with exact ATVs) is too large, or if the
field point to which a specific ATV applies is too far away from the radiating surface. These two criteria are
inter-related and are given a mathematical treatment, resulting in rules for the correct use of the ATV method.
The rules are validated on benchmark examples.
An experimental/numerical method for noise radiation prediction
Carniel X., Bollade L., CETIM/DAVIT, France
The quality of the prediction of acoustic radiation of a mechanical structure depends on the accuracy of the
numerical dynamic behaviour. To achieve this, the method described in this paper allows to integrate exper-
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imental data in the computation of acoustic radiation. The different steps are: (1) Measurement of complex
velocities using a scanning Doppler Laser Vibrometer. (2) Transfer of these data to a computation software. At
this step, a fine mesh is required, to be able to reach high frequency range. (3) Calculation of radiation maps
(pressure, intensity, acoustic power). The advantage of this method is that it takes into account parameters that
are difficult to enter in a numerical model: damping, loads, boundary conditions, etc...The paper describes the
method, the difficulties linked to multiple sources excitations and the its validation. Examples are shown, with
different types of excitations: acoustic or structure-borne noise, single or broad band.
Analytical solution of circular cylindrical shell vibrations
Alzahabi B., Kettering University, USA
The vibration characteristics of cylindrical shells present unique challenges in modal vibration control. In
this paper, an analytical and numerical investigation of the modal characteristics of a thin circular cylindrical
shell is presented. An analytical solution of circular cylindrical shells with shear diaphragm end conditions is
derived using Donnell-Mushtari strain displacement relationship. Rayleigh-Ritz variational approach is then
used to formulate the eigenvalue problem. A Matlab script is written to solve the resulting eigenvalue problem
and obtain the shell’s natural frequencies and strain energy distribution. The analytical results were found in
good agreement with the numerical results obtained from finite element analysis, confirming the validity and
accuracy of the analytical solution. The fundamental influence of the strain energy distribution and other related
issues such as the mode sequence, repeated natural frequencies are also discussed.
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The effects of stingers on measured FRFs
Ashory M., Hajighorbani R., Semnan Universtiy, Iran
When using a shaker to conduct a modal test, the dynamic characteristic of the shaker become combined with
those of the test structure. It is common practice to install a long slender element between the test structure
and the shaker to minimise the effects of the shaker on the measured FRFs. This is called a stinger, pushrod
or drive rod. The selection of stingers is generally made by trial-and-error, by chance or experience. In this
paper the effects of stingers on the measurement is investigated. A new model is made which can be used for
the prediction of this unwanted bias error. The proposed model was successfully validated by the experimental
results.
Prediction of structure-borne noise in cabin of aircraft caused by power plant vibration
Baklanov V., PSC Tupolev, Russia
Kochetov Y., Morozkov A., Moscow Aviation University, Russia
Calculation of expected structural noise and vibration protection parameters require awareness of real dynamic
properties of advanced engine design and airframe within wide frequency band of power unit vibration ef-
fect (10 to 500 Hz). On the base a package of obtained characteristics (frequency characteristics of dynamic
compliance and function of vibro-acoustic conductivity of engine bodies and airframes) dynamic model of
”Engine-Mount-Airframe” system is proposed on which grounds following algorithms were developed: (1)
estimation of levels of dynamic effect upon airframe caused by engine vibrations; (2) calculation of expected
structural noise in cabin and choice parameters of vibro-isolation attachments.
A method of the multi-transducer optimizing arrangement for damage detection of machine parts
Xiong S., Xiong X., Han Z., Taiyuan University of Technology, China
Multiple damages are often occurred simultaneity in complex machinery systems, thus there are problems of
detection and separation of multiple damages in machine condition monitoring. This paper presents method of
the multi-transducer optimizing arrangement and proposes define and experimental determined method of the
damage detection sensitivity of machine parts. Damages of machine parts that is gear wheels, rolling bearings,
bolts and so on, have been divided into tow types that is vibration source type and dynamics characteristic
change type respectively. Dynamics characteristics of these damages are investigated. Available transducer
mounting locations and vibration transfer path are discussed. We propose identification method of mechanical
filtering properties of vibration transfer paths and appraise damage detection sensitivities of these transducer
mounting locations. Finally, testing results of the multi-transducer optimizing arrangement are given.
FRF measurement of rotational DOFs by T-block approach (Improvement of accuracy for random
noise and application to a Car Body)
Hosoya N., Saitama University, Japan
Yoshimura T., Tokyo Metropolitan University, Japan
The importance of rotational FRF was recognized widely, and many attempts have been made to measure those
FRFs experimentally, but the satisfactory results can hardly be seen. The authors have proposed an estimation
method of FRF on rotational degrees of freedom (DOFs) by adding a T-block to the structure’s measurement
point. In this paper the measurement noise is considered, and the noise effective approach is presented, which
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lead to good estimate of rotational FRF. The proposed method is applied to estimate cross FRFs of a car
body. A new T-square-block (T2 -block) for measurement of six DOFs (three DOFs in translation and three
DOFs in rotation) is designed. Two T2 -blocks are attached to the measurement points of the sub frame of
a passenger car: the T2 -blocks are excited by the impact hammer, respectively; and cross FRFs of the car
body are obtained. The validity of the method is investigated by comparing the experimental model and the FE
model. The estimated rotational FRFs of car body are used for structure synthesis approach.
Finite element model updating of rotating structures using adaptive simulated annealing
Ziaei-Rad S., Isfahan University of Technology, Iran
Ewins D., Imperial College, UK
In this paper the finite element model updating of rotating structures with use of measured vibration test data is
considered. A theoretical basis is developed for FRFs based updating techniques of rotating structures as these
use measured data directly. Next, the use of a stochastic optimization techniques, namely adaptive simulated
annealing, was investigated to minimize the difference between the measured and analytical data. This opti-
mization method requires no gradient and can achieve a global optimal solution in solving non- smooth and
highly non-linear optimization problems which is the case in most model updating problems.
The order tracking based on instantaneous frequency estimation in rotating machinery
Qin S., Tang B., Guo Y., Zhang C., Chongqing University, China
A new method of order tracking of rotating machinery based on instantaneous frequency estimation (IFE), is
proposed in this paper. Compared with traditional methods of order tracking, this method takes some out-
standing advantages, for example, hardware simplified, which required by order analysis and only software
depended for order tracking. The simulations and actual tests testify the validity of the method. The algorithms
of the tracking and estimation about the instantaneous speed of reference shaft are programmed. This method is
an effective supplement to traditional order tracking methods and specially satisfies the requirement of Virtual
Instruments.
Evaluation method of damping ratio for spot-welded frame
Katayama T., Aoyama E., Nakajima M., Doshisha University, Japan
Hirogaki T., University of Shiga Prefecture, Japan
Andoh H., Shin Caterpillar Mitsubishi Ltd., Japan
Enoki S., ASAHI TEC Corporation, Japan
The purpose of this study is a purpose to construct the cab model of the construction machinery that design
engineer is able to carry out the dynamic analysis, especially frequency response analysis, in conceptual design
stage easily. As a previous step of the frequency response analysis for the cab model, evaluation method of
damping ratio for spot-welded frame was suggested in this paper. First, the impulse excitation experiments
for three types of test pieces, flat type, hat type, and spot-welded frame, were carried out to investigate the
difference of those damping ratios. Next, it was considered that damping was mainly caused by friction of
spot-welded points in the flange. Then, it was assumed that all of energy loss by friction damping was converted
to the heating energy. Therefore damping ratio could be identified by measuring the temperature difference by
using the thermography, as single degree of freedom for a spot pitch. As a result, it was clarified that damping
ratio for spot-welded frame was dependent on frequency and acceleration.
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Vibration damping analysis of the laminated composite sandwich cantilever beam inserted with
viscoelastic layer
Yim J., Cho S., Seo Y., Kwangju-Chonnam Regional Small & Medium Business Office, Korea
The damping behavior of composite sandwich laminated beam inserted with a viscoelastic layer is investigated.
A quantitative analysis of damping in the sandwich laminated composite beam has been conducted through the
theoretical method. Results showed that the viscoelastic core thickness in the sandwich beam and the length of
the beam have a great effect on the damping loss factor. It is also shown that the modified Ni-Adams’ theory
could be efficiently used to identify the damping characteristics of the composite sandwich laminated beam.
Determination and evaluation of machine tool dynamic characteristics obtained during stable cutting
process
Skoczyn´ski W., Krzyz˙anowski J., Szymkowski J., Wroclaw University of Technology, Poland
The performance characteristics of machine tools depend on the dynamic properties of their structures. The
characteristics substantially affect the machining accuracy, the quality of obtained surfaces and performance
stability. The study provides an analysis of currently applied methods of machine tool excitations as well as
methods of their dynamic characteristics evaluation. It was assumed that the source of this excitation were
actual working loads occurring in the course of stable finishing process. This type of excitations makes it
possible to take into account different operational positions of working units as well as actual feedback be-
tween the machine tool’s structure and the cutting process. Machining tests were carried out. During the tests
relative vibration between a tool and a workpiece was measured. An experimental setup was described. Some
results of lathe testing were provided. A possibility of using waviness on the machined surfaces of a test piece
to evaluate the machine tool’s dynamic characteristics was proposed.
A study on the evaluation of ride comfort due to human dynamic characteristics on biaxial vibration
Okamura M., Koizumi T., Tsujiuchi N., Doshisha University, Japan
Kohama A., Nichiyu Corporation, Japan
This paper presents a method for the evaluation of ride comfort by using the multiple regression analysis under
biaxial vibration. In order to measure the transmissibility of the most sensitive parts of human, excitation
experiments are performed. In the experiment, subjects were exposed to three kinds of biaxial sine wave
vibrations with phase differences and a reproductive two dimensional floor vibration of a high-speed train. The
frequency responses of the sensitive parts were measured and the subjects were required to compare the ride
comfort of several vibrations and to answer questionnaires. A multiple regression analysis is carried out and
it has been clarified that biaxial vibration increases the discomfort and the acceleration on the head is most
dominant for the ride comfort. The most dominant frequencies are also clarified.
Air intake system design : vibro-acoustic modelling and prediction for commercial vehicles
Nunes R., Botteon A., T-Systems do Brasil Ltda, Brazil
Donizeti S., Miranda G., DaimlerChrysler do Brasil Ltda, Brazil
Vibro-acoustic numerical modelling is used to evaluate the acoustic behaviour of virtual prototypes during
the development process of new air intake systems for commercial vehicles. In order to describe this be-
haviour, the following analyses have been performed: acoustical and structural normal modes using traditional
FEM methodology, transfer function with and without fluid structure interaction effects and radiation acoustics
analysis using BEM direct approach. To validate the numerical model, NVH engineer teams build physical
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prototypes for comparison to numerical data. Basically, the NVH teams are responsible for checking the main
acoustic influences of the air intake system on pass-by-noise and internal noise tests. The aim of this paper is
to describe the vibro-acoustic methodology used, and its relation with engineering teams experimental work.
Therefore, experimental tests and virtual acoustics prototypes are compared and acorrelation with the air intake
systems acoustic problems are verified to improve the quality of the new air intake system design.
Use of an acoustical imaging system for the study of the acoustic transmission of sealing system in a
moving car
Haddad K., Benoit V., ACB Engineering, France
This paper relates to the use of an acoustical imaging system in the context of a moving car. The selected method
is a beamforming processing. This method allows obtaining results quickly and presents a good robustness in
environment such as the interior of a vehicle. The principles of the beamforming processing are exposed. After
the exposition of the set-up, different experimental situations, related to the sealing system of the passenger
door, are discussed: localization of a failing in the sealing system, measurements in static and moving car
situations (at 160 km/h), measurements during a deceleration (170 to 90 km/h). The results show that the
selected method is well adapted for the measurements inside a moving car.
Using statistical energy analysis for shoch pulse predictions
Iadevaia M., Van Hal B., Sas P., Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium
Riobbo J.L., EADS-CASA Espacio, Spain
Shocks, such as those produced by pyrotechnic blasts in space vehicles, are often characterized by high fre-
quency and high amplitude energy contents. The 10 kHz frequency range typical for such transients is well
beyond the practical limits of standard prediction techniques such as the finite element method. Therefore,
alternative prediction techniques are necessary. The present work illustrates the results obtained throughout nu-
merical prediction and experimental tests of a new procedure where the Statistical Energy Analysis is applied
to transient problems (shock or/and pyrotechnic phenomena). The proposed procedure is based on the use of
the Shock Response Spectrum to characterize the system under consideration. The proposed method has been
validated on plate-like structures by numerical validations and experimental tests.
Analysis of the dynamic actions when bells are swinging on the belltower of Bon Repos i Mirambell
church (Valencia, Spain)
Ivorra S., Cervera J., Polytechnic University of Valencia, Spain
Dynamic actions caused by bell ringing is a characteristic aspect in bell towers. There are differences between
the English, Central Europe and Spanish systems of bell ringing as in the Spanish system bells are swung full
circle through 360◦ in a continual manner; in addition Spanish bells are well balanced, thus presenting bell
ringing characteristics different from those of the other bell systems. This paper presents the effects of bell
ringing on the bell tower of Nuestra Sra. del Pilar Church, located in the Valencian village of Bon Repos i
Mirambell. The main features of this bell tower are its building materials (brick) and its slenderness.
Optimal design of dynamic characteristics of electromechanical drive systems
Mez˙yk A., ´Switon´ski E., Silesian University of Technology, Poland
The paper presents the method of improving dynamic properties of drive systems. An electromechanical model
of a drive system composed of an asynchronous squirrel-cage motor, spur gears and a planetary gear has been
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applied for the investigations. The discretization has been performed by using the rigid body approach and
the finite element method. Occurrence of mesh clearances and of variable stiffness of teeth mesh has been
discussed in the paper as well. Optimization has been conducted for objective functions in domain of time
and frequency. The method is effective for minimisation of vibration amplitudes of electromechanical power
transmission systems. The results of numerical calculations are compared with experimental tests carried out
on high power transmission systems.
Vibration analysis of assembled explosion vessel
Hongfa H., Northwest Institute of Nuclear Technology, China
This paper studies the vibration characteristics of the explosion vessel, which is composed of a cylindrical shell
and ellipsoidal closures experimentally, under the loading of inner centered-explosion. It presents the method to
judge the shell’s main destroyed modes by the weak mode. The vibration and main destroyed modes are studied
by several approaches. The frequency spectrum characteristics of explosion loading are analyzed, the frequency
spectrum and the trend analysis on the load of the combined explosion vessel is obtained experimentally. Using
the finite-element method to analysis the main vibration modes corresponding to the main vibration frequencies
are obtained by experiments. Theory analysis and experiment data indicated: Impulse characteristic emerges
under internal blast loading in closed vessel. With the increase of internal blast loading, shells’ dominant
frequency will be inclined to breathing frequency; the strain growth will be declined.
Vibration isolation of reciprocating air-compressor using flexure bearings
Rens J., Clark R., Howe D., University of Sheffield, UK
Reciprocating air-compressors inherently generate high vibrational forces, which are transmitted to supporting
structures and may result in a high level of acoustic noise. In order to limit these forces, the compressor can be
passively mounted on a pair of flexure bearings, which combine a high radial rigidity with a low axial stiffness.
Additionally, an auxiliary linear actuator can be employed in parallel with the bearings in order to actively
cancel out the transmitted vibrational forces. This paper describes the design of such flexure bearings on which
a tubular, electromagnetically actuated air-compressor is to be suspended. In addition, an active suspension
system which is employed in conjunction with the bearings is described.
Noise generated by burners and boilers
Novy R., Dedourek M., CTU, Czech Republik
The paper brings information on the survey of acoustical properties of classic gas boilers using various meth-
ods.Presenting an example of BUDERUS SK 425 boiler the possibilities of finding resonance and anti- reso-
nance frequencies are shown and their influence on amplification or attenuation of the noise generated by the
combustion process of a gas burner.
The emission of CD and DVD-ROM drives
Biegansky N., Beltman W., Intel Corporation, USA
Optical drives are one of the primary noise generators in computer systems, along with the fans and the hard
disk drives. The European voluntary eco label requires systems to be at most 5.5 BA in the operating mode.
Tests have shown optical drives by themselves in the operating mode to have acoustic levels ranging from 4.1
to 5.5. Even though the majority of the drives by themselves comply with the European eco label, the sound
power levels are alarmingly high because it is not taking other noise sources in a PC system into account.
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Drive manufacturers are not required to publish acoustic data. Speeds are continually increasing. Hard disk
drives acoustic emissions increase with speed. The present paper provides a baseline and establishes trends
for optical drives. An anechoic chamber was used in this investigation to measure the sound power levels of
a variety of drives. CD-RW and DVD-ROM drives were used for the experiments, following current market
trends as well as representing existing consumer drives. In total, 48 drives were tested. Three of each type (16)
were tested, ranging in speed from 8x to 40x; 36 drives were CD-RW drives and 12 drives were DVD-ROM
drives. Each drive was tested in both idle and operating mode when tested alone as well as inside a micro tower
PC system. Additional investigative tests were conducted with narrowband spectra on the loudest and quietest
drives to explore drive rotational speed (RPM). The testing demonstrated that CD-RW and DVD-ROM drive
acoustic emissions are a concern. A database was established with acoustic data characterizing a wide variety
of CD-RW and DVD drives. The acoustic baseline was completed and trends were extracted.
A tool for the acoustic design of computer systems
Beltman W., Intel Corporation, USA
This paper describes a spreadsheet based design tool for the design of computer systems. One of the problems in
the design cycle is that acoustics is often considered ”when done”. This leads to a severely constrained solution
space and gives limited ability to reduce system emissions. In addition, the selection of the right components
is of critical importance to hit a system level design target. The present paper outlines an acoustic tool that
enables the designer to assemble a system with various components such as hard drives, CD drives, fans and
fan heat sinks. It contains a database with acoustic emission levels of these devices. Fan speed control settings
are incorporated through fan laws and the backpressure effect is included through a scaling law. The tool was
experimentally validated for a number of desktop, workstation and server systems. The tool allows an efficient
thermal/acoustic trade off in the pre-prototype design stage, thus ensuring that the right system level decisions
are made.
